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grism was used to observe galaxies with magnitudes I
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Presentation

The Osservatorio Astronomio di Bologna, one of the twelve Italian

Observatories, is one of the researh strutures of the National Insti-

tute for Astrophysis (INAF), operating under the supervision of the

Ministry for Instrution, University and Researh (MIUR). The Min-

istry provides most of the �nanial resoures whih make our ativity

possible.

This Report provides an overview of our sienti� researh, over-

ing a wide range of topis in astronomy suh as :

� stellar population and galati evolution studies and their os-

mologial impliations;

� study of the struture, evolution and distribution of galaxies,

lusters and AGN and their ontribution to the osmologial

bakgrounds;

� numerial studies in the �eld of gas hydrodynamis and turbu-

lene simulations;

� management and upgrading of the two telesopes in Loiano (152

and 60 m) and development of astronomial instruments in the

framework of national and international programs.

Most of these studies are based on an intensive use of the most

advaned instruments available today at all wavelengths. These are

arried out in ollaboration with many international and national in-

stitutes and, loally, with the Universit�a di Bologna, Dipartimento di

Astronomia and with the Consiglio Nazionale delle Rierhe (CNR).

Moreover, a large fration of the sta� is involved in international long-

term projets (e.g. VIMOS, FLAMES, ISO-ELAIS, K20 redshift sur-

vey).

A very shemati summary of the Observatory budget in 2002 is

presented (in Italian) in Appendix A, for administrative purposes.
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1 Stars and Stellar Populations
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The �gure presents a 3-D view of the Sgr Stream as modeled by the

N-body simulation by Ibata & Lewis 1998. The large violet dots are

the globular lusters that still reside in the main body of Sgr, the

large red dots are the Galati Halo globulars that lie in regions of

the phase-spae also reahed by the Sgr stream, green points are the

remaining Galati globulars with R

GC

> 10 kp. (Bellazzini, Ferraro

& Ibata (2003)
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: M. Bellazzini, A. Bonifazi, A. Bragaglia, C. Ca-

iari, G. Clementini, N. D'Amio, L. Federii, F.R. Ferraro, F.

Fusi Pei, L. Greggio, L. Origlia, L. Stanghellini, M. Tosi;

� Tehnial sta�: M. Lolli, P. Montegri�o;

� Fellows: L. Baldai, S. Galleti, M. Maio, L. Monao, A. Pos-

senti, E.Valenti.

The evolution of stars and stellar systems is a very ative researh �eld

of the OAB sine its foundation. The interests range from evolution of

galaxies to galati and extragalati globular lusters systems, from

binaries to variable stars, from pulsars to LMXBs, overing the whole

range of astronomial wavelengths.

The present desription of the ativity in the year 2002 has been

organized in a few main setions to provide a very general overview:

1. The Galaxy, 2. Globular lusters, 3. Nearby Galaxies, 4. Pulsating

Variable stars, 5. Elipsing binaries, 6. Planetary Nebulae, 7. Pulsars.

1.1 The Galaxy

1.1.1 Chemial evolution models

People involved at OAB: Tosi.

Models of Galati hemial evolution are nowadays able to repro-

due the vast majority of the observed harateristis of our Galaxy.

There are, however, a number of open questions on the evolution of

the Galaxy, whih still require further studies (e.g. Tosi 2002). Some

of these issues are being examined in detail at the Bologna Observa-

tory. In 2002, we have proeeded in the e�ort of aurately analysing

the feedbak between stellar nuleosynthesis and hemial evolution,

the evolution of the abundane gradients and the impat of Gala-

ti hemial evolution models on osmology. To this aim new models

for D,

3

He,

4

He,

12

C,

13

C,

14

N ,

16

O,

17

O,

18

O,

20

Ne,

22

Ne have been

omputed and ompared with the available data, adopting all the most

reent and reliable stellar yields.

A ollaboration exists with the International Spae Siene Insti-

tute in Berne (Switzerland) to study all the aspets of stellar and
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galati evolution a�eting the abundanes of the light elements. All

the Galati hemial evolution models able to reprodue the largest

set of observational onstraints have shown that the primordial abun-

dane of D and

3

He must have been fairly low. This implies that

the baryon/photon ratio was fairly high during the Big Bang, a re-

sult emphasized by the MAXIMA and BOOMERANG, and most

reently WMAP, experiments on the osmi mirowave bakground.

Our group, in ollaboration with Galli and Palla (Aretri Obs.), has

been partiularly ative in this �eld and has been the �rst in reahing

these results. Spetra of Planetary Nebulae aquired with HST-STIS

have allowed us (Palla et al. 2002) to put new striter onstraints

on the still puzzling evolution of

3

He, by on�rming the interrelation

between

3

He and

12

C=

13

C prodution and depletion in low mass stars.

1.1.2 Open lusters as traers of the evolution of the abun-

dane gradients.

People involved at OAB: Bonifazi, Bragaglia, Tosi.

Open lusters (OC's) are exellent tools to understand the evolution

of the disk of our Galaxy from both the hemial and strutural points

of view. Many of the existing hemial evolution models are able to

reprodue well the present-day situation, but di�er signi�antly in

the "history" of the hemial enrihment (hene in the involved pro-

esses). In partiular, they di�er in the preditions for the evolution

of the abundane gradients: does the gradient slope steepen or atten

with time? From the OC's we an extrat fundamental information,

sine they an be used to desribe the run of the various elemental

abundanes at di�erent ages.

In order to study in more detail the metalliity and age distribution

with galatoentri distane, we are analyzing with great auray a

large sample of open lusters (our goal is to have at least 30 OC's) at

various galati loations and overing a wide range in age and metal-

liity. Age, distane modulus, reddening and approximate metalli-

ity of the lusters are derived from their Color-Magnitude Diagrams

(CMDs) using the syntheti CMD tehnique and further onstrained

by the observed luminosity funtions. Preise and homogeneous ele-

mental abundanes are determined from high resolution spetrosopy.

During 2002, we have ompleted the interpretation of Cr110 in

terms of evolutionary parameters (Bragaglia & Tosi 2003) and pro-
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eeded in that of Be 22, Be 29, NGC 4815 and NGC 6939.

Up to now only about 25 % of the �80 old OC's have ever been

studied with high resolution spetrosopy, and only a handful have

abundanes of elements other than iron. To widen the sample, we

have obtained high-res spetra of red lump stars in a dozen of OC's,

with FEROS�1.5m ESO, SARG�TNG, and UVES�VLT: analysis is

under way for several lusters (Bragaglia et al. 2003; Carretta et al.

2003). Preparatory work for FLAMES�VLT GTO observations, due

in 2003-2004, has been ompleted in 2002.

This researh is in ollaboration with Carretta and Gratton (Padova

Obs.), Maroni and Andreuzzi (Roma Obs.).

1.1.3 Field Blue Horizontal Branh (BHB) stars and RR

Lyrae as traers of the galati halo

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Caiari.

The �eld BHB stars, along with the RR Lyrae variables and the ar-

bon stars, are exellent traers of the galati halo stellar population.

A detailed knowledge of their hemial and dynamial harateristis

is therefore essential to understand how the Galaxy formed (e.g., hi-

erarhial aretion/merging proesses).

The questions of whether the high galati halo is in retrograde ro-

tation and how the veloity dispersion and attening of the halo vary

with height above the galati plane are still ontroversial. They ould

be settled by studying halo stars nearer than about 10 kp. In ollab-

oration with Kinman (NOAO), Buzzoni (TNG) and Spagna (OATO)

we are studying a sample of about 150 BHB and RR Lyrae stars

near the North Galati Pole by means of radial veloities and GSC-II

proper motions for whih we were granted a GSC-II pilot-program.

Furthermore, metalliities are estimated using the �S method.

Photometri and spetrosopi data were olleted during the last

years; in partiular spetra were olleted in spring 2001 and 2002

(SARG�TNG, LRS�TNG), and one more run is due in spring 2003.

Results on the spae motions based on about half of our data show

that our sample is distintly retrograde (Kinman et al. 2003, Caiari

et al. 2003).
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1.1.4 Resolved stars in the Galati Bulge

People involved at OAB: Greggio

The study of the CMD of resolved stars in omposite stellar popula-

tions allows us to derive detailed information on the age and metalli-

ity of the system. Suh a study has been onduted for a wide �eld in

the Bulge of the MW, based on ESO (WFI�2.2m, and SOFI�NTT)

optial and infrared data. The interpretation of the observed CMDs

has been performed with theoretial simulations. This investigation

shows that the stars in the Galati Bulge are old (� 10 Gyr), and

are distributed over a wide metalliity range. The peak of the distri-

bution ours at approximately solar metalliity. This study on�rms

previous suggestions, and puts the onlusions on a more robust basis.

This work has been done in ollaboration with people from various

institutes: M. Zoali (PI), A. Renzini, I. Saviane, M. Rejkuba (ESO);

S. Cassisi (INAF,OAT); S. Ortolani (Dip. Astron. PD); M. Rih

(UCLA); B. Barbuy (Univ. of Sao Paulo, Brazil); E. Bia (Univ. of

Porto Alegre, Brazil).

1.2 Globular Clusters

1.2.1 Observational tests of theoretial stellar models

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, D'Amio, Ferraro, Fusi Pei,

Monao, Origlia, Possenti

Stellar evolutionary models are often used to derive relevant properties

of globular star lusters and galaxies, suh as their age and metal on-

tent. The Luminosity Funtion of the stellar sequenes in the CMDs,

from the MS Turn O� (TO) up to the termination of the Asymptoti

Giant Branh (AGB), has been reognized to be the most powerful

tool for testing stellar evolutionary models (in partiular the auray

of the input physis, the reliability of anonial assumptions, et.).

A fully fruitful test requires that the observations be a) omplete, b)

statistially signi�ant, and ) aurate and adequate for eah spei�

evolutionary sequene. Point (a) means that virtually all the stars in a

given area of the luster are measured down to a given magnitude level,

and that reliable orretions for inompleteness an be applied below

that level. Point (b) means that observations should over most of the

luster extension. Point () requires infrared observations to measure

6



the ool RGB stars and UV observations to properly study the blue

sequenes as the Horizontal Branh and the Blue Stragglers.

In this senario the following main sub-projets represent a oordi-

nated attak to the problem, in ollaboration with Sabbi (Dip. Astr.

BO), Rood (University of Virginia, USA), Sills (MMaster University,

Canada) and Catelan (Ponti�ia Universidad Catolia, Chile).

(a) Mass loss along the Red Giant Branh

Mass loss is a ruial parameter in any stellar evolution model-

ing. The late evolutionary stages of low{ and intermediate{mass gi-

ant stars are strongly inuened by mass loss proesses. Yet, our

lak of empirial estimates on mass loss in low-mass RGB and AGB

stars remains one of the most serious stumbling bloks for a om-

prehensive understanding of stellar evolution. In Galati Globular

Clusters (GGCs), theoretial models of HB and RGB stars imply that

RGB stars must lose � 0:2M

�

prior to the HB phase; an additional

� 0:1M

�

is then expeted to be lost on the AGB, before the star

evolves down to the white dwarf ooling urve. With the goal of

studying the mass loss during the RGB evolutionary stage, a major

result has been obtained in this framework. A deep survey of the very

entral regions of six massive globular lusters has been performed us-

ing ISOCAM in the 10 �m spetral region (Origlia et al. 2002, ApJ,

571, 458). A signi�ant sample of bright giants have an ISOCAM

ounterpart but only < 20% of them have a strong mid-infrared ex-

ess indiative of dusty irumstellar envelopes (see Fig. 1). From a

ombined physial and statistial analysis we derived mass loss rates

and frequeny. We �nd that i) signi�ant mass loss (at rates in the

range 10

�7

< dM=dt < 10

�6

M

�

yr

�1

) ours only at the very end

of the RGB evolutionary stage and is episodi, ii) the modulation

timesales should be shorter than 1 million years, and iii) mass loss

ourrene does not show a ruial dependene on the luster metal-

liity. A follow-up program using the NASA Spae InfraRed Telesope

Faility (SIRTF) is under preparation.

(b) The HB morphology

The HB morphology represents a sort of magni�er of the mass-loss

proess ourring along the RGB. In this respet, we have published

in the last years a number of interesting results (see Ferraro et al.

1999, Catelan, Ferraro & Rood 2001). This year we presented a new

interesting ase: M75 (Catelan et al. 2002). This luster possesses

a bimodal HB bearing, striking resemblane to the well-known ase

7



Figure 1: M

bol

, (J � K)

0

(left panel) and M

bol

, (K � [12℄)

0

(right

panel) de-reddened olor{magnitude diagrams down to a bolometri

magnitude M

bol

� �1:0 of the ISOCAM point soures deteted in

the observed globular lusters. Soures with (K � [12℄)

0

� 0:65 are

lassi�ed as soures with signi�ant dust exess and are marked with

�lled symbols. The horizontal, dashed line at M

bol

= �2:5 marks

the photometri threshold in the most distant lusters. The vertial,

dashed line in the right panel marks the border between where 12 �m

emission is dominated by the stellar photosphere or by irumstellar

dust. The position of the V42 long period variable of ! Cen is also

marked (from Origlia et al. 2002).

of NGC 1851. In addition, we detet a third, smaller grouping of

stars on the M75 blue tail, separated from the bulk of the blue HB

stars by a gap spanning about 0.5 mag in V. Suh a group of stars

may orrespond to the upper part of a very extended, though thinly

populated, blue tail. Thus M75 appears to have a trimodal HB.

() Link between stellar populations and dynamis in GGCs

Many new results are now supporting the laim that dynamial

evolution of GGCs an a�et their stellar populations. Shematially,

both the integrated luster olors and the properties of individual

objets on�rm the existene of dynamially indued variations in the

evolution of many luster members.
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In this senario, we have started a long term projet whih aims

at using GGCs as a laboratory to study the impat of the (internal)

environmental and (external) dynamial e�ets on the evolution of the

luster stellar population. We obtained UV-HST observations and we

are also using UV data retrieved from the HST arhive.

There are two main results this year:

NGC6752: by ombining WFPC2-HST and ground based Wide

Field images we onstruted the most extended radial density and

brightness pro�le for this luster, inluding, for the �rst time, detailed

star ounts in the very inner region (Ferraro et al. 2003). Both the

density and the brightness pro�le of the entral region have been found

to signi�antly deviate from standard King model, and are ompatible

with the hypothesis that NGC 6752 is experiening a post-ore ollapse

boune.

BSS population in the ore of 6 GGCs: The entral regions of

six Galati Globular Clusters (GGCs) (M3, M80, M10, M13, M92

and NGC 288) have been imaged using HST-WFPC2 and the ultra-

violet (UV) �lters (F255W, F336W). The seleted sample of lus-

ters overs a large range in both entral density (log �

0

) and metal-

liity ([Fe=H℄). We performed a diret luster-to-luster ompari-

son of the Blue Straggler Stars (BSS) population as seleted from

(m

255

; m

255

� m

336

) CMDs. We found the spei� frequeny of BSS

varies greatly from luster to luster. The most interesting result is

that the two lusters in our sample with the largest BSS spei� fre-

queny, namely NGC 288 and M80, have the lowest and the highest

entral density, respetively. This evidene together with the predi-

tions of theoretial ollisional models suggests that both stellar inter-

ations in high density luster ores and at least one other alternative

hannel operating in low density GGCs play an important role in the

prodution of BSS. We also note a possible onnetion between HB

morphology and the BSS luminosity funtion in these six lusters.

1.2.2 Main Sequene Fitting Distanes and absolute ages of

Galati globular lusters

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Fusi Pei

Extensively applied in the eighties although a�eted by rather large

error bars (�0:25 mag in distanes and �4 Gyr in ages) the GC Main

Sequene Fitting tehnique derives distane from the omparison of
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the GC Main Sequene to a suitable "template" formed by metal-

poor subdwarfs in the solar neighborhood, whose distanes are au-

rately measured via trigonometri parallaxes. This method has been

substantially relived by the release of the Hipparos trigonometri par-

allax atalogue in June 1997.

The Hipparos based MSF tehnique has produed a "strething"

of the GC distanes whih de�nitely favors the long astronomial dis-

tane sale, and, in turn, the derivation of Galati GCs younger ages

by 2-3 Gyrs (Carretta et al. 2000, and referenes therein).

An ESO Large Programme (see Setion 1.2.4) has been arried

out in 2000 to 2002 to redue the residual unertainty in the MSF

distanes to about �0:07 mag (i.e., dominated by the parallax error)

and the orresponding errors in the GC ages to �1 Gyr, by addressing

these e�ets. The abundane analysis of the NGC 6752, NGC 6397

and 47 Tu stellar spetra has demonstrated that in these lusters

the [Fe/H℄ values obtained for the TO-stars agree perfetly (within a

few per ents) with that obtained for stars at the base of the RGB

(Gratton et al. 2001). Moreover, GC metalliities are now on the

same sale of �eld stars, eliminating this soure of unertainty of the

MSF distanes (Gratton et al. 2003). Finally, the use of a reddening

sale homogeneously derived for �eld and luster dwarfs from B � V

and b� y olours has allowed us to ut down to � 0.04 mag the error

ontribution due to reddening sale. The �nal error on GC distanes

is �0:06, and in ages �1:1 Gyr. From these 3 Galati GCs, the age

of the oldest globulars in our Galaxy is 13:7� 0:8� 0:6 Gyr (random

and systemati errors: Gratton et al., in preparation), fully ompati-

ble with the very reent determination of the age of the Universe by

WMAP. New observing time has been requested to ESO in period 72

to extend the number of lusters and inrease the statistial signi�-

ane of these results. This work is in ollaboration with Carretta,

Gratton (Padova Obs.), Grundahl (Aarhus Univ., DK).

1.2.3 ! Centauri

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro, Origlia

! Centauri is the largest (M = 4 � 10

6

M

�

, Pryor & Meylan 1993),

brightest luster in the Galati Halo, and it is the only GC whih

shows indisputed variations in the hemial ontent of its stars. From

this point of view, ! Cen ould be onsidered a bridge system between
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the genuine globulars, whih are unable to retain the gas ejeted by

their former massive stars, and the dwarf galaxies, whih are the least

massive self-enrihing stellar systems known. We are urrently arry-

ing on a long-term projet, aimed at performing a detailed photometri

and spetrosopi study of the stellar population in ! Cen, whih is

one of the major projets undertaken at the OAB.

The �rst surprising result was the disovery of a distint, anoma-

lous RGB (RGB-a), signi�antly redder than the bulk of the nor-

mal RGB stars (Panino et al. 2000). Prompted by this result, we

have then arried out a vast spetrosopi and photometri observa-

tional ampaign, using the urrent generation of instruments avail-

able at ESO, on board of HST and at other international telesopes.

A spetrosopi sreening of the multi-populations of red giants in

! Cen has been arried out by means of high resolution ehelle spe-

tra with UVES�VLT and medium-resolution infrared spetra with

SOFI�NTT of more than 40 stars. Two main results have been ob-

tained this year. First, the metalliity of the RGB-a has been deter-

mined for the �rst time (< [Fe=H℄ >= �0:62� 0:06), demonstrating

that the RGB-a stars are the most metal-rih omponent of the whole

RGB distribution (Panino et al. 2002). Seond, the RGB-a has a

lower �-enhanement ([�/Fe℄' +0:1) with respet to the other red gi-

ants in ! Cen (Panino et al. 2002, Origlia et al. 2003). Supported by

the higher [Cu/Fe℄ abundane for the RGB-a stars, this ould be the

�rst indiation that SNe type Ia enrihed the medium from whih these

stars have formed, while all the other stars in the luster show the typ-

ial �-enhanement ([�/Fe℄' +0:3) of halo and globular luster stars.

This an be explained either by (i) a self-enrihment senario, implying

a more ontinuum star formation proess as well as some age spread

or by (ii) a merging senario in whih the main body of the luster a-

reted the metal-rih sub-system. The photometri database already

published in Panino et al. (2000) has also been further exploited.

The spatial distribution of the di�erent sub-populations (metal-poor,

metal-intermediate and RGB-a) has been investigated (Panino et al.

2003), revealing three main features: (i) the RGB-a and intermediate

populations are elongated perpendiularly with respet to the main,

metal-poor omponent; (ii) the RGB-a is muh more entrally onen-

trated than the other sub-populations and (iii) the RGB-a entroid

is signi�antly displaed (by � 1

0

) with respet to the main luster

omponent. In this respet, the most surprising result is the disovery

of proper motion peuliarities within ! Cen (Ferraro et al. 2002).
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Figure 2: Proper motion plane (�

RA

; �

De

) for stars in ! Cen. Panel

a) All stars in the Van Leween's atalog with aurate proper motion

measurements are plotted (small dots). Panels b,,d) Stars belonging

to the three RGB sub-populations, namely MP ((b), MInt (() and

RGB-a ((d) are marked with large, �lled dots. The dashed irle

represents the region where stars with a membership probability larger

than 99% lie. As an be seen, while the RGB-MP and RGB-MInt

proper motion entroids appear to agree with the entroid of the whole

luster population, the RGB-a entroid is signi�antly displaed (from

Ferraro et al. 2002).
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By oupling our wide �eld photometri atalog with the proper mo-

tion atalog reently published by van Leeuwen (2000), we were able

to probe that the RGB-a stars has a bulk proper motion with respet

to the main luster motion entroid, amounting to j � j= 0:8 mas yr

�1

(see Fig. 2). These works suggest that the RGB-a ould have a di�er-

ent dynamial history with respet to the other populations in ! Cen,

and that it still maintains its own peuliar dynamial identity within

the luster. A ruial point to disriminate among the self-enrihment

and merging senarios, onerns the relative ages of the various sub-

populations. In order to investigate whether an age spread exists

among the various sub-omponents, we are planning to obtain: (a)

high resolution UVES�VLT spetrosopy of a sample of Sub-Giant

Branh (SGB) [6 SGB stars have been already observed in April 2002℄

and (b) high preision FORS�VLT photometry of the entral regions

of the lusters [the observations have been performed in 2001, Period

68℄.

This researh is in ollaboration with Panino (Dip. Astr. BO),

Sollima (Dip. Astr. BO), Pasquini (ESO), and many more.

1.2.4 Abundanes in Globular Clusters

(a) Halo Globular Clusters

Stars in eah GC, with the exeption of ! Cen and possibly of M 22,

have generally very homogeneous omposition as far as Iron-peak and

�-elements are onsidered, while abundanes of lighter elements (from

C to Al) show a omplex, not yet fully explained, pattern (i.e., CN-

CH band strength anti-orrelation, Na-O anti-orrelation, et.) not

seen in �eld stars. Proposed explanations have varied from an in situ

mehanism (e.g., very deep mixing of nulear-proessed material) to

an external soure of material (either primordial proto-luster gas or

proessed material from a polluting ompanion). Both explanations

ould work for RGB stars, while main sequene stars require the latter.

(i) Abundanes along the RGB

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Bellazzini, Ferraro, Monao.

In the framework of a large programme in ollaboration with re-

searhers in Padova and Roma, we aim at deriving aurate abun-

danes for a representative number of giants in several globular lus-
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ters by using the multiplex FLAMES faility at the VLT (UVES +

GIRAFFE). Our �rst target has been M 22, sine there are reasons

to believe that M 22 ould have a signi�ant dispersion in metalli-

ity. Even though the e�et is going to be smaller than in ! Cen, the

detetion of suh a spread in metalliity would indiate that at least

another globular luster in our Galaxy has experiened the same kind

of hemial enrihment history as ! Cen. Suh a disovery would be

of invaluable help in understanding the mehanism of formation of

! Cen and would shed light on the proesses that are at the basis of

the halo formation and evolution. We have already seured a set of

high resolution UVES spetra for 8 giants in this luster during an

observing run in April 2002, and the data analysis is urrently under

way.

This work is in ollaboration with Panino (Dip. Astr. BO).

(ii) Abundanes of Main Sequene Turn-O� stars

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini

Only reently stars near the main sequene Turn-O� (MSTO) have

beome observable at the neessary S/N and resolution. As part

of an ESO Large Programme (PI Gratton), we have aquired with

UVES�VLT in 2000, 2001 and 2002 (30 nights in total) high res-

olution spetra (R� 40000) of a large number of stars at the main

sequene turn-o� and at the base of the sub-giant branh in NGC

6752, NGC 6397, 47 Tu, NGC 6809 and NGC 7099. Abundane

analysis for Fe, Li, and light elements has been ompleted or is well

advaned for the �rst three lusters (e.g., Gratton et al. 2001, Boni-

faio et al. 2002, Carretta et al. in preparation). Further studies on

the heavy elements and on the other GCs in our sample are presently

being arried out.

The [Fe/H℄ abundanes determined for NGC 6752, NGC 6397 and

47 Tu, (idential for MSTO and subgiant stars: Gratton et al. 2001,

2003) have removed one of the possible major soures of unertainty

laimed to a�et the MSF distanes (see Setion 1.2.2). Our analysis

has also put a strong onstraint on sedimentation.

Furthermore, we have found presene of O-Na and Mg-Al antior-

relations in MSTO stars in NGC 6752, (but not in NGC 6397), hene

ruling out internal mixing as the ause of suh anomalies. Finally,

we have studied Li abundanes, and found that MSTO stars in NGC

6397 (and O-rih ones in NGC 6752) have Li abundanes very lose
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to the Spite plateau value, supporting the primordial origin of lithium

in metal-poor stars (Bonifaio et al. 2002).

This work is in ollaboration with Gratton and Carretta (Padova

Obs.), Bonifaio (Trieste Obs.), Pasquini (ESO), and many more (see

list of publiations). New ESO observing time has been requested at

ESO in period 72, to extend the analysis to a larger number of lusters.

(b) Bulge Globular Clusters

(i) Abundanes from resolved stars

People involved at OAB: Ferraro, Origlia.

Bulge GCs are a fundamental stellar population of our Galaxy and

it is most interesting to ompare their detailed ompositions with the

Galati bulge �eld population (MWilliam & Rih 1994). For many

of these bulge lusters, foreground extintion is so large as to prelude

any photometri and spetrosopi optial study. In the last few years

we have undertaken a long term projet devoted to study a represen-

tative sample of Bulge globular lusters in the infrared. Using the

IRAC2 infrared amera at the ESO-MPI 2.2m telesope, the SOFI

medium-resolution imager/spetrograph at ESO/NTT and the NIR-

SPEC high-resolution ehelle spetrograph at Kek II, we have seured

high quality infrared photometry and spetra of 10 globular lusters

in the bulge. Other observing time at KekII has been assigned to this

program in the next months. The photometri and the spetral syn-

thesis analysis is in progress. For Liller 1 and NGC 6553 Origlia, Rih

& Castro (2002) �nd [Fe=H℄ = �0:3�0:2 and [O=H℄ = +0:3�0:1 (from

the OH lines) for the giants in both lusters. We measure strong lines

for the �-elements Mg, Ca, and Si, and a general [�=Fe℄ = +0:3� 0:2

dex has been derived. The omposition of the lusters is similar to

that of bulge �eld stars and it is onsistent with a senario in whih

the lusters formed early, with rapid enrihment.

This reasearh is in ollaboration with Rih (UCLA, USA), and E.

Valenti (Dip. Astr. BO).

(ii) Abundanes from integrated light

People involved at OAB: Greggio.

Spetrophotometri indies measured on the integrated spetra of stel-

lar populations an be used to trae the element abundanes of the

stars. For example, the evidene that the stellar populations in el-

liptial galaxies are haraterized by supersolar � to Fe abundane
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ratios omes from the measurement of their Magnesium and Iron in-

dies, ompared to the preditions of models onstruted with solar

abundane ratios. This onlusion is however based on theoretial

models whih need alibration versus the relevant observables. In this

framework we have olleted and analyzed the spetra (ESO, 1.5m)

of a sample of 12 GCs in the galati Bulge, spanning a wide range

in metalliity, up to the solar value. The two most metal rih lusters

have a spetrosopially on�rmed � overabundane, and there are in-

diations of � enhanement also for the other lusters. It is found that

the lusters' Magnesium and Iron indies do deviate from the model

sequene with solar abundane ratio in the same diretion as the El-

liptials. This �nding yields empirial support to the laimed � to Fe

overabundane in these galaxies. We arried out a thorough investiga-

tion of the models, heking their sensitivity to the input parameters,

and found that the � overabundane solution is hardly avoidable. For

a orret alibration, then, the e�et of the abundane ratios on the

integrated indies needs to be taken into aount in the models.

This work was done in ollaboration with Putzia and Saglia (Univ.

of Munih), Kissler-Patig and Renzini (ESO), Maraston (MPE-Munih),

Ortolani (Univ. of Padova).

1.2.5 The Globular Cluster System of the Andromeda galaxy

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Federii, Fusi Pei,

Parmeggiani.

The M31 globular luster system is the largest sample of GC's found

in the Loal Group. It is little a�eted by reddening, at least for a

large sub-set of outer objets, and suÆiently lose to allow individual

stellar observations. M31 o�ers the unique opportunity of studying the

GC system of a spiral galaxy that is similar to (albeit larger than) the

MilkyWay in very good detail and without some of the limitations that

a�et the Galati GC system. The OAB M31 team, in ollaboration

with sientists of other italian and foreign institutions, is studying the

globular lusters in M31 and other galaxies of the Loal Group using

both photometry (from the UV to the IR bands) and spetrosopy.

The sope of the program is to utilize the globular luster systems to

improve our knowledge on the mass, dynamis and hemial evolution

of the parent galaxies, and as seondary distane indiators and stellar

population templates.
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A large sample of on�rmed GCs in M31 has been observed with

HST with the aim of omparing the harateristis of these stellar

populations with those of the Milky Way, and to measure the depen-

dene of the HB luminosity on metalliity for a sample of lusters at

the same distane. The CMDs obtained from WFPC2/HST observa-

tions for a total sample of 19 GCs in M31 [in ollaboration with Rih

(UCLA)℄ reah at least one magnitude fainter than the Horizontal

Branh level. Our analysis shows that M31 globular lusters are very

similar to the Milky Way globular lusters, and that there is no strong

indiation of an intemediate age luster population analogous to those

found (for example) in the SMC. These preliminary results have been

presented at international onferenes, and the papers disussing the

various physial and strutural harateristis of the lusters are in

preparation.

Finally, we are preparing a omprehensive, homogeneous revised

atalog of all morphologial, spetrophotometri, astrometri and kine-

mati data for all on�rmed and andidate lusters in M31.

1.2.6 Globular Cluster Systems in external galaxies

People involved at OAB: Caiari, Federii, Galleti

Spetrosopy of extragalati globular lusters provides a wealth of in-

formation on the formation and evolution of their parent galaxies. The

aim of this projet is to study the globular luster systems in galaxies

of di�erent morphologial types (E/S0 and spirals), in order to inves-

tigate the existene of stellar sub-populations with di�erent hemial

and/or dynamial harateristis, to estimate the galaxy mass and to

probe the existene of a dark matter halo.

In this senario, we have obtained NTT/EMMI multi-slit spe-

trosopy for 40 known globular lusters in the inner regions of NGC5128,

the nearest giant elliptial galaxy, and deep MOS spetrosopy using

FORS1 at the VLT of about 75 globular lusters andidates in the

Sombrero galaxy (NGC4594), an early-type spiral with a dominant

bulge. The results from the NTT observations ombined with previ-

ous results from multi�ber spetrosopy of lusters in the halo show

that most of the lusters in NGC5128 are similar in age to the Galati

globulars, and moreover that their metalliity distribution is learly

bimodal, thus on�rming the presene of two luster populations.

The spetra of the globular lusters of NGC4594 have been om-
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pletely redued: �fty-seven andidates out to � 40kp have been

on�rmed to be bona-�de globular lusters. The metalliities, de-

rived from absorption line indies, on�rm a bimodal [Fe/H℄ distri-

bution, in agreement with the results of the photometry (Moretti et

al. 2003). The distribution was �tted with two gaussians peaking at

[Fe=H℄ � �1:7 and [Fe=H℄ � �0:7, very similar to those of globular

lusters in our Galaxy. Preliminary results have been presented by

Held et al. (2003).

Sine eÆient spetrosopi observations require a previous iden-

ti�ation of a sample of bona-�de globular luster andidates, and

in preparation for a systemati spetrosopi study at the VLT with

FLAMES or VIMOS, we have undertaken a wide-�eld multiolor imag-

ing survey of galaxies of di�erent morphologial types (E/S0) as far

as the Virgo luster: NGC 3115, NGC 4526, NGC 4406, NGC 253,

NGC 5128, NGC 4594. For one of these galaxies, NGC 253, we have

already analysed our 2.2m-WFI BVI images (FoV=33x34 armin) and

identi�ed about 400 globular luster andidates that will be observed

with VIMOS in autumn 2003 (Galleti et al. 2003). This number of

andidates is muh larger than the numbers found in all previous sur-

veys of this galaxy, and even taking into aount a signi�ant degree

of ontamination it represents a major improvement over all previ-

ous studies. Wide �eld imaging (BVR) of NGC 4594 was taken with

ESO/MPG 2.2m telesope. The sample of highly probable globular

luster andidates seleted using olor and shape riteria shows a bi-

modal olor distribution, and will be observed with VIMOS during

the period 71 in order to on�rm its real nature.

This researh is in ollaboration with Held, Moretti (Padova Obs.)

and Testa (Roma Obs.)

1.3 Nearby Galaxies

1.3.1 Magellani Cloud lusters

People involved at OAB: Ferraro, Origlia

The spetral evolution of a Simple Stellar Population (SSP) and its

most evident olor glithes are ideal loks for dating primeval galaxies

and deriving a suitable, empirial relation between look bak time

and redshift. Deriving the age of a stellar population implies: (1) the

seletion of a suitable lok (this requires an aurate time alibration
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of the stellar evolution), (2) the atual reading of the age (this requires

an aurate estimate of the global metalliity of the SSP, sine the

stellar lok is extremely sensitive to the hemial omposition { the

so-alled age/metalliity degeneray.

The empirial alibration of the lok whih settles the spetral

evolution of SSPs and its readability are the primary goals of our

projet. The globular luster system of the Magellani Clouds (MC)

provides a unique opportunity to investigate the integrated spetropho-

tometri behavior of stellar populations as a funtion of both age

and hemial omposition. We are takling these major astrophys-

ial objetives by means of a oordinated spetrophotometri survey

on a representative sample of MC lusters, aimed at determining with

great auray and in a homogeneous way their age, metalliity and

overall integrated spetral properties. Our group seured high quality

J,H,K photometry of 20 LMC lusters spanning the age range between

�50 Myr and a few Gyr. Populous and omplete near-infrared CMDs

overing all the RGB extension have been obtained. The high quality

and homogeneity of suh an infrared database will provide the most

aurate empirial determination of the ourrene of the so-alled

AGB and RGB phase transitions and their ontribution to the luster

integrated light in eah photometri infrared band{pass and in bolo-

metri. These empirial estimates ompared to those of the models

will allow to alibrate the integrated magnitude and olor glithes in

terms of age.

The orret reading of the age from a SSP requires the aurate

knowledge of the global metalliity. This major piee of information is

still laking, namely a self-onsistent metalliity sale and a detailed

desription of the abundane patterns of MC lusters. In order to

�ll suh a gap, we started a spetrosopi survey at medium-high

resolution in the visual and in the infrared for a representative sample

of MC lusters. Suh high quality spetrosopi data oupled with the

photometri database seured by our group over the last 10 years will

allow to alibrate the evolutionary lok, a fundamental tool to trae

the history of star formation and evolution of primordial galaxies.

This researh is in ollaboration with Testa (Roma Obs.), and

Maraston (Sternwarte, M�unhen, Germany).
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1.3.2 The areted omponent of the Galati Halo: The

Sagittarius Dwarf Spheroidal

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro, Monao.

There is now a growing body of observational evidenes for an inhomo-

geneous Halo, where the traks of the slow building up by hierarhial

merging of sub-units should be still observable. The Sagittarius dwarf

Spheroidal Galaxy (Sgr dSph; Ibata et al. 1994, Nature, 370, 194) is

the most evident and striking example of a real time aretion event

ourring in the Galati Halo. The main body of Sgr dSph orbits well

within the Galati spheroidal (R

GC

'16 kp) and shows lear signs

of being areted and disrupted by the Galati tidal �eld. Thus, the

Sgr dSph is (and has been) one of the major ontributors to the stellar

ontent of the whole Galati Halo.

In this framework, we have started a large photometri survey

of this disrupting dSph. At present we have assembled a atalogue

omprising V,I photometry and aurate astrometry (to within �0:2

arse) for � 500; 000 individual stars in a 1 � 1 deg

2

area entered

on the globular luster M 54, whih oinides with the main density

peak of the Sgr galaxy. Near-Infrared J,H,K magnitudes for many

thousands of stars have been also obtained from the Point Soure

atalogue of the 2MASS survey. This large database will provide the

basis for a detailed study of the hemial omposition of Sgr stars to

be performed with VLT-FLAMES, within the GTO program of the

ITAL-FLAMES onsortium. An observational programme to extend

the survey to another 1� 1 deg

2

�eld has been approved by ESO.

Meanwhile, the database allowed for the �rst identi�ation of the

RGB bump of the main population of the Sgr dSph (Monao et al.

2002). This new observational onstraint provided the basis for a

muh more robust haraterization of suh a population in terms of

metalliity and age. It has been onluded that Sgr is dominated

by a stellar population having [M=H℄ � �0:4 and age � 6 Gyr. This

study gave the opportunity to reonile spetrosopi and photometri

metalliity estimates that now may be oherently understood within

a self-onsistent senario. Detailed analysis of the whole stellar popu-

lation and of the spatial struture of the galaxy are under way.

It is now established that the disruption of the Sgr dSph left a

trak of stars (thorned-apart from the original Sgr dSph) that forms a

long-lived struture, following the past orbital path of the galaxy, i.e.
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the Sgr Stream (Ibata et al. 2001, ApJ, 547, L133). We have started a

program to searh for possible relations between known globular lus-

ters and the Sgr Stream. As a �rst important result we have found that

the orbit of the Sgr galaxy is a preferential lous in the phase-spae

for the globular lusters in the range 10 � R

GC

� 40 kp (Bellazz-

ini, Ferraro & Ibata 2003). We have demonstrated that the observed

phase-spae lustering is statistially signi�ant, thus indiating that

Sgr has left behind in the Galati halo not only a stream of stars

but also some globular lusters. A �rst pilot searh of Sgr Stream

stars around andidate Stream lusters provided enouraging results

and will be extended in the future. A photometri study of one of

the most promising andidates (NGC 5634) has also been performed

(Bellazzini, Ferraro & Ibata 2002).

This researh is in ollaboration with Panino (Dip. Astr. BO),

and with the Trieste Observatory's group (Bonifaio, Molaro, Zaggia)

within the ITAL-FLAMES Consortium. The researh on the Sagittar-

ius Stream is arried on in ollaboration with R. Ibata (Observatoire

de Strasbourg).

1.3.3 Dwarf spheroidal galaxies

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro, Origlia

The Loal Group (LG) of Galaxies is a unique laboratory to study

the properties of the most ommon types of galaxies in the Universe.

Moreover, it o�ers the opportunity to alibrate the luminosities of

standard andles { suh as Cepheids and RR Lyraes { whih an be

used to determine the extragalati distane sale, hene the value of

H

0

and the age of the Universe.

Our programme aimed at the revision of the distane sale of the

Loal Group, based on our new RGB tip alibration (Bellazzini, Fer-

raro & Panino 2001), is proeeding. We obtained deep photometry

for a number of dwarf galaxies and the results of a omparative study

of the Ursa Minor and Drao dSph has been ompleted (Bellazzini

et al. 2002). The most interesting result is the detetion of a strik-

ing di�erene in the struture in these otherwise similar galaxies. In

partiular, UMi shows up signi�ant sub-strutures that may be in-

terpreted as signature of strong tidal stress.

Our photometri survey of the evolved population of loal dwarf

galaxies lead to the disovery of the RGB bump in a number of dSph
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galaxies (Sgr, Sex, UMi, Leo II). Suh disoveries have opened a new

line of researh aimed at the interpretation of this observational fea-

ture in omposite stellar populations, in order to obtain information

on the early star formation histories of these galaxies from this new

observational onstraint (see Bellazzini 2003).

This researh is in ollaboration with Panino (Dip. Astr. BO),

Sabbi (Dip. Astr. BO), and Oliva (Aretri/CGG).

1.3.4 Star formation histories in late{type dwarf galaxies

People involved at OAB: Greggio, Origlia, Tosi.

Late{type dwarf galaxies are playing an inreasingly entral role in

understanding galaxy evolution, beause their proximity allows one

to examine in detail important issues, like the ourrene of gala-

ti winds, the hemial enrihment of the interstellar and intergala-

ti media, the photometri evolution of galaxies. Besides, their low

level of evolution, as implied by the low metalliity and the high gas

ontent, makes these systems the most similar to primeval galaxies

and, therefore, the most useful to infer the primordial galaxy ondi-

tions. Furthermore, they have been suggested to represent the building

bloks of larger galaxies. Understanding how late-type dwarfs evolve

and what were their onditions at early epohs is then ruial also

for osmologial purposes. It is thus fundamental to derive the star

formation history (SFH) in a number of representative systems of the

major morphologial sub-lasses: blue ompat galaxies, dwarf irreg-

ulars, giant irregulars (Tosi 2002). To this aim we are undertaking a

long term projet (in ollaboration with Angeretti, Dip. Astr. BO,

Annibali, Sissa, and Aloisi, Clampin, Leitherer and Nota, Baltimore,

USA) to study, from deep and aurate photometri data (ESO-VLT

and HST), the stellar populations of a number of dwarfs known to

show evidene of galati winds. So far we have sampled IZw18, NGC

1569 and NGC 1705. HST-ACS time has been alloated to observe

SBS1415+437. The resolved stars allow us to derive the intensity

as a funtion of time of the star formation ativity and the IMF of

these galaxies bak to fairly old epohs with the method of syntheti

CMDs pioneered by our group and amply tested and applied by the

international ommunity.

The proedure of deriving the SFH from syntheti CMDs is ulti-

mately based on the relation between the mass of the stellar popula-
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tions and the number of stars ounted on the CMD. The onnetion

between the total mass in stars and the star ounts in various regions

of the CMD has been investigated from a purely theoretial point of

view (Greggio 2002), to the end of providing basi relations between

the mass in stars and the stars' ounts for stellar populations with an

age spread. It is found that the bright portion of the CMD allows to

reover the star formation history with a fair degree of detail up to

look bak times of approximately 0.3 Gyr. For older stellar popula-

tions, the ounts in seleted regions of the CMD (RGB, He burning

lump, Bright AGB) make it possible to estimate the mass in stars

within a fator of 3, for an adopted Initial Mass Funtion slope.

In 2002 we have ompleted the study of the SFH in NGC1705

from HST-WFPC2 and HST-Nimos VIJH data. These data have

allowed us to derive the galaxy distane with great auray from

the red giant branh tip, and to show that this blue ompat galaxy

has a large fration of old stars (hene has been strongly ative also in

remote epohs) and has a population age gradient, with dereasing age

for dereasing galatoentri distane. We have applied the syntheti

CMD method to onentri regions from the galaxy enter to study

their SFHs (Tosi et al 2002, Annibali et al. 2003) and found that the

SF has been fairly ontinuous everywhere, but with signi�ant ups and

downs in the rate and with lear short quiesent intervals. Our study

has let us disover that NGC1705 is experiening now a new strong SF

ativity; hene, it should not be de�ned as a post-starburst, as it was

before resolving its individual stars. Further studies on the U and B

HST-WFPC2 data have been performed and will be ompleted soon,

on�rming the evolutionary senario mentioned above.

The syntheti CMD method has been applied also to the HST-

Nimos data on NGC1569 (Angeretti et al., in preparation). This has

let us derive the SFH at epohs older than those overed by optial

data. We have thus found that this galaxy has been extremely ative

also in the past.

Sine NGC1569 and NGC1705 are the only late-type dwarfs with

lear observational evidene of galati winds, in order to better under-

stand this phenomenon and the hemo-dynamial evolution of these

systems, we have organized at the Observatory an international meet-

ing fully devoted to the issue of gas ows, inviting the most world-wide

experts in the �eld. The meeting was held in Bologna in January 2002

and turned to be very suessful, thanks to the informal atmosphere

that favoured honest, through disussions between ompetitor groups
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from all over the world (Europe, Russia, USA, Mexio, Japan, Aus-

tralia).

Within the ollaboration with Shulte-Ladbek (Univ. of Pitts-

burg) and Hopp (Univ. of Munih), we have ompleted the analysis

of HST data of Leo A and NGC 4214 (Drozdovky et al. 2002, Shulte-

Ladbek et al. 2002). In both ases we detet a onsiderable fration of

old stars, and a entrally onentrated young/ intermediate age om-

ponent. These ases add to the numerous other examples of dwarf

galaxies whih experiened star formation sine the very early epohs.

The results are under publiation on the Astronomial Journal

Numerial hemial evolution models have been omputed (Re-

hi et al. 2002) for the blue ompat galaxy IZw18, based on the

SFHs derived by us (Aloisi et al. 1999) applying the syntheti CMD

method to HST data. These new generation models take into aount

the e�ets of the supernovae explosions on the hydrodynamis of their

interstellar medium and the possible onset of galati winds. Analo-

gous models will be applied in the future to NGC 1705 and the other

late-type dwarfs analyzed with our method.

1.3.5 The Field Stellar Populations in M31

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Federii, Fusi Pei.

The HST data that were used to study the GCs as primary targets

allowed us also to investigate the surrounding �elds, sampling the dis

and the halo of M31 towards 16 di�erent lines of sight. The CMDs

thus obtained (Fig. 3) allowed us to estimate the metalliities by in-

terpolating the olors of the RGB stars between template globular

luster giant branhes of known metalliity. Metalliity distributions

were derived for eah �eld, showing the presene of a little and ap-

proximately onstant fration of metal-poor stars, and muh larger

frations of metal-rih and very metal-rih stars whose relative on-

tributions vary with position and seem to be orrelated with the disk

and/or with streams or substrutures (Bellazzini et al. 2003).

1.4 Pulsating variable stars

Pulsating variable stars are fundamental tools to set the astronomial

distane sale, and to sample di�erent stellar populations in galaxies.

Their periods, amplitudes, and shapes of the light urve are exquisitely
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Figure 3: (I; V � I) Color-Magnitude Diagrams obtained from

HST/WFPC2 data for sixteen M31 �elds. The diagrams are shown

in order of inreasing projeted distane from the major axis of M31

(Bellazzini et al. 2003).
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sensitive to the stellar strutural parameters (mass, luminosity, e�e-

tive temperature, hemial omposition). Therefore pulsating stars

represent a unique opportunity to probe the distane sale, the for-

mation mehanisms and the hemial evolution of galaxies, through

the study of the luminosity and luminosity-metalliity relation of the

RR Lyrae stars; the Period-Luminosity (PL) and Period-Luminosity-

Color (PLC) relations of Anomalous, Type II, and Dwarf Cepheids;

the period distribution of the RR Lyrae variables, and the double-

mode pulsators.

Population II variable stars and their role in establishing the as-

tronomial distane sale have been a major �eld of study at the OAB

sine 1984 (e.g. Caiari et al. 1987). A number of new projets

have been started in more reent years (e.g. "The VSNG projet",

Clementini 2003, astro-ph/0303067), in ollaboration with researhers

of Padova, Napoli and Merate Observatories, to map out the variable

star ontent in a number of Loal Group (LG) galaxies of di�erent

morphologial type.

RR Lyrae stars trae the oldest stellar omponent in galaxies and

are the primary Population II distane indiators in the LG. Their ab-

solute visual magnitude M

V

(RR) sets the luminosity of the horizontal

branh (HB) and its dependene on metal abundane, usally desribed

as a linear relation: M

V

(RR)=�� [Fe/H℄ + �. The zeropoint of this

relation onstrains the GGC distanes and absolute ages through the

Turn-O� luminosity alibration, providing in turn a lower limit to the

osmi age. The slope gives lues on the GGC relative ages and on

the time sale of Galati halo formation and early evolution. There

is now a growing onsensus on a zero point � �0.6 at [Fe/H℄=�1.5

(Caiari & Clementini 2003, astro-ph/0301550) whih supports the

long astronomial distane sale (see Clementini et al. 2003). How-

ever, the slope � and its uniqueness are still a matter of debate, with

literature values in the range from 0.30 mag/dex to 0.18-0.20 mag/dex

(Caiari 1999, Carretta et al. 2000) and empirial (Rey et al. 2000)

and theoretial (Caputo et al. 2000) evidenes for a non-linearity of

the M

V

(RR)-[Fe/H℄ relation for GGCs.

1.4.1 � from the Baade-Wesselink method

People involved at OAB: Caiari, Clementini.

The zeropoint of the luminosity-metalliity relation of the Galati
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RR Lyrae stars is investigated using the Surfae-Brightness and In-

frared Flux versions (Caiari et al. 1992) of the Baade-Wesselink

(BW) method to determine the absolute luminosity of the RR Lyrae

variables. We are testing the e�ets on the tehnique of the most

reent model atmospheres with various approximations in the treat-

ment of onvetion, di�erent values of turbulent veloity and more

omplete and aurate opaity tables, as well as the use of the instan-

taneous gravity along the pulsation yle (Caiari et al. 2000). We

are urrently reduing the high resolution spetra and the IR (K-band)

photometry obtained with SARG and ARNICA at the TNG, for a few

RR Lyrae stars in M3. The aurate radial veloity and infrared light

urves we are deriving will be used to apply the BW method diretly

on RR Lyraes in this very interesting GC.

1.4.2 � from metal abundanes of RR Lyrae stars in the

LMC and in Sulptor

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Maio.

The slope of the luminosity-metalliity relation followed by RR Lyrae

stars an be diretly measured using a population of RR Lyrae vari-

ables all at the same distane, and spanning a suitable range in metal

abundane. RR Lyrae stars in external galaxies play a key role in this

respet, sine they an be onsidered at the same distane from us,

are numerous, and generally span large metalliity ranges. The slope

of the luminosity-metalliity relation for RR Lyrae stars in the Large

Magellani Cloud (LMC) bar has been investigated in ollaboration

with Carretta, Gratton (Padova Obs.) and Di Fabrizio (TNG), using

low resolution spetrosopy obtained with FORS1�VLT for a large

sample of RR Lyrae stars in the bar of the LMC. These spetrosopi

data have allowed us to measure metalliities aurate to � 0.15-0.20

dex using a revised version of the �S index, Preston (1959; Gratton et

al. in preparation) for a sample of about 100 RR Lyrae variables. The

derived metal abundanes range from �0.5 to �2.1 with an average

value of [Fe/H℄=�1:48� 0:03. Individual metalliities were ombined

with the high quality photometri data by Clementini et al. (2003)

to determine the slope of the luminosity-metalliity relation of the

LMC �eld RR Lyrae stars: �M

V

(RR)/[Fe/H℄=0.214�0.047. This

mild slope is in very good agreement with the one obtained by reent

results on the HB luminosity of GCs in M31, and with results from
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Figure 4: Luminosity-metalliity relation for �eld RR Lyrae stars in

the LMC, from Clementini et al. (2003).

the BW analysis of MW �eld RR Lyrae stars (Fernley et al. 1998),

implying that the same luminosity-metalliity relation for HB stars

is valid in these three di�erent environments, and that a signi�ant

age-metalliity dependene is likely to exist in the family of the GGCs.

The luminosity-metalliity relation de�ned by the LMC �eld RR Lyrae

stars is shown in Figure 4.

In the same observing run, spetra were also obtained for 350 LMC

lump stars. They have been fully redued and are urrently being

analyzed. The metal distribution of the LMC red lump stars in our

sample will be used to address the ontroversial issue of the red lump

absolute magnitude dependene on hemial omposition, whih so far

limits its use as a distane indiator.

New observing time (10 hours VLT+FORS2) has been reently

assigned to obtain multi-slit spetrosopy of about 220 RR Lyrae stars

in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Sulptor. The omparison with our

reent results for the LMC will provide a learut proof on whether

the slope of the luminosity-metalliity relation for RR Lyrae stars is

universal, with fundamental bearings upon the entire Population II

distane sale.

1.4.3 Distane to the Large Magellani Cloud

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Maio.

The luminosities of RR Lyrae and lump stars in the bar of the LMC

and their role in measuring distanes have being investigated in ol-
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laboration with Carretta, Gratton (Pd Obs.) and Di Fabrizio (TNG).

B,V ,I light urves have been obtained for 125 RR Lyrae stars, 4

Anomalous Cepheids, 11 Classial Cepheids, 11 elipsing binaries, and

one Æ Suti star, in two �elds loated lose to the bar of the LMC. The

full atalogue of the individual photometri measurements and light

urves is provided in Di Fabrizio et al. (2003, in preparation). The

global pulsational properties of the sample, as well as a very aurate

estimate of the average apparent luminosity of the LMC RR Lyrae

and lump stars and independent estimate of the loal LMC redden-

ing have been obtained from these photometri data. Our �ndings

have been ompared to previous results in literature. In partiular,

the straightforward omparison with OGLE photometry for the LMC

lump stars allowed us to derive a lump distane modulus to the

LMC about 0.15-0.20 mag longer than found by the OGLE team.

The dereddened apparent average luminosity of the LMC RR Lyrae

stars de�ned by our study has been ombined with a number of inde-

pendent determinations of the absolute luminosity of RR Lyrae stars,

to obtain estimates of the distane to the LMC. The derived values

are only 1 � shorter than provided by the Population I distane indi-

ators and make it possible to reonile the short- and long-distane

sales on a ommon value for the distane modulus of the LMC of

�

LMC

=18.515�0.085 mag (Clementini et al. 2003).

In ollaboration with M. Maroni (Napoli Obs.) the extensive and

detailed grid of nonlinear onvetive pulsation models of RR Lyrae

stars omputed by Bono et al. (2001) and Maroni et al. (2003,

in preparation), is being used to reprodue the observed light urves

of ab- and -type pulsators in our LMC RR Lyrae sample. This will

provide an independent estimate of the distane to the LMC (Maroni

& Clementini 2003, in preparation). Figure 5 shows an example of the

theoretial modeling of the light urve of an RRab variable in the

LMC.

Æ Suti variables are late A and F-type stars that populate the

instability strip near or slightly above the zero-age main-sequene.

Sine they obey a period-luminosity relation they an be utilized as

standard andles to �nd distanes. In ollaboration with MNamara

(Brigham Young Univ.) we are using the improved version of the

period-luminosity relation for Æ Suti stars reently de�ned by MNa-

mara (2000) to derive an independent estimate of the distane to the

LMC based on the Æ Suti star identi�ed in one of our LMC �elds
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Figure 5: Theoretial modeling of the V light urve of the �eld RR

Lyrae star V7477 in the LMC, from Maroni & Clementini (2003, in

preparation).

(Clementini & MNamara 2003, in preparation).

1.4.4 Variable stars in Loal Group galaxies

People involved at OAB: Baldai, Clementini, Maio.

The key role of Population II pulsating variable stars (RR Lyrae stars,

in partiular) as traers of the oldest population (and therefore of the

epoh of galaxy formation) in resolved Loal Group galaxies has been

on�rmed by their disovery in several LG dwarfs. By omparing the

properties of Population II variables in nearby galaxies with those of

the Milky Way variables, the metalliity and age of the oldest popu-

lation an be estimated.

The detetion and study of the short period pulsating variables in

a number of Loal Group Galaxies (Leo I, NGC 6822, Phoenix, For-

nax, Ursa Minor and Sagittarius) is being arried out (see Clementini

2003, astro-ph/0303067) in ollaboration with Held, Saviane, Momany

and Rizzi (Padova Obs.), Poretti (Merate Obs.), Maroni, Ripepi

(Napoli Obs.), Di Fabrizio (TNG), Smith (MSU), Catelan (PUC),

Pritzl (NOAO).
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a) Leo I

Based on multiolour WFI�2.2m time series photometry, RR Lyrae

stars and Anomalous Cepheids have been deteted for the �rst time

in Leo I dwarf spheroidal galaxy. The Optimal Image Subtration

Method pakage ISIS2.1 (Alard 2000) run on the 8 CCDs of the 2.2m

WFI mosai allowed us to detet about 250 variables in this galaxy.

RR Lyrae stars represent about 4/5 of the sample. The detetion of

RR Lyrae stars provides unambiguous evidene for the presene of old

metal-poor stars all the way to the innermost regions of this omposite

stellar system, and opens the possibility to derive aurate distanes

to Leo I via these primary distane indiators. Anomalous Cepheids

represent about 1/5 of our variable star sample in Leo I. They trae

the intermediate age (t � 5 Gyr) stellar omponent and appear to be

more entrally onentrated (Baldai et al. 2003).

b) NGC6822

Time series B,V photometry was obtained of an area overing about

1/4 of NGC6822 dwarf irregular galaxy using VLT+FORS1. We de-

teted about 450 andidate variable stars in this galaxy. In parti-

ular, we obtained the �rst identi�ation of RR Lyrae stars traing

the presene of an old stellar omponent in NGC 6822. Measure-

ments of the average luminosity of these variables provided the �rst

estimate of the distane to this galaxy based on a Pop. II indiator:

(m � M)

0

=23.36 �0.17. Our new data show a signi�ant popula-

tion of small-amplitude, short-period variable stars �lling the insta-

bility strip starting at luminosities only a few tenths of a magnitude

brighter than the RR Lyrae stars. Cepheids with suh low luminosi-

ties, small amplitudes, and short periods have not been found before in

any dwarf irregular galaxy. Given the extended star-formation history

of NGC 6822, these variables are likely to originate from a population

of intermediate-age, metal-poor He-burning stars younger and more

massive than RR Lyrae stars. Results from the analysis of the NGC

6822 variable stars fainter than V � 23 mag have been published

(Clementini et al. 2003).

) Fornax

We obtained B,V time series photometry of a 33' � 34' area North

to the Fornax dSph enter using the Wild Field Imager (WFI) of the

2.2 m ESO-MPI telesope. Candidate variables were identi�ed using

the pakage ISIS 2.1 (Alard 2000). We deteted 525 andidate variable

stars in the more entral �elds. The vast majority of these variables are
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RR Lyrae stars, however we also identi�ed Anomalous and Population

II Cepheids, and a number of Dwarf Cepheid variables. We estimate

that the total number of variable stars in Fornax is of about 1000

(lower limit; Maio et al. 2003, astro-ph/0303666).

We deteted 70 andidate variables in the luster Fornax 3. Most of

them fall on the luster HB, hene they are RR Lyrae stars. This is the

�rst detetion and measure of the variable stars in one of Fornax dSph

galaxy globular lusters. We also deteted 4 andidate variables in the

sarely populated luster Fornax 6, an objet whose atual nature still

needs to be investigated. Photometri redutions and analysis of the

full dat set are in progress.

d) Phoenix

Feasibility tests have been performed on existing VLT+FORS1 data

for the Phoenix dwarf irregular galaxy and many andidate RR Lyrae

stars have been identi�ed. They will be the target of follow up ob-

servations. This study is in ollaboration with Held, Momany, Rizzi

(Padova Obs.).

1.4.5 RR Lyrae stars in globular lusters

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Clementini, Baldai,

Maio.

In merging senarios the Galaxy halo was made up of areted dwarf

Spheroidal Galaxies (dSph's) similar to the known satellite of the

Milky Way (MW). A number of GGCs thus may originate from dSph's

that were areted by the MW and should have properties that were

diretly inherited from their "anestors". A puzzling feature of the

GGCs is that they sharply divide into two distint Oosthero� types

aording to the mean periods of their RR Lyrae stars and the relative

proportions of fundamental and �rst overtone-mode pulsators (Oost-

erho� 1939). In the MW there are no lusters �lling the gap between

Oosthero� type I and type II objets. This is not true of the LMC

lusters whih, instead have mean periods that �ll the Oosterho� gap.

The Galaxy annot have been assembled from LMC-like protogalati

fragments.

High quality BVI photometri observations were taken in Novem-

ber 2001 of the lusters NGC362 and NGC1904 for a detailed study

of their RR Lyrae variables and the seond-parameter e�et. These
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data are presently being redued and analysed, in ollaboration with

M. Catelan (Ponti�ia Universidad Catolia de Chile).

A very detailed analysis of the RR Lyrae stars in M3 is presently

being performed in ollaboration with Corwin (Univ. of North Car-

olina). Mostly based on Fourier deomposition of the light urves, this

study is showing the impat and harateristis of the Blazhko stars,

the presene of a good number of evolved stars and their properties,

as well as the harateristis of the main variable star population.

1.4.6 Double-mode and anomalous RR Lyrae stars

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Merighi, Tosi

Double-mode RR Lyrae stars (RRd's) pulsate simultaneously in the

fundamental and the �rst-overtone radial modes, while evolving aross

the HB instability strip. They provide information on the mass, mass-

metalliity relation and on the diretion and rate of HB evolution.

The photometri and high resolution spetrosopi study of a sam-

ple of RR Lyrae whih exhibit anomalous satter and large amplitude

variations of their light urves is ontinuing, in ollaboration with Car-

retta and Gratton (Padova Obs.), Ivans and Sneden (Univ. Texas),

Maroni (Napoli Obs.), Smith (MSU), and Wilhelm (Southwestern

Un.). The observational ampaign onduted on CM Leo and BS

Com with the 1.52m telesope in Loiano, the 60 m of the Mihigan

State University, the 40 m of the Southwestern University, and the

2.7 m telesope of the MDonald Observatory (for spetrosopy) has

been ompleted.

From the full photometri and spetrosopi dataset, CM Leo has

been found to be a very regular -type RR Lyrae with metal abun-

dane [Fe/H℄=-1.94�0.2. The photometri and radial veloity urves

of CM Leo have been ompared with the predition of onvetive pul-

sational models produing an average absolute magnitude M

V

=0.47.

This value, one orreted for evolutionary and metalliity e�ets,

leads to a true distane modulus of the Large Magellani Cloud of

�

0

=18.43 mag (Di Fabrizio et al. 2002).

The new high resolution spetrosopi data obtained in 2002 for

BS Com are presently being redued. Analysis of the full photometri

data set is in progress, and learly shows that the star has at least two

di�erent pulsation modes exited at the same time: BS Com is very
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likely to be the seventh double-mode RR Lyrae star disovered so far

in the �eld of our Galaxy.

Reanalysis of Corwin & Carney (2001) time series data for the

GC M3 using the image subtration method (Alard 2000), has lead to

the disovery of three new double-mode RR Lyrae stars in this lus-

ter. Two of the newly disovered RRd's lie in the Petersen diagram

(Petersen 1973) well separated from all previously known RRd's, in

positions implying large spread in mass and/or heavy element mass

fration among the M3 HB stars. Three of the M3 RRd's have hanged

their dominant pulsations mode in a one year time-span, thus suggest-

ing that these stars are undergoing a rapid evolutionaty phase, and

that both redward and blueward evolution may take plae among HB

stars in this Oosterho� type I luster. This study is in ollabora-

tion with Corwin (Univ. of North Carolina at Charlotte), and Carney

(Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill). Full disussion of the results

is presented in Clementini et al. (2003, in preparation).

1.5 Elipsing binaries

People involved at OAB: Bonifazi, Lolli.

The study of binary systems provides powerful tools to get funda-

mental stellar parameters (M,R,L) and onsequently to test stellar

struture and evolution. With the Loiano 60m and 152m and the

Russian SAO 600m telesopes many binary systems have been ob-

served and their light urves have been olleted. Moreover we have

derived the preise timing of the light minima of systems exhibiting

apsidal motion [DR Vul, V380 Cyg, RR Lyn, AK Her, ER Vul, BF

Aur℄, that an be orrelated to the mass distribution in the stellar in-

teriors. The interesting W UMa-type systems RW Com and XY Leo

were observed with the Loiano 152 m telesope, along with the PCV

NN Ser and the CV TT Ari. Spetra for NN Ser were also olleted

at the 6 m BAT. The analyses of the light urves are performed with

the Wilson-Prie (Barone et al., 1988) program based on the Wilson-

Devinney (1971) model. In the year 2002, after the implementation

of the omputer ode on a partiularly performing CPU (Athlon XP

1800+), we have attempted to reprodue the �t of light urves with

parameters known from the literature. The very good results obtained

enouraged to apply the ode on a somewhat more ompliated sys-
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tem: the spotted star XY Leo. Very preliminary results are being

obtained and the work is in progress.

Our team inludes Guarnieri, Bartolini, Piioni and Cosentino

(Univ. Bologna), Beskin (SAO), Milano (Univ. Napoli) and Barone

(Univ. Salerno).

1.6 Planetary Nebulae

People involved at OAB: Stanghellini

1.6.1 Planetary Nebulae in the Magellani Clouds

This projet is a major e�ort started in 1997, aimed to study the mor-

phology and all the nebular and stellar properties of the Magellani

Cloud (MC) PNs. In ollaboration with B. Balik (U. of Washington),

C. Blades (STSI) and D. Shaw (NOAO) a series of observing pro-

grams to probe PN morphology in extra-galati environments have

been suessfully exeuted. We use optial STIS slitless spetrosopy

in snapshot mode, obtaining information on multi-wavelength mor-

phology, size, ionization, and entral star spetra of about 100 LMC

and 30 SMC PNs (about one half the known PNs in those galaxies).

Furthermore, we use UV spetrosopy to study the arbon emission

and the entral stars spetra of a subsample of 30 LMC PNs. From

the study of the database, we have obtained the following results:

- PNs in the LMC and the SMC an be lassi�ed in the same morpho-

logial lasses as Galati PNs, i.e., symmetri (round and elliptial)

and asymmetri (bipolar, bipolar ore, quadrupolar, and poitsymmet-

ri) (Stanghellini et al. 1999, Shaw et al. 2001, Stanghellini et al.

2002b, 2003). Thus, qualitatively, a similar set of proesses is re-

sponsible for the PN shapes, independent on the galaxy type and

metalliity.

- The abundane of Ne, Ar, and S in asymmetri LMC PNs is higher

that in symmetri PNs. Sine these elements are not reated nor

destroyed during the evolution of PN progenitors, this is an indiation

that the asymmetri PNs are the progeny of metal-enrihed stellar

populations (Stanghellini et al. 2000).

- The physial radii of the LMC PNs trae their evolution reasonably

well. This has been shown by building the HR diagram equivalent for

emission line objets (Stanghellini et al. 2002b). The asymmetri PNs
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are found in all but the earliest evolutionary stages, on�rming their

massive nature.

- There is a strong orrelation between surfae brightness (in ma-

jor emission lines) and radius for LMC and SMC PNs (Shaw et al.

2001; Stanghellini et al. 2003). Preliminary work shows that the MC-

alibrated Galati PN distane sale is muh more aurate than the

urrently used statistial sales (e.g., Cahn et al. 1992).

- The ratio of symmetri to asymmetri PNs is lower for the LMC

than for the SMC. This result indiates that bipolar evolution is rare

in low-metalliity environments. The reason for the disparity may lie

in the nature of dust at di�erent metalliities. It may also indiate

that in the LMC there is reent star formation, but less so in the SMC.

- We observe very di�erent PN [OIII℄ 5007 line ux distributions in

the LMC and SMC. This lead us to infer that the ooling mehanisms

vary with metalliity of the nebulae. Aurate photoionization models

for the SMC and LMC PNs, onstrained by the stellar evolutionary

models for LMC and SMC post-AGB stars (Vassiliadis & Wood 1995),

enompass our �ndings very well (Stanghellini et al 2003). This result

has impliation in the use of the PN luminosity funtion as a seondary

distane indiator, sine these luminosity funtions might not be stable

for di�erent metalliities.

- Our MC database is the most omplete, uniform, homogeneous PN

sample to date, in any environment.

1.6.2 Ultra-ompat SMC HII regions

Our STIS snapshot survey of SMC PNs was aimed at observing all

known (� 60) PNs previously identi�ed in that galaxy. Given the

nature of HST snapshot observations, only 30 targets were atually

observed. Of those, two turned out to be mislassi�ed PNs, and are

indeed H II regions. An additional H II region was observed within

the frame of these observations. A preliminary analysis of these H

II regions show that they are extremely ompat (the largest one is

less than 3 p aross), extremely reddened (muh higher than the

typial SMC H II region), and well populated star forming regions.

Previously, only three of very ompat H II regions were known in

the SMC (Heydari-Malayeri 1999; Testor 2001), all of them less red-

dened and ompat than our �ndings. The importane of studying

the ultra-ompat H II regions in the SMC is multi-fold. First, they

o�er an ideal laboratory to study star formation in a low-metalliity
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environment. Seond, the small sizes of these regions, ompared to the

average SMC H II regions (50 to 270 p) are indiative of a very reent

star formation proess (Elmegreen 2000). Third, the low reddening to-

ward the SMC, together with the high resolution of HST, allow us to

measure the physial parameters of the ionizing stars, to build the ap-

propriate evolutionary diagrams, and to study star formation at very

low metalliity.

1.7 Pulsars

People involved at OAB: D'Amio, Ferraro, Possenti

Five interesting results were ahieved during this year by the Bologna

Pulsar Group, namely: (a) the disovery of the most displaed millise-

ond pulsar with respet to the enter of the globular luster hosting

it; (b) the measurement of the highest entral mass to light ratio ever

observed in a globular luster; () the disovery of a pulsar with a

surfae magneti �eld larger than twie the ritial quantum �eld; (d)

the disovery of the pulsar undergoing the greatest "glith" ever ob-

served; (e) the surprising ompanion to the binary milliseond pulsar

in NGC 6397.

(a) The most displaed milliseond pulsar in a globular lus-

ter

While performing a deep searh at 1.4 GHz for milliseond pulsars

in globular lusters with the Parkes 64-m (210-ft) radio telesope (op-

erated by the Australia Telesope National Faility), we have found

�ve milliseond pulsars in the globular luster NGC 6752. Soon after

disovery, we started a large program of "timing" observations. They

onsist in yling pointings (repeated over many months or years) of

the times of arrival of the pulsations from a given soure. By using this

proedure, one an derive aurate measurements of the rotational pa-

rameters of the pulsars, of its position and eventually of its apparent

motion in the sky.

It resulted that the binary pulsar PSR J1911-5958A is loated at

more than 6 armin from the enter of the luster NGC 6752, orre-

sponding to more than 70 ore radii (or about 3.3 half mass radii):

it is the most o�set pulsar (with respet to the enter of the luster)

ever deteted in a globular. Remarkably, this luster hosts also the

seond most displaed pulsar ever observed, namely the single pulsar
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PSR J1911-6000C.

Pulsars are among the most massive objets in a globular luster

and therefore energy equipartition (giving less veloity to the most

massive speies) tends to onstrain them deep into the luster potential

well. More onventional senarios for the formation of PSR J1911-

5958A (those involving a primordial binary, or an exhange interation

with luster binary stars) are unable to explain its position. Whene,

the intriguing hypothesis that it has been propelled in the luster

outskirts due to a dynamial enounter with a binary omprising two

stellar mass blak-holes.

(b) The high entral M/L of NGC 6752

All the �ve milliseond pulsars in NGC6752 display peuliarities:

besides the o�set positions of the two aforementioned pulsars, "tim-

ing" observations revealed that the three pulsars (all single) loated

in the entral regions of the luster are experiening a very high ael-

eration. This is not a new feature for the pulsars deteted in globular

lusters and it is routinely interpreted as the e�et of the luster po-

tential well on the pulsar motion. In this hypothesis, one an estimate

the amount of mass (enlosed within the projeted position of the pul-

sars) neessary to produe that aeleration. Combining that with an

updated brightness pro�le of the luster, we got a �rm, lower limit

of M/L=6 for the entral projeted mass to light ratio (V band) for

NGC 6752. Core ollapsed lusters usually display entral mass-to-

light ratios in the range 2-3.5. The di�erene between these typial

values and the M/L measured in this luster using pulsar timing im-

plies the presene of an extra-amount of about 1000 solar masses of

low luminosity matter in the inner 0.08 p of NGC 6752. A wide sien-

ti� debate has been raised about the nature of this unseen matter (a

very high onentration of neutron stars, heavy white dwarfs or blak-

holes?), making NGC 6752 a primary target for attempting to �nd

signatures of the presene of blak-holes in globular lusters. In order

to understand the origin of the strong MSP aeleration in NGC 6752,

and to verify the presene of possible unusual non-thermal dynamis

ourring into the luster ore, a set of high resolution, ultra-deep ob-

servations is in progress with FORS1�VLT and with the Advaned

Camera for Surveys (ACS) on board of HST, with the aim of identi-

fying the optial ounterparts to the binary MSPs.

() The pulsar with the highest surfae magneti �eld

Traditional pulsar emission theories posited that radio emission
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is suppressed above the quantum ritial �eld of 4:4 � 10

13

Gauss.

We have disovered a pulsar, PSR J1847-0130, with a spin period of

6.7 se, a harateristi age of 83000 years and a surfae magneti

�eld of 9:4� 10

13

Gauss, larger than twie the quantum ritial value.

Moreover, both period and magneti �eld of PSR J1847-0130 are well

within the range of the values seen in the so-alled Anomalous X-ray

Pulsars (AXPs), none of whih displays pulsating radio emission. This

observation strongly hallenges all the proposed pitures for desribing

the origin of the radio emission from radio-pulsars and shows that

magneti �eld and spin period alone annot be responsible for the

laking of radio emission from the AXPs.

This very interesting pulsar has been deteted during the Parkes

multibeam pulsar survey, urrently being arried out using the 13-

beam 1400-MHz reeiver on the Parkes 64-m (210-ft) radio telesope.

This is resulting the most fruitful pulsar survey ever, already ounting

680 disoveries.

(d) The pulsar undergoing the largest observed glith

Another remarkable disovery from the Parkes multibeam pulsar

survey is that of the pulsar PSR J1806-2125, having a spin period of

0.4 se and harateristi age of 65000 years. Between Otober 1999

and Deember 2000 this pulsar underwent an inrease in rotational

frequeny of ��=� � 16 � 10

�6

. The magnitude of this "glith" is

about 2.5 times greater than any previously observed in any pulsar

and 16 times greater than the mean glith size. The existene of suh

large and rare glithes o�ers new hope for attempts to observe thermal

X-ray emission from the internal heat released following a glith, and

suggests that pulsars whih previously have not been observed to glith

may do so on long timesales.

(e) The surprising ompanion to the binary MSP in NGC 6397

A few years ago we started a long-term programme whih takes

advantage of the urrent generation of astronomial instruments (from

ground and from spae) in a oordinated e�ort to fully understand the

formation mehanism and evolution of MSPs in globular lusters.

In the framework of this projet, we identi�ed the optial ounter-

part to a MSP ompanion in the globular luster NGC 6397 (Ferraro

et al., 2001) This MSP binary system ontains a tidally deformed star.

This is the �rst ase of a MSP in a binary system with suh an exoti

ompanion and it ould represent the �rst detetion of a new-born

MSP. The disovery of this system, thanks to the unusual brightness
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of the ompanion (V=16.6), allowed us unpreedented detailed spe-

trosopi observations, opening a new unexplored window to the study

of MSPs in lusters. During the last year we have performed phase

resolved spetrosopy at high resolution (with UVES�UT2) whih al-

lowed us to determine the detailed light urve shape, the radial veloity

urve and many orbital parameters of this binary system (Ferraro et al.

2003). These observations have shown a surprising detetion of strong

HeI absorption lines, ompletely unexpeted in a low-temperature star

as the MSP ompanion. This feature implies the existene of atmo-

spheri regions at T > 10; 000K, signi�antly warmer that the rest of

the star. The intensity of the lines orrelates with the orbital phase,

suggesting the presene of a small spot onto the ompanion surfae,

heated by the milliseond pulsar ux. We are now also performing the

analysis of the omplex struture of the H� emission line whih will

allow us to map the struture of the gas released by the donor star

(Sabbi et al. 2003a) and the omplete abundane pattern sreening of

the ompanion, whih will ontribute to understand the true nature

of the ompanion (Sabbi et al. 2003b, in preparation).

This researh is in ollaboration with Burgay (Dip. Astr. BO) and

Sabbi (Dip. Astr. BO).
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2 Extragalati Astronomy and

Cosmology
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Four examples of K

s

imaging obtained at VLT with ISAAC. The tar-

gets are X-ray Bright Optially Normal Galaxies (XBONG, Co-

mastri et al., 2002), seleted by the HELLAS2XMM survey in the hard

X-ray (2{10 keV) band. The four galaxies do not show any AGN signa-

ture in the optial spetra, but have relatively high X-ray luminosities

(L

X

> 10

41

erg s

�1

). The near infrared morphology is intriguing: we

have two elliptial galaxies with lassial r

1=4

pro�les (upper row), one

galaxy with disky pro�le and faint spiral arms (Sa?, lower left) and

an interating/merging galaxy with double nuleus (lower right). In

the last image the seeing is 0.4 arse (FWHM) and the two nulei are

only 0.8 arse apart.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: S. Bardelli, A. Cappi, P. Ciliegi, L. Ciotti, A. Co-

mastri, H. de Ruiter, P. Londrillo, R. Merighi, M. Mignoli,

L. Origlia, L. Pozzetti, R. Sanisi, G. Stirpe, G. Zamorani,

V. Zitelli, E. Zua;

� Fellows: E. Calabrese, F. Fraternali, S. Giaintui, B. Lanzoni,

F. Pozzi.

Observational extragalati astronomy has traditionally been one of

the main themes of researh at the Bologna Observatory. It inludes a

wide range of subjets, from the struture and evolution of \normal"

galaxies, to the physial properties of ative galati nulei (AGNs) to

observational osmology.

The extragalati researh at the Bologna Observatory is harater-

ized by a multiwavelength approah: while optial astronomy is the

main �eld at the Observatory, some of the sienti� sta� speialize

in X-ray observations of AGNs, and others �nd their main interest in

radio studies of galaxies and quasars.

Muh of this researh is based on an intensive use of the most ad-

vaned instruments available today: the X-ray satellites Chandra and

XMM{Newton, the ESO optial/NIR telesopes (inluding VLT), the

Westerbork, VLA and ATCA radiotelesopes.

2.1 Struture and evolution of galaxies

The struture of galaxies is studied either from a theoretial point

of view (inluding numerial modeling) or by radio observations of

neutral hydrogen.

2.1.1 Theoretial studies and numerial simulations

People involved at OAB: Cappi, Ciotti, Lanzoni, Londrillo, Zamorani.

L. Ciotti, in ollaboration with G. Bertin (University of Milan and

Suola Normale Superiore, Pisa) and M. Del Prinipe (graduate stu-

dent of SNS{Pisa) reexamined the question of whether a systemati

non-homology ould be partly responsible for the orrelations that de-

�ne the Fundamental Plane. They found that elliptial galaxies should
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not be onsidered homologous dynamial systems and that neither the

strit homology nor the onstant stellar mass{to{light solution are a

satisfatory explanation of the observed Fundamental Plane.

L. Ciotti, P. Londrillo and C. Nipoti (PhD student, Astronomy

Dept., University of Bologna), by using N-body simulations of galaxy

models haraterized by observationally motivated density pro�les,

and also allowing for the presene of live, massive dark matter halos,

explored the relations between the Fundamental Plane thinness and

tilt and the amount of radial orbital anisotropy. In fat, the problem of

the ompatibility between the observed thinness of the Fundamental

Plane and the wide spread of orbital anisotropy admitted by galaxy

models has often been raised. The main results of this work are that

galaxy models that are radially anisotropi enough to be found outside

the observed Fundamental Plane (with their isotropi parent models

lying on the Fundamental Plane) are unstable, and their end-produts

fall bak on the Fundamental Plane itself. Also, they found that a sys-

temati inrease of radial orbit anisotropy with galaxy luminosity an-

not explain by itself the whole tilt of the Fundamental Plane, beause

the galaxy models beome unstable at moderately high luminosities:

at variane with the previous ase their end{produts are found well

outside the Fundamental Plane itself.

Following this work, L. Ciotti, P. Londrillo and C. Nipoti on-

luded numerial simulations of dissipationless merging of stellar sys-

tems, aimed at exploring the onsequenes of merging between gas-

free, spheroidal systems. In partiular, they studied the dynamial and

strutural harateristis of hierarhial merging between equal-mass

stellar systems, and ompared the properties of the end-produts with

the most important strutural and dynamial saling relations obeyed

by spheroids. The main result is that the FP tilt is marginally on-

served, but both the Faber-Jakson and the Kormendy relations are

not onserved.

L. Ciotti and B. Lanzoni, with the aid of Monte-Carlo numeri-

al simulations based on fully analytial, oblate galaxy models with

adjustable internal dynamis, explored the importane of projetion

e�ets in produing the observed thikness of the Fundamental Plane

when seen edge-on. The results indiate that a substantial part of

this thikness is due to intrinsi variations from galaxy to galaxy of

their intrinsi properties, while projetion e�ets have only a minor

ontribution.

L. Ciotti, in ollaboration with G. Bertin, developed a new analyti-
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al method to onstrut expliit, triaxial density-potential pairs, to be

used in the desription of strutural and dynamial properties of ellip-

tial galaxies. This method is also of onsiderable help in the numerial

implementation of the Shwarzshild method of orbital superposition.

Following this work, L. Ciotti, in ollaboration with Z. Haiman and

J.P. Ostriker (Prineton University), developed a robust method to

derive the duty yle of QSO ativity based on the empirial QSO lu-

minosity funtion and on the present-day linear relation between the

masses of supermassive blak holes and those of their spheroidal host

stellar systems. The main result is that the duty yle is substantially

less than unity, with harateristi values in the range 3 � 6 � 10

�3

,

in exellent agreement with the theoretial results presented above.

B. Lanzoni, A. Cappi, L. Ciotti, and G. Zamorani, in ollabora-

tion with G. Tormen (Astronomy Dept., University of Padova), inves-

tigated the physial origin of the saling relations observed for nearby

galaxy lusters, by means of high-resolution N-body simulations of

massive dark matter halos. Under the assumption of a reasonable

trend of the mass-to-light ratio with the luster total luminosity, the

DM halos are found to reprodue not only the Fundamental Plane,

but also the luminosity-radius and the luminosity-veloity dispersion

relations. Suh a result is interpreted in the ontext of the osmologi-

al ollapse of density utuations, given the known homology of dark

matter halos and the assumed M=L ratio, while the omparison with

the analogous saling relations de�ned by elliptial galaxies suggests

that merging and gas dissipation must have had a non negligible role

in the formation and evolution of these objets. While waiting for

deep photometri and spetrosopi surveys, the possible evolution of

the luster saling relations with redshift is also disussed.

2.1.2 Neutral hydrogen studies

People involved at OAB: Fraternali, Sanisi.

I. High veloity gas and HI halos of spiral galaxies.

F. Fraternali, R. Sanisi and T. Oosterloo (NFRA, The Nether-

lands) have onluded their study of the kinematis of the old and

hot gas in the spiral galaxy NGC2403 (F. Fraternali, PhD thesis,

University of Bologna). Suh a study revealed halo gas (neutral and

ionised) rotating more slowly (� 20{50 km s

�1

) than the gas in the
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disk. It also revealed powerful outows (up to 200 km s

�1

) of ionised

gas and di�use X-ray emission from hot gas (2{8 � 10

6

K). These

results point at galati fountain phenomena.

Reently, a new HI study of the edge-on spiral galaxy NGC891

has been started. This galaxy has been observed with the Westerbork

Syntesis Radio Telesope (WSRT) with muh higher sensitivity (5

times lower rms noise) than the previous observations. The new data

reveal a very extended HI halo with HI emission up to 10{15 kp from

the plane of the disk. This halo gas shows a lower rotation veloity

(25{100 km s

�1

) than the gas in the plane.

A deep 21 m line survey with the Westerbork Radiotelesope (16�

12 hrs integration) has been arried out by R. Boomsma (Kapteyn In-

stitute, University of Groningen), T. Oosterloo, R. Sanisi and T. van

der Hulst (Kapteyn Institute, University of Groningen). The HI data

show the presene of several large holes in the HI layer and of large

omplexes of high veloity louds. Some of these are learly assoiated

with the holes.

F. Fraternali and T.S. van Albada (Kapteyn Institute, University

of Groningen) have started a theoretial study of the halo gas in spiral

galaxies. They are onsidering the proess of galati fountains using

a simple ballisti approah.

II. Dark Matter. Rotation urves, HI warps

G. Battaglia (undergraduate student, University of Bologna), F. Fra-

ternali, R. Sanisi and T. Oosterloo have studied the HI dynamis of

the spiral galaxy NGC5055. This galaxy has a prominent, highly

symmetri warp extending out to 46 kp from the entre. New WSRT

observations show the presene of spiral arms in the region of the warp

and hints of anomalous gas in the inner region of the galaxy. The rota-

tion urve of NGC5055 shows a deline between 10 and 20 kp, lose

to the edge of the stellar disk. The luminous matter (stars and gas)

dominates in the inner parts (optial disk) of this galaxy.

R. Swaters (Johns Hopkins Univ.) and R. Sanisi have ontinued

their study of dark and luminous matter in the entral parts of spiral

galaxies. The rotation urves (optial and HI) an be fully explained

with the presene of luminous matter.
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2.2 Ative galati nulei and star-forming galax-

ies

2.2.1 Optial studies

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter, Stirpe, Zitelli.

I. Emission lines and variability of AGN.

G. Stirpe, in ollaboration with A. Robinson (University of Hert-

fordshire) and D. Axon (Rohester Institute of Tehnology), is on-

tinuing the analysis of a sample of broad-line AGN observed spetro-

sopially in H� and H�, overing a wide range of intrinsi luminosity

and redshifts (up to z � 2:5), with the purpose of studying the distri-

bution of properties of the Broad Line Region and the possible auses

of the line pro�le diversity. The database of measured emission line

parameters reated from the detailed analysis of the spetra is reveal-

ing trends suh as a tendeny of the forbidden lines to have inreasing

blueshift with respet to the systemi veloity and lower equivalent

width when their FWHM is larger. This trend is partiularly evident

in Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies.

Within a ollaboration led by A. Maroni (Aretri Observatory),

G. Stirpe is taking part in the monitoring of 2 high-luminosity, high-z

QSOs with the ESO VLT, with the purpose of measuring the emission

line vs. ontinuum light urve lag and thus obtain an estimate of the

size of the Broad Line Region. These are the highest luminosity AGN

monitored in this fashion, whih means extending this tehnique to

what are probably the most massive known blak holes. Photometri

and spetrosopi observations in the K band have been made on a

monthly timesale starting in 2001. Preliminary light urves have been

obtained from the �rst two years of data. They reveal variations of

�10% in both the ontinuum and H� line ux, but no lag an yet be

measured without extending the monitoring for several more years.

In ollaboration with P. Marziani and R. Zamanov (Padova Ob-

servatory), G. Stirpe is ompleting the redution of H� spetra of

a sample of high-z QSOs, obtained at the ESO VLT in the near-IR

bands. These spetra will be used to extend to high luminosities and

high redshifts the parameter ranges of the Boroson-Green Eigenvetor

1, whih orrelates various properties of AGN emission lines.

H. De Ruiter, in ollaboration with J. Lub (Leiden Observatory)
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onstruted a database ontaining many hundreds of photometri and

spetrosopi measurements for a sample of about 15 type 1 and type

2 Seyferts in the southern hemisphere, based on fourteen years of ob-

servations. These data have now been made available for the general

astronomial ommunity: the alibrated spetra an be inspeted di-

retly on the WEB

1

, or downloaded (in FITS format). Animations

that show the lighturves of a spetral region around 5000

�

A are now

available at the same WEB page.

II. HST images of B2 radio galaxies.

H. De Ruiter, in ollaboration with A. Capetti (Torino Observatory),

P. Parma and R. Fanti (IRA{CNR, Bologna), and R. Morganti (NFRA,

The Netherlands), is studying HST images (in two olours, V and I)

of about 60 radio galaxies seleted from the B2 sample of low luminos-

ity radio galaxies. Brightness pro�les were �tted to all galaxies, and

these were used to obtain a detailed mapping of the (irum)-nulear

dust.

III. The environment of AGN.

V. Zitelli, in ollaboration with P. Foardi and B. Kelm (Astron-

omy Dept., University of Bologna), is ontinuing the study of the rela-

tionship between nulear ativity and environment for ative galati

nulei. Ample evidene has been reported in the loal universe of a

omplex environment around ative galati nulei and up to z � 3.

However, while it is well established that radio loud quasars, radio

galaxies and BLLas reside in denser than average regions, the role

of the environment and of interations on Seyfert galaxies is to some

extent still ontroversial. The omplexity of the disussion inreases

beause the samples used are limited in number. To limit the statis-

tial unertainty we adopt a strategy based on the analysis of a sta-

tistially signi�ant sample of nearby AGN and appropriate ontrol

samples seleted on the basis of riteria independent of morphology

and environmental properties. A sample of about 300 physial om-

pat groups has been extrated applying an automati ode to 3-D

galaxy atalogues. The global properties of ative galati nulei are

analyzed, in partiular Seyfert inidene within ompat groups has

been determined (Foardi et al., 2002). From the analysis it learly

1

http://www.bo.astro.it/�deruiter/seyf spetable.html
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emerges that Seyfert 2 are preferentially assoiated to ompat groups

displaying relatively high veloity dispersion and a large number of

neighbours. The properties of ompat groups hosting an AGN mem-

ber as ompared to those that do not are presently investigated.

2.2.2 Near-IR studies

People involved at OAB: Comastri, Origlia.

I. Probing the starburst-AGN onnetion.

Optial and UV studies have established the existene of a starburst-

AGN onnetion in Seyfert 2 galaxies, a onnetion whih is believed to

extend to the epoh of the formation of bulges and elliptials. Seyfert

galaxies are exellent loal laboratories in whih this onnetion an be

probed in onsiderable detail. Their relative proximity allows not only

for high S/N, but also for 0.1{1 kp spatial resolution, thus sampling

more losely the physis of the entral engine and its environment. In

analogy with the booming progress in the researh on distant star-

forming (\Lyman break") galaxies, whih is very muh based upon

knowledge aquired through areful study of nearby starbursts, under-

standing the role played by starbursts in Seyferts will provide ruial

guidelines for the interpretation of the high z universe, while simul-

taneously advaning our knowledge of these omplex and physis-rih

systems. Near IR (1{2.5 �m) spetrosopy o�ers a unique opportu-

nity to takle this issue more losely, with the advantages that it allows

to detet starbursts even in Seyfert 1's and to sample dust embedded

starbursts (neither of whih an be done at shorter wavelengths), while

simultaneously providing reliable stellar population diagnostis. There

are a few major key features in this spetral range to investigate both

the stellar and the nebular omponents: many absorption lines due to

neutral metals (Fe, Si, Mg, Ca, Al, Na), moleules (CO, OH) and P�,

Br, [FeII℄ 1.64 �m in emission, from whih it is possible to derive

line uxes, broadening (veloity dispersions) and equivalent widths.

During two suessful observational ampaigns at the ESO NTT with

SOFI and at the TNG with NICS in July and August 2001, we se-

ured medium-resolution IR spetra of more than 20 ative galaxies.

Following the suessful methodology developed by our group in a few

pioneering works (Origlia et al., 1993, Oliva et al., 1995, 1999) we are

undertaking the following analysis:
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� quantify the ontribution of both stellar and non-stellar omponents

(usually hot dust) by analyzing the assoiated dilution of a few repre-

sentative absorption features;

� estimate the reddening towards the stellar population and line emit-

ting region through the stellar H �K olor and the H reombination

line ratios;

� assess the metalliity of the stars through the strength of the ab-

sorption features;

� measure the dynamial mass and the stellar mass-to-light ratio, en-

abling us to put tight onstraints on the age of the dominant popula-

tion.

These diagnostis will allow us to hek whether a genuine starburst

is present in the nulear region and ompare the age of the nulear

stellar populations in Seyfert 1's and 2's, thus providing a strong test

of the uni�ed model. More generally, this will allow us to explore the

use of the age of the stars as a lok for nulear ativity and thereby

assess the ourrene of evolution within and between ativity lasses.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with E. Oliva (Aretri

Obs. { TNG); R. Maiolino (Aretri Obs.); R.M. Gonzalez Delgado

(IAA, Granada, Spain); R. Cid Fernandez (UFSC, Brazil); T. Storhi-

Bergmann (UFRGS, Brazil).

II. Metal enrihment in starburst galaxies.

The near-IR stellar luminosity of starburst galaxies is dominated

by massive red supergiants. Suh a stellar ontinuum generally largely

dominates over the gas and dust emission (Oliva & Origlia 1998,

Origlia & Oliva 2000), while in the visual range the nebular emis-

sion strongly dilutes the stellar absorption lines and dust an heavily

obsure the entral regions where most of the burst ativity is on-

entrated. Their absorption spetra show many atomi and moleular

lines whih an be used to infer reliable abundanes of key metals

(e.g. C, O, Fe and other �-elements). Metals loked in the stellar

atmosphere of red supergiants trae the abundanes just prior to the

last burst of star formation. On the other hand, the hot gas in the

nulear region, probed by X-ray observations, is heated by type II SN

explosions and therefore is related to the gas just enrihed by the new

generation of stars. The X-ray spetra obtained by the new generation

of X-ray telesopes (Chandra and XMM{Newton) have a quality high

enough to set good onstraints on the metalliity of the hot gas in
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starburst galaxies and possible spatial gradients. During a suessful

observational ampaign at the TNG with NICS in Deember 2002, we

seured medium-resolution IR spetra of 4 starburst galaxies observed

with Chandra and/or XMM{Newton, to infer reliable abundanes of

Fe, C, O, Si, Mg, Ca and Al and to obtain a detailed sreening of

the most important abundane patterns, namely [C/Fe℄ and �/Fe℄, of

the pre-burst medium, loked into the stellar photospheres. By om-

paring the metalliity of the hot gas with the pre-burst metalliity

determined by the IR spetra of red supergiants we an onstrain the

star formation history and witness the enrihment of the interstellar

medium by a single burst of star formation.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with P. Ranalli (As-

tronomy Dept., University of Bologna), R. Maiolino and A. Maroni

(Aretri Obs.).

2.2.3 X-ray studies

People involved at OAB: Comastri.

I. X-ray observations of AGN.

Thanks to the superb imaging apabilities of the detetors onboard

the Chandra satellite it was possible to study with unpreedented

auray the X-ray emission from lobes and jets in radiogalaxies.

We �nd evidene of non-thermal X-ray emission from the radio

lobes of the powerful radio galaxy 3C 219 whih is �tted fairly well

by a ombination of inverse Compton sattering of Cosmi Mirowave

Bakground radiation and of nulear photons with the relativisti ele-

trons in the lobes. The omparison between radio synhrotron and IC

emission yields a magneti �eld strength signi�antly lower (by about

a fator 3) than that alulated under minimum energy onditions;

the soure energetis are then dominated by the relativisti partiles.

The X-ray luminous and spatially resolved knot along the jet of

the steep spetrum radio-loud quasar 3C 207 is best �tted by an ex-

tremely at power law spetrum. By ombining Chandra observations

with VLA data it is onluded that Inverse Compton sattering of the

Cosmi Mirowave bakground photons provides a good desription

of the observations. The energy distribution of relativisti eletrons is

onsistent with that expeted from shok aeleration.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with G. Brunetti (IRA{
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CNR, Bologna) and G. Setti (Astronomy Dept., University of Bologna).

II. X-ray studies of star-forming galaxies.

The possibility that the 2{10 keV luminosity of starburst galax-

ies an be a reliable star-formation indiator has been suggested on

the basis of a detailed analysis of a well de�ned sample of nearby

star-forming galaxies observed by Beppo{SAX and ASCA. The linear

orrelation between hard X-ray, far infrared and radio luminosities

allowed us to propose a simple formula to derive the star formation

rate as a funtion of the 2{10 keV luminosity. Deep Chandra ob-

servations of a sample of radio-seleted star-forming galaxies in the

Hubble Deep Field North show that the same relation holds also at

high (0:2 < z < 1:3) redshift. The X-ray/radio relations also allowed

to derive the X-ray number ounts down to very faint uxes from the

radio LogN{LogS funtion. The ontribution of star-forming galaxies

to the X-ray bakground an then be estimated and is of the order of

a few perent with a robust upper limit of about 10 perent.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with P. Ranalli and G. Setti

(Astronomy Dept., University of Bologna).

2.3 Surveys and Observational Cosmology

A large fration of the sta� of the Observatory is involved in surveys

of extragalati objets. Some of these surveys are ongoing long-term

projets, but quite a few have started only reently, or will start in

the near future, and will require telesope time with new generation

optial telesopes like the VLT.

As an aid to observational osmologists de Ruiter has made avail-

able (on the WEB) a olletion of osmologial formulas. For a number

of models (the standard Friedmann model, at models with non-zero

osmologial onstant, and some more exoti ones) distanes, volumes

and look-bak times are given as a funtion of redshift. In many ases

the solutions are given in analytial form. The ompendium an be

found on the WEB

2

.

2

http://www.bo.astro.it/�deruiter/osmo/
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2.3.1 The VIRMOS/VLT Deep Survey (VVDS)

People involved: Bardelli, Cappi, Ciliegi, Merighi, Pozzetti, Zamorani,

Zua.

The Bologna Astronomial Observatory is part of the Consor-

tium for the ESO-VLT Instrument VIRMOS (Visual Infra-Red Multi-

Objet Spetrographs).

The visual spetrograph VIMOS

3

is mounted at VLT-Melipal and

saw its �rst light suessfully on February 26, 2002. Commissioning

and testing were ompleted in 2002 and the guaranteed time observa-

tions started in Autumn 2002.

The huge multiplex apabilities of VIMOS will allow to assemble

redshift databases of large samples of faint galaxies. The Consor-

tium's guaranteed time will be used to perform a deep redshift survey

of about 10

5

galaxies seleted from both visual (B and I) and infrared

(K) de�ned samples. Given the large number of expeted redshift

measurements and the expeted redshift overage (up to z

>

�

2, with

a median redshift in the interval 0.6{0.9), this survey will allow to

determine with exellent statistis the evolution with redshift of the

luminosity funtions in di�erent bands for eah galaxy type.

Just a few of the ruial issues whih it will therefore be possible to

address from these data are:

� detailed tests of the preditions of various models of galaxy evolution

(e.g. hierarhial versus monolithi models);

� preise estimates, on the basis of a single sample with well under-

stood seletion riteria, of the star formation history up to at least

z � 2;

� studies of the still unertain nature of the extremely red galaxies

(EROs), determining whih fration of them is atually assoiated

with old elliptial galaxies at high redshift and whih fration is asso-

iated with dusty starburst galaxies.

As a by-produt, sine no morphologial seletion will be applied

to the objets to be observed, this survey, with its expeted � 1000

AGNs down to I � 24:0, will allow the study of the optial luminosity

funtion and evolution of the faint (e.g. Seyfert-like) AGNs in a mag-

nitude range where the seletion of AGN andidates with the standard

olor and morphologial riteria is very diÆult and, possibly, largely

inomplete.

3

http://www.astrsp-mrs.fr/virmos/index.html
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Figure 6: Distribution of �rst measured redshifts in the VVDS deep

�eld.

The survey, whih started in Autumn 2002 with 20 suessful ob-

serving nights, required a lot of sienti� preparation. In partiular,

during the year 2002 we worked on the following topis:

� We ollaborated in the prodution of the photometri multiband

(BV RI +K) atalogues whih are the starting point of the spetro-

sopi survey. In partiular we applied various tests to these atalogues

in order to verify the quality of the data.

� We are working on the development of tools for the sienti� anal-

ysis of the survey: in partiular, we onentrated on the luminosity

funtion analysis, implementing di�erent estimators and testing their

statistial robustness on simulated samples with di�erent omplete-

ness.

�We ompared the results of di�erent luster �nding methods, apply-

ing the various algorithms on simulated samples.

�We are working on the preparation of the tools whih will be used in

the statistial analysis of the galaxy distribution, in partiular on the

orrelation funtion and high-order statistis; we are presently testing

the best methods to orret for inompleteness and observational bi-

ases, and the tools for data redution.
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Figure 7: Some example of spetra from the �rst VVDS observations.
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� We are working on the preparation of di�erent models of galaxy

evolution in the framework of a Pure Luminosity Evolution (PLE)

senario to be used for omparison with the observed galaxy redshift

distribution.

From the �rst spetrosopi observations, more than 21000 galaxy

spetra were obtained: we are urrently analyzing part of these data,

testing the whole redution proedure (from the raw data to the mono-

dimensional alibrated spetra) and measuring the redshifts. The dis-

tribution of the redshifts already measured is shown in Fig. 6, while

in Fig. 7 some spetra from the �rst observations are presented.

2.3.2 The VIRMOS RADIO survey

People involved: Ciliegi, de Ruiter, Zamorani.

The radio survey has been obtained with the VLA at 1.415 GHz

in one of the VIRMOS region where deep BV RI band photometry

has been already obtained with the CFHT to a limiting magnitude

(5�) of about 25.5 and, for a fration of the area, in the U and K

bands with the ESO telesopes to a limiting magnitude of 25 and 20

respetively. The VIRMOS VLA radio survey has mapped an area of

1 square degree with a uniform noise of � 85�Jy (5�). A atalogue of

radio soures brighter than the loal 5� threshold has been extrated

from the 1 degree radio map. It ontains 1054 radio soures, 19 of

whih are onsidered as multiple, i.e. �tted with at least two separate

omponents. The soure ounts obtained with this radio atalogue

are in very good agreement with those obtained with other surveys.

In partiular, our point at the faintest ux level (� 0:1 mJy) is fully

onsistent (with more robust statistis thanks to the higher number

of soures and a large area overed) with the points obtained with a

very deep radio observation in the Hubble Deep Field (HDF).

Subsequently, using the already available optial data, we per-

formed a detailed optial identi�ation using a Likelihood Ratio Anal-

ysis. We found � 730 reliable optial ounterparts. The expeted

number of spurious identi�ations is � 40 leading to an identi�ation

perentage of � 70%.

The analysis of the multiband properties of the optial ounter-

parts (magnitude distributions and olor{olor diagrams) is in progress.
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2.3.3 The K20 Redshift Survey

People involved at OAB: Mignoli, Pozzetti, Zamorani.

The Bologna Observatory partiipates, with the observatories of

Aretri, ESO and Rome, in an ESO VLT Large Program (PI Cimatti,

Aretri Obs.), whih started in 1999. This program (alled K20

4

) aims

at deriving the redshift distribution of a galaxy sample omplete at

K < 20 in order to obtain stringent lues on the formation and evolu-

tion of present-day massive galaxies. The sample onsists of about 500

galaxies seleted from a sub-area of the Chandra Deep Field (CDF)

and from a �eld around the quasar 0055�2659 (z = 3:7). Seventeen

VLT nights have been alloated to this projet over a period of two

years. The survey makes use of both optial (FORS1/FORS2) and

near-IR (ISAAC) spetrosopy. The observations were ompleted in

2000 and provided spetra of about 90% of the galaxies down to a

ompleteness level of about K < 20. The spetrosopi data redu-

tion and analyses have been arried out in parallel at Bologna and

Aretri. The photometri sample and ompleteness analysis has been

presented by Cimatti et al., 2002. The sienti� analysis is still in

progress and the main results obtained up to now an be summarized

as follows:

� From the spetrosopi sub-sample of EROs, we have derived, for

the �rst time, the frations of old and dusty star-forming galaxies

in the ERO population (Cimatti et al., 2002), showing that the

two lasses are about equally populated. The olors and the

average spetrum of old EROs are onsistent with a minimum

age of� 3 Gyr, orresponding to a formation redshift of z

f

> 2:4,

while the average spetrum of the star-forming EROs suggests

a substantial dust extintion with E(B � V ) > 0:5, implying

typial star formation rates of 50{150 M

�

/yr and a signi�ant

ontribution from EROs to the osmi star-formation density at

z � 1 (Cimatti et al., 2002).

� We have derived information on the di�erent spatial lustering of

these two lasses of EROs (Daddi et al., 2002), showing a muh

higher lustering and orrelation length for old EROs than for

the dusty population.

4

http://www.aretri.astro.it/�k20/
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� We have ompleted the omparison between the observed red-

shift distribution of the whole sample of galaxies and di�erent

models of galaxy formation and evolution (Cimatti, Pozzetti et

al., 2002). A major result was the disovery of a signi�ant high-

redshift tail (32% and � 9% of galaxies at z > 1 and z > 1:5

respetively), not onsistent with urrent versions of Hierarhial

models of galaxy formation.

� We have arried out the determination and analysis of the near-

IR (J and Ks band) Luminosity Funtions from the spetro-

photometri atalog of galaxies down to redshift � 1:9 (Pozzetti

et al., 2003). The data are onsistent with a mild luminosity

evolution of the whole near-IR LFs and, in partiular, red and

early-type galaxies dominate the bright-end of the LF , and their

number density shows at most a small derease (< 30%) up

to z ' 1, thus suggesting that massive elliptial galaxies were

already in plae at z ' 1 and they should have formed their

stars and assembled their mass at higher redshift. The ompari-

son with the urrent versions of galaxy formation and evolution

models shows that hierarhial models (Cole et al., 2000; Kau�-

mann et al., 1999) signi�antly overpredit the density of low

luminosity galaxies at z � 1 and underpredit the density of lu-

minous galaxies at z � 1 (see Fig. 8), whereas passive evolution

models are more onsistent with the data up to z � 1:5.

Presently, in Bologna, we are ollaborating with the Rome Ob-

servatory to derive the evolution of the Galaxy Stellar Mass Fun-

tion and ompleting the analysis of the spetrosopi sample, both

studying the properties of the single objet spetra, and onstrut-

ing averaged templates for di�erent spetral lasses and/or di�erent

redshift bins, with the aim of haraterizing a possible spetral evolu-

tion. Moreover the K20 survey is triggering several follow up studies

in whih we are involved. Ultradeep and high resolution spetrosopy

was obtained in November 2002 with FORS2 to derive information

on previously unidenti�ed EROs and z > 1:7 galaxies and to study

the kinematis of z > 1 galaxies in order to estimate their dynamial

masses. The CDFS sub-area of the K20 survey is also a target of the

HST+ACS GOODS Treasury Programme (P.I. Giavaliso) and of the

SIRTF GOODS (P.I. Dikinson) Legay Programme. These data will

allow to derive new onstraints on the masses and evolution of galaxies

out to higher redshifts.
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Figure 8: The rest-frame K

s

-band Luminosity Funtion in the red-

shift bins: z

mean

' 0:5 (top panels) z

mean

' 1:0 (middle panels) and

z

mean

' 1:5 (bottom panels) ompared to various hierarhial models.
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2.3.4 Radio observations of the ESP Survey

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter.

The whole � 25 square degree region of the ESO Slie Projet was

observed at 20 m with the Australia Telesope Compat Array, using

the mosaiking tehnique (Prandoni et al., 2000, paper I: A&AS, 146,

31; paper II: A&AS, 146,41; paper III: A&A, 365, 392; paper IV: 2001,

A&A, 369, 787). The resulting radio atalogue (ATESP) ontains

about 3000 radio soures down to a 20 m ux limit of � 0:4 mJy.

The radio data (inluding new data at 5 GHz) are now being used for

various purposes: (a) determining the radio properties of ESP galaxies

(e.g. radio luminosity funtion of various types of galaxies), (b) deep

radio soure ounts and optial identi�ation of ATESP soures, ()

detailed optial studies of smaller seleted areas: at present a sample

of almost 70 objets, omplete down to I = 19:0 has been observed at

ESO, and spetrosopi data are available for all objets. Spetrosopy

of part of the fainter objets has reently been arried out with the

VLT and analysis of the spetra is in progress.

2.3.5 Bright galaxies from WENSS

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter, Stirpe.

The Westerbork Northern Sky Survey has mapped the sky (above

delination +30

o

) at 325 MHz (and is omplementary to the NVSS

survey at 20 m made by the VLA). The overall atalogue ontains

about 200000 radio soures with ux density above 15 mJy. Work

is in progress at Bologna Observatory to extrat from the WENSS

atalogue all radio soures assoiated with \bright" (i.e. m

r

< 16:5)

galaxies. All automati proedures used in the extration proess have

now been tested, and a preliminary list of about 4000 WENSS bright

galaxies is available; the �nal list is expeted to be available by the

end of 2003. Several spin-o� programmes are in progress: a number

of possible reli radio soures (haraterized by a steep radio spetral

index) were seleted for further study with the VLA. Seond, a number

of distorted (bent) radio soures were seleted, sine they may be used

as traers of distant lusters; the imaging data obtained at ESO are

being analyzed at present.
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2.3.6 X-ray Surveys

People involved at OAB: Ciliegi, Comastri, Mignoli.

The Beppo-SAX High Energy Llarge Area Survey (HELLAS) has

surveyed for the �rst time several tens square degrees of the X-ray

sky in the very hard 5{10 keV band. A signi�ant fration of the

147 serendipitous hard X-ray soures has been the subjet of detailed

X-ray studies and extensive multiwavelength observations. The radio

survey of the entire sample has been reently ompleted thanks to VLA

and ATCA observations at 6 m (3� ux limit � 0:3 mJy). We found

53 likely X-ray/radio assoiations, 26 of whih are lassi�ed as radio-

loud objets (Ciliegi, Vignali, Comastri et al., 2003). In agreement

with previous results, the identi�ed radio-loud soures are assoiated

mainly with Type 1 AGNs with L

5�10 keV

> 10

44

erg s

�1

, while all the

identi�ed Type 2 AGNs and Emission Line Galaxies are radio quiet

objets with L

5�10 keV

< 10

44

erg s

�1

. The analysis of the radio spetral

index suggests that Type 1 AGNs have a atter slope (h�

AGN1

i =

0:25�0:1) than Type 2 AGNs and Emission Line Galaxies (h�

AGN2

i =

0:69� 0:11). This result is in agreement with the idea that the ore-

dominated radio emission from Type 1 AGNs is self-absorbed, while

in AGN2 and Emission Line Galaxies the radio emission take plae on

larger physial sale, without self-absorption.

The HELLAS survey has been extended making use of 15 XMM{

Newton publi observations overing an area of about 4 square degrees

at relatively shallow hard X-ray uxes (F

2�10 keV

> 10

�14

erg m

�2

s

�1

).

The HELLAS2XMM projet is arried out in ollaboration with the Aretri

Observatory, Rome Observatory, Rome 3 University and IASF{CNR,

Milan. The most important sienti� objetive is to obtain the �rst

reliable evaluation of the luminosity funtion of hard X-ray seleted

soures over a wide range of luminosities and redshifts. By integrating

this luminosity funtion we will ompute the hard X-ray luminosity

density per unit volume due to aretion as a funtion of redshift.

The survey strategy has been designed to be omplementary to deep

penil beam surveys by sampling a di�erent portion of the luminosity{

redshift plane in order to:

� �ll the gap in the luminosity{redshift plane between the loal

and deep surveys, to obtain a omplete measure of the density

and evolution of X-ray seleted AGN;
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� ollet a number of soures large enough, for statistial pur-

poses, for whih, on the one hand, at least a basi X-ray spetral

haraterization is ahievable and, on the other hand, a redshift

(spetrosopi if possible, photometri otherwise) an be mea-

sured. It is very important that a suÆient number of soures

seleted in the hardest possible band is also olleted, to redue

the very strong bias against absorbed soures whih ours when

seletion is made in soft X-rays.

Without this information the separate study of the evolution of

obsured and unobsured AGN is hardly feasible.

One third of the HELLAS2XMM �elds (overing an area of about

1 square degree) were seleted for follow-up observations in the optial

band using the ESO 3.6m and VLT and the TNG 3.5m telesopes. The

X-ray sample onsists of 126 soures with a omplete imaging and 80%

spetrosopi overage down to R = 24. Clear evidene of luminosity-

dependent evolution (low luminosity soures peaking at a later osmi

time) is present, on�rming and extending results obtained from deep

surveys. At the same time several multiwavelength (radio, sub-mm

and near infrared) follow-up programs have been or are being arried

out on a fration of these �elds. For two spei� �elds high spatial

resolution Chandra X-ray data are also available.

The most surprising �nding is the disovery of a population of

presumably obsured AGN whih are haraterized by values of their

X-ray to optial ux ratio (X/O) signi�antly di�erent from those of

optially and soft X-ray seleted, spetrosopially identi�ed AGN.

The very nature of these objets is at present unknown. Following

Comastri, Brusa & Mignoli (2003) we refer to them as unonventional

AGN (Fig. 9). It has been found onvenient to divide these objets

in two groups: the �rst inludes soures that are X-ray weak for their

R band magnitudes (log(X=O) < �1); the seond, soures that are

optially faint (sometimes below the limits of deep optial images)

and relatively X-ray bright (log(X=O) > 1).

The identi�ation breakdown of the soures in the �rst group is

a mixed bag inluding emission line galaxies and apparently normal

galaxies. A sizeable fration of the latter, named XBONG (X-ray

Bright Optially Normal Galaxies; Comastri et al., 2002b), are par-

tiularly intriguing, being haraterized by an absorption-dominated

optial spetrum and AGN-like hard X-ray luminosities (L

2�10 keV

�

10

42�43

erg s

�1

). They are found at moderately low redshift (z < 1),
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Figure 9: The 2{10 keV ux versus the R band optial magnitude

for the soures in the HELLAS2XMM sample. The soure breakdown

is reported with di�erent symbols: �lled squares = broad line AGNs;

empty squares = narrow line AGNs; triangles = early type galaxies;

rosses = unidenti�ed soures.
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and are suspeted to host a ompletely obsured AGN, though alterna-

tive possibilities are viable. The soures haraterized by high values

of f

X

=f

opt

are even less understood. Only a handful of them have been

spetrosopially identi�ed and turned out to be high-redshift, highly

obsured AGN. Interestingly enough, a sizeable fration of the high

X/O soures have extreme near-infrared to optial olors and satisfy

the ERO (Extremely Red Objets) olor riterium (R �K > 5).

This work is arried out in ollaboration with M. Brusa (Astron-

omy Dept., University of Bologna).

2.3.7 Deep Radio Survey in the Lokman Hole

People involved at OAB : Ciliegi, Zamorani.

We have obtained a deep radio image with the Very Large Array at

6 m in the Lokman Hole, where exellent data are already available

at 20 m, in the far-infrared band, in the near infrared and optial

bands and in the X-ray band. The radio noise level in the entral part

of the �eld is � 11�Jy. From these data we have extrated a atalogue

of 63 radio soures with a maximum distane of 10 armin from the

�eld enter and with peak ux density greater than 4.5 times the loal

rms noise. The di�erential soure ounts are in good agreement with

those obtained by other surveys. The analysis of the radio spetral

index suggests a attening of the average radio spetra and an inrease

of the population of at spetrum radio soures in the faintest ux bin.

Cross orrelation with the ROSAT/XMM X-ray soures list yields 13

reliable radio/X-ray assoiations, orresponding to � 21% of the radio

sample. Most of these assoiations (8 out of 13) are lassi�ed as Type

2 AGN.

Using optial CCD (V and I) and K

0

band data with approximate

limits of V � 25:5 mag, I � 24:5 mag andK

0

� 20:2 mag, we found an

optial identi�ation for 58 of the 63 radio soures. This orresponds

to an identi�ation rate of � 92%, one of the highest perentages so

far available. From the analysis of the olour{olour diagram and of

the radio ux{optial magnitude diagram we have been able to selet a

subsample of radio soures whose optial ounterparts are likely to be

high redshift (z > 0:5) early-type galaxies, hosting an Ative Galati

Nuleus responsible of the radio ativity. This lass of objets, rather

than a population of star-forming galaxies, appears to be the dominant

population (� 50%) in a 5 GHz seleted sample with a ux limit as
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low as 50 �Jy.

We also �nd evidene that at these faint radio limits a large fra-

tion (� 60%) of the faintest optial ounterparts (i.e. soures in the

magnitude range 22:5 < I < 24:5) of the radio soures are EROs with

I �K

0

> 4 and ombining our radio data with existing ISO data we

onlude that these ERO soures are probably assoiated with high-

redshift, passively evolving elliptial galaxies. The six radio seleted

EROs represent only � 2% of the optially seleted EROs present in

the �eld. If their luminosity is indeed a sign of AGN ativity, the small

number of radio detetions suggests that a small fration of the EROS

population ontains an ative nuleus.

2.3.8 The ELAIS Survey

People involved at OAB : Ciliegi, Pozzi, Zamorani.

ELAIS is a large European projet, involving 19 di�erent institutes,

aimed at studying the nature and evolution of the extragalati soures

deteted by the Infrared Spae Observatory (ISO) in a seleted area of

the sky (overing 12 sq. deg.). From the analysis of the ISOCAM data

in the southern �elds, we have obtained samples of soures (� 500) in

the ux range 0.45{150 mJy whih we have used to study the statistial

properties of infrared soures.

First, from these data we have obtained the 15 �m extragalati

soure ounts. The large number of extragalati soures (� 350) de-

teted over this area between about 0.5 and 100 mJy guarantee a high

statistial signi�ane of the soure ounts in the previously poorly

overed ux density range between IRAS and the Deep ISOCAM Sur-

veys. The bright ounts in S1 (S

15�m

� 2 mJy) are signi�antly lower

than other published ISOCAM ounts in the same ux range and are

onsistent with a at, Eulidean slope, suggesting the dominane of

a non-evolving population. At fainter uxes (S

15�m

� 2 mJy) our

ounts do instead show a strong departure from no-evolution mod-

els, with a very steep super-Eulidean slope down to our ux limit

(� 0:5 mJy). Strong luminosity and density evolution of the order of,

respetively, L / (1 + z)

3:0

and � / (1 + z)

3:5

is needed at least for

the population of star-forming galaxies, in order to �t the ounts and

the redshift distributions observed at di�erent uxes. A luminosity

break around 10

10:8

L

�

must be introdued in the loal luminosity

funtion of starburst galaxies in order to reprodue our sharp inrease
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of the ounts below 2 mJy and the redshift distributions observed for

15 �m soures at di�erent ux levels. The ontribution of the strongly

evolving starburst population (down to 50 �Jy) to the 15 �m osmi

bakground is estimated to be � 2:2 nW m

�2

sr

�1

, whih orresponds

to � 67% of the total mid-infrared bakground estimate.

In the framework of the follow-up of the ELAIS region, we have

studied the optial, near-IR and radio properties of the omplete sam-

ple of 43 soures deteted at 15 �m in the ELAIS �eld S2. The ex-

tragalati objets in this sample have ux densities in the range 0.4{

10 mJy, where 15-�m soure ounts start diverging from no evolution

models. About 90% of the soures (39 out of 43) have optial ounter-

parts brighter than I = 21. Eight bright soures have been identi�ed

with stars on the basis of imaging data, while for other 22 soures

we have obtained spetrosopi data, reahing a high identi�ation

perentage (30=43, � 70%). All but one of the 28 soures with ux

density > 0:7 mJy are identi�ed. Most of the extragalati objets are

normal spiral or starburst galaxies at moderate redshift (z

med

� 0:2);

four objets are Ative Galati Nulei. We have used the 15-�m, H�

and 1.4-GHz luminosities as indiators of star-formation rate and we

have ompared the results obtained in the three bands. While 1.4-

GHz and 15-�m estimates are in good agreement, showing that our

galaxies are forming stars at a median rate of � 40 M

�

yr

�1

, the raw

H�-based estimates are a fator �5{10 lower and need a mean or-

retion of � 2 mag to be brought on the same sale as the other two

indiators. A orretion of � 2 mag is onsistent with that suggested

by the Balmer derements H�/H� and by the optial olours. More-

over, it is intermediate between the orretion found loally for normal

spirals and the orretion needed for high-luminosity 15-�m objets,

suggesting that the average extintion su�ered by galaxies inreases

with infrared luminosity.

Finally, using the deep radio and 15-�m data in the ELAIS re-

gions, we have studied the radio{MIR orrelation for the �rst time

at these ux densities and for a sample of this size (� 100 radio-ISO

assoiations). Our results show that radio and MIR luminosities or-

relate almost as well as radio and FIR, at least up to z ' 0:6. Using

the derived relation and its spread together with the observed 15-�m

ounts, we have estimated the expeted ontribution of the 15-�m ex-

tragalati populations to the radio soure ounts and the role of MIR

starburst galaxies in the well known 1.4-GHz soure exess observed

at sub-mJy levels. Our analysis demonstrates that IR emitting star-
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burst galaxies do not ontribute signi�antly to the 1.4-GHz ounts for

strong soures, but start to beome a signi�ant fration of the radio

soure population at ux densities � 0:5{0.8 mJy. They are expeted

to be responsible for more than 60% of the observed radio ounts at

� 0:05 mJy. These results are in agreement with the existing results

on optial identi�ations of faint radio soures.

2.3.9 Deep Extragalati Surveys in the Marano Field

People involved at OAB: Calabrese, Mignoli, Zamorani.

The Marano Field is a southern sky area extensively surveyed in

the optial (by means of multiolor imaging, slitless and slit spe-

trosopy, variability), in the X-rays (with a ROSAT � 60 kse in-

tegration) and in the radio band (with the ATCA radio telesope

(S

lim

= 0:2 mJy) at 1.4 and 2.4 GHz). Inluding the reently per-

formed ISO and XMM observations, it is one of the best studied re-

gions of the sky at all wavelengths.

The existing observations have already provided:

� 70 spetrosopially on�rmed AGNs with B

J

� 22:5 (Zitelli,

Mignoli, Zamorani, Marano & Boyle 1992, MNRAS, 256, 349).

� A omplete sample of 50 X-ray soures with S

x

> 3:7�10

�15

erg-

m

�2

s

�1

, derived from one of the deepest ROSAT surveys. Of these,

84% have been optially identi�ed (Zamorani, Mignoli, et al., 1999,

A&A, 346, 731). AGNs are by far the dominant lass of ounterparts

of these X-ray soures, representing 71% of the optial identi�ations

obtained.

� A deep radio sample for whih � 63% of optial photometri

identi�ations and 50% of spetrosopi identi�ations, at typially

R

lim

< 23, were obtained (Gruppioni, Mignoli, Zamorani 1999, MN-

RAS, 304, 1999); these are still among the highest identi�ation fra-

tions available so far in literature for sub-mJy radio samples.

� A deep optial multiolor atalogue of an area of about 0.15

sq.deg. in the same sky region, has been obtained through CCD pho-

tometry at the ESO NTT telesope in the past years. From this ata-

log faint quasar andidates with magnitudes up toB = 23:5�24:0 were

seleted. A signi�ant fration of these andidates has been observed

spetrosopially with FORS1 at the VLT. The analysis of these data

suggests that the eÆieny of AGN seletion based on the standard

riteria (olors + morphology) dereases signi�antly at B > 23:0. At
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these magnitudes most of the UV seleted, point-like objets turn out

to be extremely ompat narrow emission line galaxies at z � 0:6{1.2,

with the lassial broad line AGNs being only about 20% of the total

number of andidates. These new data, allow to �rmly estimate the

surfae density of AGNs at B � 23:5, where very few data exist, and

to test at fainter magnitudes the existing models of luminosity fun-

tion and evolution, whih have now been �rmly established on the

basis of large samples (2dF survey) limited at B � 21.

� With the Wide Field Imager (WFI) operating at the 2.2m ESO

telesope, the Marano Field has been observed in �ve optial bands

in a wider region, approximately 30 � 30 sq.armin. The data re-

dution and multi-olour database onstrution has been ompleted

during this year. This work has been the main subjet of an OAB

sienti� ontrat obtained by E. Calabrese and �nanially supported

by MIUR grant Co�n{2001. The atalog ontains � 55000 objets

with photometri (UBV RI) and morphologial information. In three

bands (BV R) the quality of the images is exellent (seeing �0.8 ar-

se) and will permit an optimal separation between point-like (stars,

quasars) and extended (galaxies) objets up to V � 24. The main

sienti� objetives with these deep and wide photometri data are

the following:

� Sine the �eld of view inludes nearly the totality of the region

overed by the XMM-Newton observations, it will allow to iden-

tify a large fration of faint X{ray soures deteted in this �eld.

� On the basis of the NTT multiolor-seleted sample, we will be

able to selet a sample of about one hundred quasar andidates

at B < 23:5, and a similar number with 23:5 < B < 24:5; about

25 of these andidates are expeted to be high redshift quasars

(z > 3), and will form the largest sample of quasars at these

magnitudes.

� Of partiular interest will be the omparison between the X-ray

seleted and the optially seleted quasar samples, in order to

hek if the X-ray AGNs would have been identi�ed also on the

basis of their optial olors and morphology. To our knowledge

the Marano Field is unique in both hard X-ray and multiolor

optial overage, espeially in the U band, at these faint ux

levels.
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� In the atalog we have more than 30000 galaxies deteted in all

�ve bands: photometri redshifts, using all the optial bands and

the near infrared data obtained by our ollaborators (G. Lamer,

Potsdam), will be used to study the evolution of the galaxy

luminosity funtion up to z � 1:5.

2.3.10 Extremely Red Objets

People involved at OAB: Comastri, Mignoli, Pozzetti

Extremely Red Objets (EROs, R�K > 5) form a heterogeneous

lass of soures inluding high-redshift elliptial galaxies, dusty star-

forming systems and heavily obsured AGN. Hard X-ray observations

provide a unique and powerful tool to disentangle between the various

possibilities. We have onsidered the 21 spetrosopially identi�ed

EROs of the K20 sample in the Chandra Deep Field South whih

inludes 13 \dusty" objets showing at least an emission line and 8

\old" galaxies with an absorption line spetrum typial of early-type

galaxies. Only one objet is deteted in the deep Chandra observa-

tion: a \dusty" galaxy at z = 1:327. The very hard X-ray spetrum

and the high X-ray luminosity unambiguosly reveal the presene of

an obsured AGN. Staking analysis of those objets not individually

deteted in the X-rays suggests that di�erent spetrosopi lasses of

EROs are haraterized by di�erent high-energy properties. Indeed,

\dusty" EROs are moderately luminous hard X-ray emitters and their

average X-ray spetrum is onsistent with that measured for nearby

star-forming galaxies. Early-type galaxies among EROs are not de-

teted in the X-rays and their 3� upper limit on the soft X-ray lumi-

nosity is onsistent with the emission from nearby elliptial galaxies.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with M. Brusa (Astron-

omy Dept., University of Bologna).

2.4 Galaxy lusters and large-sale struture

2.4.1 The Shapley Conentration

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Giaintui, Zua.

A long term projet in whih the extragalati group is involved is

the multiwavelength study of the Shapley Conentration, the rihest
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Figure 10: Bidimensional isodensity ontours of optial galaxies in the

entral part of the Shapley Conentration: the A3528 omplex is on

the upper right, the A3558 omplex is on the lower left.

superluster in the nearby Universe. This study is devoted to investi-

gating the e�ets of the environment and of the merging phenomena

on the physis of lusters and on their galaxy population. In partiu-

lar, the entral part of superlusters are ideal laboratories in whih to

study dynamial proesses, given the high peuliar veloities indued

by the density exess.

We foused our attention on the three strutures formed by interat-

ing lusters (the A3558 omplex, the A3528 omplex and the A3571

omplex) whih dominate the ore of the Shapley Conentration (see

Fig. 10). In partiular from all our data and analyses we onluded

that these omplexes are part of an evolutionary sequene: the A3528

omplex is at the very beginning of a merger event, where the two

merging entities have just started \to feel eah other"; the A3558

omplex is thought to be an advaned merger, where two lusters of

similar mass have already undergone the �rst ore{ore enounter;

the A3571 omplex represents the �nal stage of a merger event, where

A3571 itself is the resulting luster after virialization of the merger.

The main results of this work in the year 2002 were the following:

� In the last years we performed an extensive radio survey in the region

of the three luster omplexes, in order to �nd the e�ets of major

merging events on the radio emission of the galaxy population. The

most remarkable result was a signi�ant de�ieny of radio galaxies in

the A3558 omplex (Venturi, Bardelli et al. 2000), onsistent with an

ongoing merging. In order to better investigate this point we arried
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on a deeper survey in the region of A3562 and SC1329-131 at 1.4

GHz, in the A3558 omplex. We on�rmed the presene of a radio

halo and of a head tail radio galaxy at the entre of the luster A3562.

We performed a detailed radio multifrequeny study of the head tail

galaxy, whih is ompletely embedded in the halo emission (Venturi et

al., 2003). The radio halo has an irregular shape, and a largest linear

size of � 620 kp, whih is among the smallest found in the literature.

The soure has a steep spetrum, i.e. �

1:4GHz

843MHz

� 2, and its total radio

power, P

1:4GHz

� 2� 10

23

W Hz

�1

, is the lowest known to date. The

radio power of the halo and the X-ray parameters of the luster, suh

as L

X

and kT , niely �t the orrelations found in the literature for the

other halo lusters, extending them to low radio powers. We found

that the total number of eletrons injeted in the luster environment

by the head tail soure is enough to feed the halo, if we assume that

the galaxy has been radio ative over a large fration of its rossing

time.

� It is known that luster spiral galaxies tend to have less HI with

respet to the �eld objets. It has been proposed that the dynamial

events ating during a merging ould be responsible for the HI deple-

tion. In order to hek this hypothesis, we started a projet aimed at

observing the neutral hydrogen ontent of spirals in the A3558 om-

plex. As pilot observations, we obtained time at the ATCA telesope

for the overage of three �elds with exposure time of 12 hours eah in

a band orresponding to the veloity interval [10700{18000℄ km s

�1

.

The data are urrently in the redution phase.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with T. Venturi, G. Brunetti

(IRA{CNR, Bologna), D. Dallaasa (Astronomy Dept., University of

Bologna), R. Morganti (NFRA, Dwingeloo) and R.W. Hunstead (Syd-

ney Univ.).

�We analyzed two Beppo-SAX observations of the poor groups SC1327

�312 and SC1329�313, whih are in between the two lusters A3558

and A3562, to look for the possible presene of shoks (Bardelli et al.

2002). We derived the gas distribution pro�les, the global (i.e. within

0.3 Mp) temperatures and abundanes and the temperature pro�les

and maps for SC1327�312 and SC1329�313. We did not �nd evi-

dene of regions where the gas is shoked or signi�antly heated. The

image of SC1327�312 seems rather symmetri, while the gas pro�le of

SC1329�313 shows disturbed, omet-like shaped isophotes, with the

tail pointing toward A3562 and a ompression toward SC1327�312.

The presene of multiphase gas in SC1329�313, as laimed by Hanami
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et al. (1999) on ASCA data, has been found only at the 2-sigma on-

�dene level. The lak of heating supports the hypothesis that the

merging is at a late stage, after the �rst ore{ore enounter, when

the main shok front had the time to travel to the external regions of

the main lusters.

Moreover, we studied A3560, a rih luster at the southern periphery

of the A3558 omplex. From a ROSAT{PSPC map we found that

the X-ray surfae brightness distribution of A3560 is well desribed

by two omponents, an elliptial King law and a more peaked and

fainter struture, whih has been modeled with a Gaussian. The main

omponent, orresponding to the luster, is elongated with its major

axis pointing toward the A3558 omplex. The seond omponent, en-

tered on the Dumb-bell galaxy whih dominates the luster, appears

signi�antly o�set (by about 0.15 h

�1

Mp) from the X-ray entroid

of the luster. From a Beppo-SAX observation we derived the ra-

dial temperature pro�le, �nding that the temperature is onstant (at

kT � 3:7 keV) up to 8 armin, orresponding to 0.3 h

�1

Mp: for

larger distanes, the temperature signi�antly drops to kT � 1:7 keV.

We analyzed also temperature maps, dividing the luster in 4 se-

tors and deriving the temperature pro�les in eah setor: we found

that the temperature drop is more sudden in the setors whih point

towards the A3558 omplex. From VLA radio data, at 20m and

6m, we found a peuliar bright extended radio soure (J1332�3308),

formed by a ore (entered on the northern omponent of the Dumb-

bell galaxy), two lobes, a \�lament" and a di�use omponent. The

morphology of the soure ould be interpreted either with a strong

interation of the radio soure with the intraluster medium or with

the model of intermitteny of the entral engine.

� From an X-ray ROSAT{PSPC observation, Shindler (1996) and

Henriksen & Jones (1996) found that A3528, the dominant luster

of the A3528 omplex, is atually double, with the two omponents

separated by 0.65 h

�1

Mp. From a temperature map, these authors

onluded that the two lumps are starting to interat, with some ev-

idene of heating of the di�use gas in the regions of the omponents

faing eah other. We observed A3528 with a 16 kse XMM-Newton

pointing, whih permitted to estimate global temperatures and tem-

perature and abundane pro�les (Gastaldello, ..., Bardelli, Zua et

al., 2003, A&A, submitted). We did not on�rm the Shindler and

Henriksen & Jones laim of gas heating, even if we found some shared

di�use gas. The results of our analysis on�rmed our laim that in
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the A3528 omplex the merging is at the very initial stages.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with S. Ettori (ESO), S. De-

Grandi (INAF { Milan Obs.), S. Molendi, F. Gastaldello (IASF-CNR,

Milan) and T. Venturi (IRA-CNR, Bologna).

Further information about this projet an be found on the WEB

5

.

2.4.2 Optially seleted galaxy lusters at high redshift

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Zua.

A sample of a few hundred galaxy luster andidates has been

extrated from the wide angle multiolor ESO Imaging Survey (EIS),

using a mathed �lter algorithm in the I band. The estimated redshift

range of these andidates has a high redshift tail reahing z � 1:3.

This sample will allow to determine the strutural parameters and

the galaxy population harateristis of lusters of di�erent rihness

in a wide range of redshifts (Da Costa, ..., Bardelli, Zua et al. 2001,

pro. of ESO workshop on Deep Fields, Cristiani et al. eds., p.187).

A great e�ort has been undertaken in order to have a spetrosopi

on�rmation of a subsample of high redshift EIS lusters. In parti-

ular, we on�rmed three lusters at z = 0:81; 1:14; 1:30 (Benoist, ...,

Bardelli, Zua et al., 2002). It is partiularly important that the

two systems at z > 1 are the most distant lusters identi�ed so far

by their optial properties alone. The luster at z = 1:30 oinides

remarkably well with the loation of a �rm X-ray detetion (> 5�) in

a � 80 kse XMM-Newton image (Neumann, ..., Bardelli, Zua et

al. 2003, A&A in press). Moreover, we deteted in the same image

another X-ray emission from a serendipitously found onentration of

infrared galaxies at an estimated redshift of z = 1:7. The two emis-

sions are onsistent with a point-like pro�le and therefore are likely

to be assoiated with luster AGN. However, we annot exlude that

the hot gas emission of the lusters is extremely peaked, as expeted

for proto-lusters.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with L. da Costa and S. Ar-

nouts (ESO), C. Benoist (Nie Observatory), L. Olsen and H. J�rgen-

sen (Copenhagen Observatory), A. Biviano and M. Ramella (INAF {

Trieste Obs.), M. Sodeggio (IASF{CNR, Milano), D. Neumann and

M. Arnaud (CEA/CEN Salay).

5

http://www.bo.astro.it/�bardelli/shapley/shapley new.html
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2.4.3 Galaxy lusters and large-sale struture

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Cappi, Zua.

A. Cappi is involved in a projet (MUSIC, MUltiwavelength Sam-

ple of Interating Clusters) with researhers at the Observatoire de la

Côte d'Azur (Maurogordato, Benoist, Bijaoui, Ferrari, Slezak) and at

the CEA/CEN in Salay (M. Arnaud, J{L. Sauvageot), aiming at a

ombined optial and X-ray study of galaxy and gas dynamis in a

seleted sample of galaxy lusters. This projet is mainly based on

optial observations at the ESO 3.6m and CFHT telesopes, and on

X-ray observations with ASCA and ROSAT, and with Chandra and

XMM-Newton. A number of results have been obtained for A521, a

omplex, relatively rih luster at z � 0:25, in the middle of two �la-

mentary strutures, with on{going merging (Maurogordato, ..., Cappi

et al. 2000, Ferrari, ..., Cappi et al. 2003). New spetrosopi observa-

tions have inreased the number of known redshifts, giving a detailed

map of the substrutures and dynamis of this omplex system, while

more imaging and spetrosopi observations are sheduled to study

the star-forming galaxies in the luster and their distribution. A dy-

namial study is urrently arried out also on another, regular luster,

A1413, for whih the Sunyaev{Zeldovih e�et has also been deteted,

and on A3921 and A1750. Other lusters will be observed and will

form a database suited for a systemati study of merging lusters.

S. Bardelli, A. Cappi and E. Zua, in ollaboration with F. Marini,

L. Mosardini (Astronomy Dept., University of Bologna), S. De Grandi

(INAF { Milano Obs.) and S. Ettori (ESO) are studying the two lus-

ters A2061 and A2067 in the entral region of the Corona Borealis su-

perluster. These two lusters appear to be separated by 1.8 h

�1

Mp

on the plane of the sky, suggesting the possible presene of intera-

tion. From two Beppo-SAX observations (50 kse eah), we estimated

the global temperatures, the temperature pro�les and maps for A2061

and A2067. We did not �nd evidene of interation between these two

lusters. However, from an analysis of the bi-dimensional distribution

of the hot gas, A2061 turned out to be elongated along the axis on-

neting its two dominant galaxies. Moreover, in-between these two

galaxies we found evidene of a signi�ant inrease of temperature,

due to a shok with a Mah number of 2{3. We speulated that a

group of galaxies merged in A2061 and is now near the enter of the

luster (Marini, Bardelli, Zua, ..., Cappi et al., 2003, A&A, submit-
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ted). The derived infall veloity is about 2000 km s

�1

, similar to other

ases found in the literature.

A. Cappi also investigates the nature of galaxy systems hosting

optially very luminous galaxies (VLGs, M

B

� �21); these VLGs

have a orrelation length omparable to lusters, but appear to be in

poorer systems suh as \Loal Group-like" groups, as a reent study

on SSRS2 VLGs and ompanions seleted from the 2dFGRS has shown

(Cappi et al., 2003). This work is arried out in ollaboration with

C. Benoist, S. Maurogordato (Obs. de la Côte d'Azure) and L.N. da

Costa (ESO).
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3 Hydrodynamis
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Galati wind in a starburst galaxy. The lower panels refer to the

ISM density distribution on the galati plane. The upper panels

refer to the ISM distribution on a plane perpendiular to the galati

plane and ontaining the rotational axis of the galaxy. The galaxy

rotates ounter-lokwise and the ICM moves diagonally relative to

the galaxy (from top left to bottom right in the upper panels). The

�rst upper and lower panels refer to the end of the supernovae ativity:

the hole in the galati plane and the himney above it are apparent.

Suessively, the SN ejeta are dragged away by the ICM wind and

the hole is replenished.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: R. Bedogni, A. D'Erole, P. Londrillo;

� Fellows: A. Marolini

A. D'Erole, in ollaboration with F. Matteui (Trieste Univ.), S.

Rehi (University of Kiel) and M. Tosi ontinued the studies about

the e�ets of SN explosions in starburst galaxies. The 2D simulations

performed in the past (whih take into aount two di�erent istanta-

neous bursts) are able to desribe the general hemial and dynamial

harateristis of the starburst galaxy IZw18. However, an analysis

of the stellar population indiates that the �rst star burst must be

ontinuous over a time span of several hundreds Myr. We thus are

now introduing the possibility of ontinuous bursts in our ode. This

is rather easy from a dynamial point of view, but is quite omplex

to take into aount the di�erent hemial omposition of the newly

formed stars.

In ollaboration with A. Marolini and F. Brighenti (University

of Bologna), D'Erole extended to 3D a previously developed 2D hy-

droode and studied the e�et of the ram pressure of the IGM on

dwarf galaxies and on galati winds generated by starburst ourring

in these galaxies.

Finally, D'Erole is writing a new hydro ode based on a less dis-

sipative sheme in order to obtain more realisti simulations of the

interation between the hot metal rih gas of the galati winds with

the old, dense ISM. This interation is ruial for the hemial pol-

lution of the dwarf galaxies.

R. Bedogni has omputed numerial simulation of SN remnants

evolution in loudy medium both for Type I and Type II Supernovae.

Partiular attention has been paid for the evolution of the Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilities inside the remnants beause of the e�ets of the

ooling. More detailed simulations are done for the shok-louds in-

terations for a wide range of the density ontrast between the loud

and the ambient medium.

R. Bedogni, in ollaboration with the A. Di Fazio, (Astronomi-

al Observatory of Rome), introdued the e�ets of a variable drag,

in funtion of the Mah and Reynold's numbers, in a more general

program to obtain the dynamial evolution of a self-gravitating pro-

toloud with turbulene. The fragmentation of a protoloud has been

desribed using a "semi-empirial" model of turbulene.
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P. Londrillo wrote a numerial ode for 3D relativisti magnetohy-

drodynamis whih is upwind shok apturing and third order au-

rate.

In ollaboration with C. Nipoti (University of Bologna), P. Lon-

drillo also wrote an N-body ode in f90 parallelized with MPI and

presented in the Convegno di Astro�sia Computazionale (Bologna 5-

7 luglio 2002). This ode is adopted to study the Fundamental Plane

of the elliptial galaxies and its possible onnetion with merging phe-

nomena.
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4 Instruments and Tehnology
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View of the internal part of the VIMOS spetrograph. The foal plane

is divided in four quadrants, overing a total area of 220 armin

2

: in

eah quadrant a mask is plaed, whih an ontain hundreds of slits.

(Piture taken in the integration hall at the Observatoire de Haute-

Provene)
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: S.Bardelli, C.Caiari, N.D'Amio, F.Ferraro,

R.Merighi, V.Zitelli, E.Zua,

� Tehnial sta�: G.Bregoli, G.Innoenti, P.Montegri�o, E.Rossetti

4.1 The FLAMES projet

People involved at OAB: Caiari, Ferraro, Merighi, Rossetti

The Bologna Observatory is member of the Ital-FLAMES Consortium,

inluding also the Observatories of Trieste, Cagliari and Palermo, that

partiipated to the ompletion of the FLAMES projet. FLAMES

is an instrument faility for multi-objet spetrosopy developed at

ESO. It onsists of several omponents: a Nasmyth orretor, a �ber

positioner, a �ber link to the UVES high resolution spetrograph, an

intermediate resolution optial spetrograph (GIRAFFE) with its own

�bre system, and a oordinating observing software.

As part of the Ital-FLAMES Consortium, the Bologna Observa-

tory has provided the Templates for FLAMES in all observing modes.

This ativity has been arried out by the ontrator E. Rossetti, with

assistane from Ferraro and Merighi, in ollaboration with personnel

at ESO and the Trieste Observatory, and with the oordination of

Caiari, P.I. of the Ital-FLAMES Consortium.

The FLAMES faility is now ompleted and operational. It was of-

fered to the ommunity with the ESO Call for Proposals of September

2002, and routine observations started on April 1st 2003. Observations

for Siene Veri�ation (SV) were suessfully taken during the period

Jan 24 - Feb 2, 2003. The Bologna Observatory partiipated to SV

with observations of red giant stars in the globular luster NGC 2808

aimed at deteting mass outows from the atmospheres of these stars

(Caiari in ollaboration with F. Fusi Pei and A. Bragaglia, and

with E. Carretta of the Padova Observatory). Fig. 1 shows an exam-

ple of �100 GIRAFFE/MEDUSA + 8 UVES �bre alloation on the

NGC 2808 globular luster �eld. The observed spetra (see Fig. 2) are

presently being analyzed with the assistane of E. Rossetti. Guaran-

teed Time of Observation is planned for end May and Nov 2003, and

Feb 2004.
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Figure 11: Positioning of � 100 GIRAFFE/MEDUSA + 8 UVES

�bres on the NGC 2808 globular luster �eld. Also shown is the area

obsured by the guide probe.
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Figure 12: GIRAFFE/MEDUSA spetra of �100 stars in one shot in

the NGC 2808 globular luster �eld.
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4.2 The VIMOS projet

People involved at OAB: Bregoli, Lolli, Merighi, Montegri�o, Bardelli,

Zua

The Bologna Observatory is part of the VIRMOS Consortium, whih

also inludes the Observatories of Brera-Merate and Capodimonte, the

CNR Institutes of Bologna (Istituto di Radioastronomia) and Milano

(Istituto di Astro�sia Spaziale e Fisia Cosmia), and four Institutes

in Frane, namely the Laboratoire d'Astrophysique de Marseille, the

Observatoire de Haute-Provene, the Observatoire Midi-Pyrenes and

the Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris.

VIMOS is a visible imaging spetrograph with outstanding multi-

plex apabilities, allowing to take spetra of more than 800 objets in

an area of � 220 armin

2

(four quadrants of about 7� 8 armin eah,

see Fig. 3).

The VIMOS instrument has been suessfully mounted on VLT

UT3 in Paranal: the ommissioning of the instrument at the telesope

was ompleted during 2002 and guaranteed time observations started

in Autumn 2002.

People at the Bologna Observatory have been involved in the de-

velopment of the imaging and astrometri faility of the DRS (Data

Redution Software) and of the RTD (Real Time Display). They are

also testing the overall performanes of the database whih handles

the data from the VIRMOS/VLT Deep Survey and they are also in-

volved in the development of the sienti� software for the analysis of

the observed spetra.
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4.3 The L3CCD projet

People involved at OAB: Bregoli, Ciattaglia, Innoenti

After the prodution, from Maroni Applied Tehnologies, of new in-

tensi�er CCD sensors available to detet very low levels of light, a

ollaboration has been established with the Aretri Observatory to

test these sensors and develop their use as imaging photonounters

to be used as wavefront detetors for adaptive optis systems. This

ativity has started in Otober 2001 and is arried out in ollabora-

tion with Italo Foppiani and Giuseppe Cosentino of the Astronomy

Department.

As �rst step we have interfaed a ommerial photon ounting on-

troller to a new type of detetors: the L3CCD, an avalanhe intensi�ed

CCD from E2V (ex Maroni AT) with the aim to develop a low noise

wavefront detetor for adaptive optis (Foppiani et al. 2002). During

the laboratory test of the year 2002, still in analogue mode, it turned

out that the system performed as an eÆient and almost ready-to-use

spekle amera with a duty ile of 20 mse.

The �rst tests made at the 152 m Loiano telesope have involved

G. Bregoli and C. Ciattaglia. Bregoli has developed all the opti-

al benh data aquisition software, whih required synhronisation

among several instruments and great aquisition exibility to ful�ll

the spei� requirements of fast pixel. Ciattaglia has realised many

ustom parts for the optial benh and made the whole mehanial

interfae for the spekle amera, whih implied realising suitable lens

and �lters holders as well as a suitable amera holder. Both projets

are still in progress. Innoenti is also involved in the eletroni de-

velopment. During the �rst tests on sky, made mounting the fully

analog amera based on L3CCD at the foal plane of the Loiano 152

m telesope, we have observed a triple star system having a visual

magnitude ranging between 4 and 5 with very enouraging preliminary

results.

4.4 New Pulsar system for the 32mt dish

People involved at OAB: D'Amio, Innoenti

The new pulsar data aquistion system will be used at the italian 32mt

dish in Mediina to observe Pulsar radio soures. Long term timing
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observations of pulsars give information about the interior struture

of neutron stars and is useful in the understanding of the evolution of

neutron stars. In timing observations, the radio frequeny signal needs

to be sampled in the time and frequeny domain, in order to dedis-

perse and detet the radio pulses. The radio frequeny signal is down

onverted from the sky frequeny of 1.4 or 1.6 GHz into 4 IF bands,

eah one from 16 to 48 Mhz as required by the front-end �lter bank

(two adjaent bands for eah irular polarization). Eah IF band is

splitted into 32 1MHz bw hannels by the �lter bank, square law de-

teted, pass-throw a programmable antialiasing �lter, then digitized

at 1 bit and by a fast data link built with CERN S-LINK interfae;

data aquired by a Pentium omputer with Linux operating system

will be stored on DLT tapes for o�-line analysis. Time tag of data

aquired is very important, so all operations are synhronized to UTC

time referene by GPS reeiver and sampling rate lok generator is

synh to H-Maser referene.

The parameters of the data aquisition subsystem are:

� 2 x 64 x 1MHz �lter bank (left and right polarization) designed at

Jodrell Bank Observatory GB

� 128 hannel antialiasing �lter 2 poles programmable (0.9KHz, 1KHz,

5 Khz, 10Khz)

� 128 hannel low frequeny integrator (0.5 Hz) for interferene mon-

itoring system

� 128 hannel 1 bit digitizer

� Synh to H-maser UT lok, programmable sampling rate (10uS-

100uS)

� Femb board (digitizer to slink interfae, Fpga xilinx based)

� Fast link to Personal omputer By E-Slink form Nowozesna Elek-

tonia (LSC & LDC) & Pi to S-Link by Inaa

� PentiumIII-500MHz 128MB ram, Linux OS Red Hat 6.1

� Data storage on DLT tape unit (up to 20GB on a single tape)

� GPS Motorola Onore UT+

The system has been alibrated on a number of know pulsars, using

the standard timing software for o�ine analysis, and has shown good

performanes, although some issues related to the interferene lipping

need to be solved.

This work is arried on in ollaboration with A. Maaferri (IRA/CNR).
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4.5 TNG

People involved people at OAB: Zitelli.

Zitelli (with Ortolani from Padova and Poreddu from Cagliari) is

member of the working group "site testing" for the Telesopio Nazionale

Galileo (TNG).

Sine Canary islands are under inuene of Oean weather with

dominant trade wind from north, speially during summer time, TNG

is inuened by the alima e�et: the dust oming from Sahara desert.

Zitelli with Poreddu and TNG people have olleted and analyzed

dust data from a statistial point of view. The aim of this experiment

is to ompare the behaviour of di�erent size of dusts and the meteo

parameters to hek the inuene on astronomial seeing. Results of

one year of data have been presented to SPIE 2002 tehnial meeting

in Waikoloa USA.

4.6 A Tunable Filter for TNG

People involved at OAB: Zitelli.

Zitelli, involved in a joint projet with PD, Merate, CT and TO ob-

servatories to implement a Tunable Filter at one of the instruments

permanently mounted at the foal plane of TNG, has presented a �-

nal doument to onlude the feasibility study . The proposed etalon

Tunable Filter provides sequential narrowband images spaed, if om-

bined with Dolores, in the range between 6-21 A, forming the image

ube. The other main harateristis of the proposed TF ombined

with Dolores are: FOV of 240 arse (�f/11), resolving power 300-

1000 and spetral range 5800-7500 and have the apability to detet

faint emission line soures over a useful area on the sky. This instru-

ment ombines the exibility of an ordinary Fabry Perot interferene

�lter to san in wavelength with the wide�eld monohromatism of

�xed narrowband interferene �lter.
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5 Loiano observing site
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The dome of 60m telesope of the Loiano observing site
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: R. Merighi, V. Zitelli.

� Tehnial sta�: S. Bernabei, A. De Blasi, I.Bruni, R. Gualandi,

R. Mezzini, I. Muzi, P. Salomoni, G. Bregoli, C. Ciattaglia, G.

Innoenti.

Loiano, observing site of the Bologna Observatory, is loated at

785 m above sea level and is at 37 km from Bologna. In Loiano are

loated 3 buildings (two hosting the 152 m and 60 m and one the

guest house), and 23 hetares of wood. The person in harge of the

Loiano observing site is Zitelli.

The 152 m telesope, dediated to G.D. Cassini, was built by

REOSC and has been operating sine 1976. General desription of

the Cassini telesope is given in Table 1.

The main foal instruments presently available at the telesope

are:

1. A spetrograph/foal reduer: BFOSC (Bologna Faint Objet,

Spetrograph and amera), based on transmitting optis rang-

ing from 330 to 1100 nm, equipped with a CCD amera EEV

1340x1300

There are two sets of �lters available: a standard Johnson-Kron-

Cousins system and a Gunn system.

2. A ""lassial"", ooled, �ve olours Photoeletri Photometer "

3. A two hannels photoeletri Photometer (3 olours).

BFOSC has been the most sheduled instrument, with about 80%

of the total alloated time, well mathing the seeing and the variable

meteo onditions of the Loiano site.

The 60m telesope was built in 1933 by Zeiss of Jena. It was

originally equipped with a photographi amera at the F/3 diret fo-

us. Reently it was modi�ed to a f/20 Cassegrain and is now perma-

nently used for photoeletri photometry with a CCD amera and a

"lassial" photometer.
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Table 1. Cassini telesope

Mount type English

Optial on�guration Rithey-Chr�etien

Main mirror diameter 152 m

Foal ratio (main mirror) F/3

Cassegrain fous equivalent foal length 1200 m

equivalent foal ratio F/8

sale 16.8 arse/mm

FOV 70 armin

5.1 Operations and use of 152 m telesope

Involved people at OAB: Zitelli, Bernabei, De Blasi, Gualandi, Bruni,

Mezzini, Muzi, Salomoni, Bregoli, Ciattaglia, Innoenti.

The 152 m is regularly dediated to sienti� observations, being

available for about 350 nights/year. Sine two years both 60 m and

152 m Loiano telesopes are also open to students. The statistis of

the last years is given in Table 2. Time is alloated every 6 months,

starting in January and July, avoiding exessive fragmentation of ob-

serving time. The resident sta� is omposed by 7 tehniians. See

setion 6.4 for an updated situation of the Loiano omputer faility.

It is possible to have a preredution of the observations with a PC in

a loal network with the PC for the observations. MIDAS and IRAF

pakages are also available.

5.2 Appliations to 152 m Telesope

1. Pizzihini G. et al.: ToO di GRB in partiolare rivelati da HETE

2. Silvotti, R.: Seular variation of the pulsation periods

3. Giovannelli, F. (IAS-CNR) et al.: Spetrophotometri and pho-

tometri observations of X-ray binaries and Interations with

SNRs
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Table 2. Cassini Telesope { Nights used per year

nights/year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

used (t>50%) 118 106 122 105 98 110 121 133

used (t<50%) 27 26 19 41 22 38 35 31

used for test 10 37 32 58 33 15 10 6

not used (weather) 169 183 180 142 179 189 163 172

not used (tehnial) 4 3 1 10 4 1 3 0

not assigned 37 11 11 10 29 13 33 23

4. Maroni, M. et al. (OAN):Monitoraggio fotometrio di andidati

Delta Suti

5. Gavazzi, G. (Brera) et al.: redshift measurements in A1367

6. Masetti N. (CNR/IASF)et al.: Spetrosopy of seleted old novae

7. Masetti N. (CNR/IASF)et al.: Searh for the optial ounterpart

of the X-ray soure aSAX J1532.4+7349

8. Masetti N. (CNR/IASF)et al.: SN2002 ap in its nebular phase

9. Polaro, V.F. (CNR/IASF): Photometry and Spetrosopy of

high mass stars in young open lusters

10. Polaro, V.F. (CNR/IASF): Peuliar objet in young open lus-

ters

11. Israel, G.L. (OAR) et al.: Optial stydy of a sample of new X-ray

pulsators

12. Nesi R. (Univ. La Sapienza, Roma) and Messaro E.: Follow up

of andidates radio quiet BL Las

13. Andreon S.(OAapodimonte) et al. :A possible andidates dwarf

in the milky way subgroup

14. Di Martino M. (OATO) et al.: The physial nature of trojan

asteroids:a spetrosopi and photometri survey of T1

15. Boattini A. (CNR-IAS): astrometri follow up program on Near

earth objets
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16. Terranegra L. (OACapodimonte), Chavarria C., Moreno M.A.(UNAM,Mexio):

"Spetrosopi study of the PMS group near DL Ori"

17. Vigotti M. (CNR-IRA): searh of high redshift radio loud quasars

18. Foppiani I.(Univ.BO) :test maroni L3CCD

19. Ripepi V. (OA Capodimonte): A multisite ampaign for delta

Suti PMS V588 Mon and V589 Mon

20. Bellazzini M. (OABO) : The variable stars in the Drao dwarf

spheroidal galaxy

21. Van den Berg M. and Tagliaferri G. (OA Brera) : Photomet-

ri and spetrosopi observations of X-ray soure in old openn

luster

� Appliation for undergraduate students in Astrophysis:

1. Redfern M.(NUI-Galway-IE): 8 nights (20 students)

6

2. Righini (Dep. of Astronomy -Fi): 6 nights (15 students)

3. Stanga R. (Dep of Astronomy) : 2 nights (10 students)

4. Gavazzi (Brera): 10 nights (8 students)

� Tests:

1. Silvotti, R. (OAN): TTCP photometer

5.3 Sienti� prodution involving the 152 m Tele-

sope

1. Di Fabrizio, L. et al, Anomalous RR Lyrae stars (?). III. CM

Leonis, 2002, MNRAS 336, 841

2. Ripepi,V. et al., Detetion of Delta Suti/like pulsator in H254,

a pre main sequene F Type star in IC348, 2002, A.&A. 391, 587

3. Masetti,N. et al., X ray and optial monitoring of th epeuliar

soure 4U 1700+24/V934 Her, 2002, A.&A. 382, 104

6

www.physis.nuigalway.ie/Courses/loiano.html
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4. Silvotti, R. et al., The temporal spetrum of the sdB pulsating

star HS 2201+2610 at 2 ms resolution, A&A,389, 180

5. Zurita C. et al., The X ray transient XTE j1859+226 in outburst

and quiesene , 2002, MNRAS

6. Zurita et al., XTE J1118+480 ,IAU Cir.7678
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6 Computer enter and omputer network
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People involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: F. Delpino, R. Merighi;

� Tehnial sta�: R. Di Lua, M. Gatti, M. Lolli, G. Madama, P.

Montegri�o, R. Poliastro.

The prinipal ativity of the omputer enter during 2002 has been

addressed to the improvement of the omputer failities and network

onnetions. In partiular, old omputers have been replaed with

newer ones or have been hardware updated. For what onerns stor-

age spae, new disks have been mounted and new network �le server

added to the system. A 2Mbit network onnetion with the Loiano

Observatory has beenrealized.

6.1 Computer enter improvements

People involved at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua, Gatti, Lolli, Madama,

Merighi, Montegri�o, Poliastro.

During 2002 the hardware update of the omputer enter was on-

tinued. Old Alpha workstations were replaed by newer ones or with

PCs running Linux OS. Several high performane PCs, equipped with

AMD Athlon XP 2000+ and 1GBy RAM have been installed, work-

ing typially as personal omputer faility for large data redution

programs. To this purpose, these mahines were also equipped with

DAT and CD-RW units, for data bakup.

The number of PCs used as Unix-Linux workstations inreased

during 2002 reahing the number of 100 units, plus several PCs run-

ning Win98. Most of them have been updated with CD-RW and SCSI

DAT tapes.
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6.2 Improvements in the geographi network

6.2.1 Computer networks

People involved at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua.

During the past years work has been done onerning all the relevant

aspets of omputers networks both at loal (LAN) and geographial

(MAN and WAN) level with the aim of testing the new generation

protools at OSI level 2 and 3 (pure ATM, ATM LAN emulation, IP

next generaion, OSPF). ATM in partiular has been tested extensively

due to the possibility of realizing multiple high speed onnetions on

the same links, with stati or dynami band partition. That makes

ATM attrative for all the environments with the need of multiple and

multimedia data transfers (housekeeping data, sienti� data, images

in sequene, voie and video).

Delpino has drawn up the development model for the projet of

the new broad-band researh network of the Emilia Romagna region,

whih is based on an private bakbone at 1000 Mbit/se. On that

model basis a hierarhial struture, formed by a top level independent

bakbone interfaing a large number of ampus network, has been

planned.

6.2.2 Web appliations

People involved people at OAB: Delpino, Lolli.

Experienes have been made in the �eld of objet programming, with

partiular referene to the Java language and C. The former in fat

presents advantages as one is interested in developing platform inde-

pendent Web appliations. The trend of extending the �eld of sien-

ti� appliation usability beyond on the usual loal area limits, mak-

ing them available for the whole Internet ommunity, is presently well

established. Nevertheless that implies the use of omplex and sophisti-

ated tehniques for planning and programming new appliations. On

the other hand, reently a new interest in appliations using data orga-

nized inside a database raised up. The di�erent tehniques presently

available for Web integration of both appliations and databases have
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been studied and ompared. A pilot projet, LiREP, is being realized.

LiREP is a web appliation for searhing and retrieving astronomial

data, images and spetra, from atalogs. It makes use of a web inter-

fae and bak-end Java sripts to query the database holding atalogs.

Several atalogues are yet available using the web interfae and the

job will be fully aomplished within June 2003. Moreover, using the

same tehnique, a new projet for the realization of a metadiretory is

in advaned state of realization. That will give users the opportunity

to pubblish in Internet their own atalogues and data sets. Finally

Delpino is involved in the projet of a Diretory Servie for both the

Astronomial Observatory and the Astronomy Department of the Uni-

versity, whih will support many istitutional servies (Internet mail,

single sign-on, seurity aess, ...)

6.3 Improvements in the aessory servies

People involved at OAB: Di Lua, Merighi.

Conerning aessory servies improvements, two high-quality net-

work printers HP 4050N (17 ppm, 600dpi, auto-duplex unit) have been

bought. Their introdution has improved the distribution of printers

in the building and dereased the work-load on the existing ones.

6.4 Loiano station

people involved at OAB: Lolli, Gualandi

The Department of Astronomy of the Bologna University has re-

quested and obtained from CESIA (CEntro per lo sviluppo e ges-

tione Servizi Informatii d'Ateneo) the installation of a onnetion at

2Mit/se between the Loiano Observatory and the Observatory Head-

quarter in Bologna. All the omputer at the Observatory have been

onneted and a new network swith has been installed. With this

onnetion it will be possible to install other useful servies as voie-

over-IP and webam-server. Moreover, images produed during obser-

vation runs an now be immediately downloaded and made available

to the observer.
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6.5 Routine ativities

People involved at OAB: Di Lua, Gatti, Lolli, Madama, Montegri�o,

Poliastro.

Besides all the ativities desribed above, large part of the work of the

omputer enter sta� has been, as usual, devoted to routine ativities

suh as hardware and software maintenane, failures management and

user assistane.

Routine operations inlude:

� bakup and user management on the entral VMS omputer

� bakup and user management on omputers dediated to data-

redution

� supply of onsumables (toners, paper for printers, magneti sup-

ports for bakup et.)

� printer maintenane

� loal network management

� administrative management of the omputer enter (software

and hardware lienses, guarantees, purhases, ontrats of main-

tenane)

� updates and new installations of appliation software for astro-

nomial data redution (MIDAS, IRAF et.)

� management of the Observatory's WWW server

6.6 Other ativities

People involved at OAB: Montegri�o.

The omputer enter sta� has arried on other ativities during 2002.

In partiular:
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� Original software for data analysis in digital photometry in row-

ded �elds.

For rowded �elds digital photometry, the CATAPACK program

(management of photometri atalogues) has been developed.

This software provides tools for the handling and management

of photometri atalogues. These tools have been designed to

be simple in the use and portable to several OS (Compaq True-

Unix64, Linux, HP,Sun). These programs will be mainly used

in the preparation and exeution of sienti� programs in the

ItalFLAMES Consortium.

The ore of the pakage is represented by two programs:CataXorr

e CataComb.

{ CataXorr (Catalogues Cross Correlator) performs ross-

orrelations and roto-translations between an arbitrary num-

ber of atalogues. The program an map with high au-

ray oordinate transformations between single oordinate

systems and a ommon referene system, independently of

any di�erene in sale, rotation and/or axis inversion, giv-

ing, as ouput, plate solutions and alibrations. The most

interesting feature of CataXorr is that it works in a om-

plete automati way. Solutions are found without any user

interation. This feature is ahieved through a pattern

reognition algorithm.

{ CataComb (Catalogues Combiner) is a program that allow

to ombine an arbitrary number of atalogues, produing an

output atalog ontaining the desired quantities. Objets

in di�erent input atalogues an be ombined following a

ross-orrelation table generated by CataXorr or by iden-

ti�er. The main harateristi of CataComb is exibility:

the ontent of the output �le is interely ontrolled by the

user through a syntax analysis algorithm that an under-

stand arithmeti and logial expression of any omplexity.
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7 Library
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Involved people at OAB:

� Library sta�: K. Alboresi (ontrator), M. Marra.

During the year 2002 the "Guido Horn d'Arturo" library has ar-

ried on, as it usually does, both ordinary and extraordinary ativities.

As for the seond ones, the 4th astronomy librarians' international on-

ferene held in Prague in July (LISA IV) saw our library ontributing

with a poster paper prepared by the INAF working group on serials

(Monia Marra is a member). A national projet, Speola 2000, on-

erning the preservation and inventorying of the Italian astronomial

arhives, has arried on its ativities on the bolognese arhive. In a

ontinuing e�ort to make all of the library's book heritage available

also in the national online atalogue SBN, about 600 books published

in the �rst half of the 20th entury have been atalogued again. An

inventory hek was taken on 500 books of the same period. A publi

report was made for the bolognese astronomers in Otober, about the

loal results of the national questionnaire that the Italian astronomi-

al librarians had deided to give astronomers in order to understand

better their needs and attitudes about online serials. The ordinary

ativities have been rather demanding. Over 350 books (both pur-

hases and gifts to the library) have been aquired and atalogued:

the expense for the 220 new books bought by the Observatory in

2002 has reahed 13.400 euro. The registered users (mostly university

students, but of ourse also the whole loal sienti� sta� and the

remaining personnel) have reahed and exeeded the number of 800.

The book loan remains one of the main ordinary ativities. The dou-

ment delivery servie, with its 80 requests managed, has maintained

approximately the same amount it had reahed in 2001; it remains a

well-appreiated servie, as well as the inter-library book loan. The

serials olletion ( 90 ative subsriptions) implies a number of ativi-

ties suh as daily hek-in, national atalogue updating, laims to the

publishers and binding. Cheking-in journal issues by using the soft-

ware Tehlib, whih is assoiated with the national online atalogue

ACNP, in addition to the traditional paper hek, makes it possible for

all users to make sure of the arrival of spei� issues in online mode,

also from outside the library. The anient book setion has been on-

sulted several times. Some books of this setion have ontributed to

the exhibition "L'antihita' del mondo", held in Bologna. The list of
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ordinary ativities is ompleted by the training of the many part-time

students employed in the library.

The library sta� is omposed by Marina Zuoli and Pietro Can-

delaresi (Dept. of Astronomy) as well as by Monia Marra and Katia

Alboresi (Bologna Astrophysial Observatory, ontrator).
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8 Outreah and eduational ativities
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Artisti sale reprodution of the Solar System: the starting point in

front of the telesope building in Loiano.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: S. Bardelli, R. Bedogni, A. Cappi, L. Ciotti, G.

Clementini, A. D'Erole, E. Delpino, F. Ferraro, F. Fusi Pei,

G. Parmeggiani, R. Sanisi, V. Zitelli;

� Tehnial sta�: S. Bernabei, I. Bruni, A. De Blasi, R. Di Lua,

R. Gualandi, G. Innoenti.

Over the past years, the Bologna Astronomial Observatory (OAB)

has been inreasingly involved in outreah and eduational ativities

through seminars, exhibitions and radio/tv programs. The growth

of publi interest in astronomy and astrophysis has led to a sta-

ble partnership between the Observatory and other institutions like

the Astronomy Department of University of Bologna, Institute of Ra-

dio Astronomy (CNR Bologna), the amateur astronomers of Bologna

(A.A.B.) and S. Giovanni in Persieto (Bo). Il Paro delle Stelle and

Con il laser tra le stelle are two of the most suessful ativities started

in 1996-1997 and enrihed, during 2002, with the following events:

� Col Favore del Buio

� Estate Astronomia Bolognese

� A piedi nudi nel paro

� Books and CD

� Il Notiziario Astronomio

� Eduational Ativities:

{ Modello Sistema solare

{ Conferenze della Speola

{ Conorso Altri Mondi

{ Le onquiste della riera spaziale
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8.1 Col Favore del Buio

A few years ago, the ollaboration between the OAB, the \Asses-

sorato Proviniale alla Cultura" and the Loiano's City Counil, led to

the reation of Il Paro delle Stelle. Views of the most magni�ent

objets of our skies are organized with the 60-m Telesope of Loiano,

under the supervision of Parmeggiani and Zitelli. This telesope is in-

teresting also by itself beause it has kept its original 1930 mehanial

struture. After using the telesope, the visitors are invited to ob-

serve the sky without instruments while astronomers introdue them

to stars, planets, and blak holes. Nowadays Il Paro delle Stelle is

part of Col Favore del Buio

7

and is organized in ollaboration with

the Radio Astronomy Observatory of Mediina (Bo), the Museum of

Speola (Department of Astronomy), two non professional observa-

tory \San Giovanni in Persieto (Bo)" and "Monte San Pietro (Bo)"

both of the Assoiazione Astro�li Bolognese, and the onferene hall

of the Bologna Planetarium (primary shool G. Cardui). The event

il Paro delle Stelle has been very suessful: the shedule for the year

2002 has inluded more than 50 evening sessions with about 2000

visitors (over 15.000 visitors for "Col favore del Buio"). The 60 m

telesope an be visited in the evenings only if reserved, the 1.52 m

(G.D. Cassini) is opened to publi only the �rst Saturday of eah

month and to shools during the day if reserved.

8.2 Estate astronomia bolognese

The Astronomial Observatory of Bologna and the Department of

Astronomy have organized with the support of the City Counil of

Bologna, in the framework of the summer event Viva Bologna, three

exhibitions:

� Serate on il laser ai Giardini Margherita

Two Visite guidate della volta eleste have been organised at

the Giardini Margherita of Bologna on August and September.

A laser beam was used to desribe the onstellations in the sky.

Those event were leaded by prof. F. Fusi Pei, diretor of OAB.

For about 2 hours, with the help of a laser, prof. Fusi Pei

taught the visitors how to orientate themselves in the dark sky.

7

www.bo.astro.it/�universo/favore
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� Inontri on l'Astronomia

During the summer period seven astronomy onferenes have

been held in the Cortile d'Erole of the Palazzo Poggi, retorate

of the University. Every enounter has been attended by more

than 100 persons.

� Apertura serale del Museo di Astronomia

The museum aommodated in the rooms of the anient Speola

(meridian room, turret room and globes room) has been opened

for eight evenings with wide publi partiipation.

� A piedi nudi nel paro

With the ollaboration of the Provinia di Bologna and Isti-

tuzione Villa Smeraldi, on May 18th and September 28th, the

Astronomial Observatory of Bologna has organized two evenings

dediated to the observation of the sky: an orientation training

with the help of a laser beam.

8.3 Eduational Ativities

� Modello di Sistema solare

In order to understand the dimensions of our planetary system

and the distanes to the various planets, the Astronomial Ob-

servatory of Bologna, in ollaboration with the Department of

Astronomy of the University of Bologna, has built a model in

sale of Solar System. It starts from the 152 m telesope build-

ing in Loiano and goes along a path in the forest, reahing the

seond upola that hosts the historial telesope of 60 m of di-

ameter. One meter along this path orresponds to 15 million

kilometers. To give a better feeling of the dimensions of planets

and Sun there is a seond unit of measure with one entimeter

orresponding to 7000 kilometers.

� Le onquiste della riera spaziale

8

In year 2002 the OAB has organized a new training ourse for

primary and high shool teahers and students of astronomy.

8

www.bo.astro.it/�universo/weborso/iapage/html
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This event, alled Le onquiste della riera spaziale, was spon-

sored by A.S.I. (Agenzia Spaziale Italiana), the Department of

Astronomy of the University of Bologna. The training ourse

has begun on Marh 2002 and will �nished on May. 32 teahers

and a group of astronomy students attended the ourses. The

lessons of the training ourse will be published on "Il Giornale

di Astronomia".

� Conferenze della Speola

On every �rst Wednesday of the month, at the Speola, the old

Observatory of Bologna in the town enter, there is a seminar

on astronomial topis. The audiene is mainly omposed by

students of the advaned Seondary Shools. On average 80/90

people attend the onferene. On the web page

9

of the Obser-

vatory are available the texts of the onferenes.

� Conorso Altri Mondi

People involved at OAB: Parmeggiani

Altri Mondi is a ompetition organized by the Italian department

of E.A.A.E. (European Assoiation for Astronomy Eduation) in

ollaboration with the Department of Astronomy of the Univer-

sity of Bologna, the Astronomial Observatory of Bologna, SAIt

(Soiet�a Astronomia Italiana), AIF (Assoiazione per l'insegna-

mento della Fisia), Divisione Didattia della Soiet�a Chimia

Italiana, CNR, ADA (Assoiazione Divulgazione Astro�sia),

ANISN (Assoiazione Nazionale Insegnanti di Sienze Naturali),

CIFS (Consorzio Interuniversitario per la Fisia Spaziale), ASI

(Agenzia Spaziale Italiana), Alenia Spazio SpA, and Siene

Centre Extramuseum Torino. Parmeggiani was part of the jury.

This event was devoted to students of Primary and Seondary

Shools who were asked to send an essay on paper or iper-

text about nine primary astronomial topis like: the life in the

Universe, the evolution of life on Earth, the researh of extra-

terrestrial life, and so on. The jury reeived over 100 essays;

the top 10 works got a ash prize, while the following 10 got an

invitation to the ASI. The observatory has ontributed to the

realization of the exposition of the jobs of the students kept into

9

www.bo.astro.it/�universo/onferenze/index.html
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the primary shool Cardui and to the enounter with the astro-

naut Guidoni with the partiipation of more than two hundred

people.

8.4 Eduational and Publi Outreah

1. Cappi A., 2003, Il futuro dell'universo e della vita, le Stelle n.6,

p.32
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10 Observing Campaigns

Radio Telesopes

1. ATCA, 21m, Searh for HI emission in the merging omplex

A3558, PI: T.Venturi, CoI: Bardelli S.et al., 24 hrs, January{

Marh 2002

2. GMRT, 235 MHz, 327 Mhz, 610 Mhz, Low frequeny study of

the radio halo in the merging luster A3562, PI: T.Venturi, CoI:

Bardelli S.et al., 20 hrs, January{February 2003

3. VLA, The radio nature of XMM X-ray soure, PI: P. Ciliegi,

CoI: A. Comastri, M.Brusa, A.Baldi, C.Perola, P.Severgnini,

C.Vignali, 4 hrs, June 2002

4. VLA, Dying radio soures P.I.: M. Murgia, CoI: De Ruiter

H.R., 50 hrs, 2002

ESO

VLT

5. ESO VLT + FORS1, Optial identi�ation of faint hard HEL-

LAS2XMM soures, PI: F. Fiore CoI: A. Baldi, S. Molendi, Co-

mastri A., Mignoli M., M. Brusa, Ciliegi P., F. La Frana,

G. Matt, G.C. Perola, P. Severgnini, R. Maiolino, C. Vignali, 27

hrs, April{September 2002, servie mode

6. ESO VLT + FORS1, Hunting for the optial ounterpart to the

binary milliseond pulsar ompanion in the outskirts of NGC 6752,

PI: F.R. Ferraro, CoI: E. Sabbi, N. D'Amio, A. Possenti,

3hrs, 2002, servie mode

7. ESO VLT + FORS2, A new member of the Coal Group behind

the globular luster 47 Tu?, PI:M. Bellazzini, CoI: F.R. Fer-

raro, E. Panino, 3.5hr, 2002, servie mode
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8. ESO VLT + FORS2, The �rst building bloks in the Loal Group:

probing the oldest stellar populations in Dwarf Galaxies through

the metal distribution of the RR Lyrae stars in Sulptor, PI: G.

Clementini, CoI: A. Bragaglia, E. Carretta, R. Gratton, E.

Held, V. Ripepi, L. Rizzi, 2hrs + 8hrs 2003, servie mode

9. ESO VLT + FORS2, Spetrosopi Con�rmation of 5 < z < 6:5

galaxies, PI: Daddi, CoI: Fontana, Broadhurst, Cimatti, Cris-

tiani, D'Odorio, di Serego Alighieri, Giallongo, Gilmozzi, Meni,

Mignoli M., Nonino, Poli,Pozzetti L., Renzini, Rosati, Sarao,

Vernet, Zamorani G., 1 night, Otober 2002

10. ESO VLT + FORS2, Pushing to higher redshifts the study of old

elliptials and dust-obsured star-forming galaxies, PI: Daddi,

CoI: Cimatti, Broadhurst, Daddi, di Serego Alighieri, Fontana,

Giallongo, Mignoli M., Poli, Pozzetti L., Renzini, Vernet,

Zamorani G., 1 night, Otober 2002

11. ESO VLT + FORS2, Traing the history of galaxy mass assem-

bly: searhing for massive galaxies at z = 1 , PI: Cimatti, CoI:

Broadhurst, D'Odorio, Daddi, di Serego Alighieri, Mignoli

M., Pozzetti L., Renzini, Sarao, Vernet, Zamorani G., 1

night, November 2002

12. ESO VLT + FORS2, Spetrosopi Con�rmation of XMM soures

in the Marano deep survey �eld, PI: Lamer, CoI: Zamorani

G., Mignoli M., Hasinger, Wagner, Staubert, Wilms, Giedke,

Lehmann, Brunner, 3 nights, November 2002

13. ESO VLT + FLAMES, GTO It#1, Understanding the hemial

enrihment history of massive globular lusters: omega Centauri

and M22, PI: F.R. Ferraro, CoI: E. Panino, M. Bellazzini,

L. Origlia, C. Caiari, L. Monao, 2 nights, May 2003

14. ESO VLT + FLAMES, GTO It#4, Multiobjet spetrosopy of

Galati Open Clusters of di�erent ages and metalliity, PI: R.

Pallaviini, CoI: A. Bragaglia, F. Damiani, G. Miela, I. Pillit-

teri, L. Prisinzano, S. Randih, S. Siortino, M. Tosi, 1 night,

May 2003
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15. ESO VLT + FLAMES, GTO It#5, Understanding the hemial

enrihment history of massive globular lusters: omega Centauri

and M22, PI: P. Bonifaio, CoI: Bellazzini M., P. Di Maran-

tonio, Ferraro F.R., L. Girardi, 1 night, May 2003

16. ESO VLT + ISAAC,What powers X-ray luminous optially quiet

galaxies? A near infrared searh for the AGN signature, PI:

Comastri A., CoI: M. Brusa, Ciliegi P., Mignoli M., R.

Maiolino, P. Severgnini, F. Fiore, F. La Frana, G. Matt, G.C.

Perola, A. Baldi, S. Molendi, C. Vignali, Pozzetti L., 6 hrs,

servie mode, April-September 2002

17. ESO VLT + ISAAC, Shedding light on the dark side of are-

tion with ISAAC: deep K imaging of extreme X-ray soures,

PI: M. Mignoli, CoI: M. Brusa, P. Ciliegi, A. Comastri,

L.Pozzetti, F. Cohia, F. Fiore, F. La Frana, G. Matt, G.C.

Perola, R. Maiolino, A. Baldi, S. Molendi, P. Severgnini, 12 hrs,

September 2002

18. ESO VLT + ISAAC, Supermassive Blak Holes in High Redshift

Quasars, PI: A. Maroni, CoI: D.J. Axon, A. Capetti, K. Horne,

A. Robinson, M. Salvati, G.M. Stirpe, 21 hrs, 2002

19. ESO VLT + UVES, Distanes, Ages, and Metal Abundanes

in Globular Cluster Dwarfs, Large Programme, PI: R. Gratton,

CoI: ..., A. Bragaglia,..., G. Clementini, ..., 6 nights UVES,

July 2002

20. ESO VLT + UVES, Star formation history in omega Centauri:

disentangling the age-metalliity degeneray of the multiple pop-

ulations, PI: E. Panino, CoI: F.R. Ferraro, L. Pasquini, V.

Hill, M. Bellazzini, L. Monao, 3 nights, Marh 2002

21. ESO VLT + UVES, The properties of dusty red giants in globular

lusters, PI: J. Th. van Loon, CoI: L. Origlia, J. R. Marshall,

M. Matsuura, A. Zijlstra, 2 nights, July 2003

22. ESO VLT + UVES, NTT + EMMI, SUSI2, The true nature of

the anomalous bright ompanion to the elipsing milliseond pul-

sar in NGC6397, PI: Ferraro F.R., CoI: N. D'Amio, R.Gratton,
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F. Camilo, A. Bragaglia, A. Possenti, E. Sabbi, 7h UVES, 4h

EMMI, 8h SUSI2 in 2002, servie mode

23. ESO VLT + VIMOS, A spetrosopi study of the globular lus-

ters in the Sulptor spiral galaxy NGC253, PI: Caiari C.,

CoI.: Federii L., S. Galleti, E.V. Held, A. Moretti, 6 hrs,

2003, servie mode

24. ESO VLT + VIMOS, Globular lusters in the outer halo of the

Sombrero galaxy, PI: E. Held, CoI: A. Moretti, Federii L.,

Caiari C., L. Rizzi, V. Testa, S. Galleti, 13.5 hrs, 2003, ser-

vie mode

25. ESO VLT + VIMOS, The VIRMOS/VLT Deep Survey (VVDS),

PI: O. Le F�evre & G. Vettolani, CoI: Zamorani G., Bardelli

S., Cappi A., Pozzetti L., Zua E., Ciliegi P., De Ruiter

H.R.et al. (VIRMOS Consortium), 30 nights (GTO), Otober{

Deember 2002

NTT

26. ESO NTT + EMMI, Assessing the redshift distribution of radio

quasars PI: I. Prandoni, CoI: G. Vettolani, De Ruiter H.R.et

al., 3 nights, September-Otober 2002

27. ESO NTT + EMMI, Searh for magneti �elds in the entral

stars of planetary nebulae, PI: Stanghellini L., CoI: Ferrario,

Vennes, Wikramasinghe, 2 nights, February 2003

28. ESO NTT + SOFI, Infrared imaging of distant (z> 1:0) EIS

luster andidates, PI: M.Sodeggio, CoI: Bardelli S.et al., 2

nights, September 2002

29. ESO-NTT + SOFI, Star formation history in dwarf galaxies:

the AGB/RGB stars in NGC3109 as traers of intermediate age

population, PI: E. Pompei, CoI: Brillant, Maroni, Tosi M.,

Vanzi, 17 hrs, February 2003

30. ESO NTT + SOFI, The nature and evolution of infrared galax-

ies: bridging optial and SIRTF-SWIRE data with near-infrared
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observations of the ELAIS-S1 �eld, PI: Cimatti CoI: Berta, Ciliegi,

Comastri, Daddi, ... , Maiolino, Mignoli M., Poli, Pozzetti

L., ... , Zamorani G., 4 nights (otober 2002) + 2 nights

(november 2002)

31. ESO NTT + SOFI, Publi Imaging Survey, PI: Krautter, CoI:

Arnaud, Boehringer, Dennefeld, Elbaz, Franx, Guzzo, Ibata,

Jorgensen, La Frana, Meisenheimer, Morganti, Souail, Surdej,

Zamorani G., ..., 8 nights (April 2002) + 3 nights (September

2002) + 5 nights (Otober 2002) + 6 nights (Deember 2002)

3.6m

32. ESO 3.6m + EFOSC2, Star-formation within the merging galaxy

luster A3921: multi-objet spetrosopy, PI: Ferrari; CoI: Ar-

naud, Belsole, Benoist, Bijaoui,Cappi A., Maurogordato, Pell�o,

Prugniel, Sauvageot, Slezak Star-formation within the merging

galaxy luster A3921: multi-objet spetrosopy, 2 nights, Oto-

ber 2002

33. ESO 3.6m, Study of the Nature of the 15 miron Strongly Evolv-

ing Population through Optial Spetrosopy, PI: I. Matute, CoI:

Gruppioni C., Pozzi F., La Frana F., Lari C., Zamorani G.,

Franeshini A., Oliver S., 3 nights, Otober 2002

34. ESO 3.6m + EFOSC Study of the Nature of the 15 miron

Strongly Evolving Population through Optial Spetrosopy, PI:

Matute, CoI: Gruppioni, Pozzi, La Frana, Lari, Zamorani G.,

Franeshini, Oliver, 3 nights, Otober 2002

35. ESO 3.6m + EFOSC The evolution of the milliJansky 15 miron

populations, PI: Matute, CoI: La Frana, Gruppioni, Pozzi, Lari,

Zamorani G., Franeshini, Oliver, 2 nights, September 2002

2.2m

36. ESO 2.2m +WFI, BVI imaging of three open lusters for follow-

up spetrosopy with FLAMES, PI: R. Pallaviini, CoI: S. Randih,

L. Prisinzano, E. Franiosini, A. Bragaglia, 3hrs, 2002, servie

mode
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37. ESO 2.2m + WFI, Analysis of a merging luster at z=0.247 and

its large sale environment: deep multiolor wide-�eld imaging

of Abell 521, PI: Benoist; CoI: Arnaud, Cappi A., Ferrari, Mau-

rogordato, Plionis, Slezak, Vandame, 4.5 hrs, Otober 2002

38. ESO 2.2m + WFI, Dynamis & star formation within merging

lusters of galaxies: multi{olor imaging of Abell 1750, PI: Mau-

rogordato; CoI Arnaud, Belsole, Benoist, Bijaoui, Cappi A.,

Ferrari, Plionis, Sauvageot, Slezak, Vandame, 1.5 hrs, Otober

2002

39. ESO 2.2m + WFI, The luminosity funtion of hard X-ray se-

leted, highly obsured areting soures, PI: F. Fiore, CoI: Co-

mastri A., M. Brusa, P. Ciliegi, M. Mignoli, R. Maiolino, F.

Cohia, F. La Frana, G. Matt, G.C. Perola, A. Baldi, S.

Molendi, C. Vignali, B. Wilkes, P. Green, 24 hrs, servie mode

40. ESO 2.2m + WFI, Completing the pre-FLAMES publi survey

of the tidally disrupted Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal, PI: F.R.

Ferraro, CoI: M. Bellazzni, L. Monao, E. Sabbi, E. Panino,

E. Valenti, P. Bonifaio, 8.2hrs, 2002, servie mode

41. ESO 2.2m +WFI, A deep + shallow U imaging survey: prepara-

tion to the VIRMOS Deep redshift Survey, PI: Arnaboldi, CoI:

Garilli, Guzzo, Le Fevre, Maagni, Mazure, Piat, Radovih,

Ripepi, Saramella, Vettolani, Zamorani G., 40 hrs, April 2002,

23 hrs, Otober 2002

42. ESO 2.2m + WFI, Publi Imaging Survey, PI: Krautter, CoI:

Arnaud, Boehringer, Dennefeld, Elbaz, Franx, Guzzo, Ibata,

Jorgensen, La Frana, Meisenheimer, Morganti, Souail, Sur-

dej, Zamorani G., da Costa, Arnouts, Groenewegen, Hatzimi-

naoglou, Hook, Madejsky, Mignani, Rite, Slijkuis, 30 hrs, April

2002

43. ESO 2.2m + WFI, Publi Imaging Survey: WFI follow-up of

XMM-Newton Serendipitous Fields, PI: Krautter, CoI: Arnaud,

Boehringer, Dalton, Dennefeld, Elbaz, Franx, Guzzo, Ibata Jor-

gensen, La Frana, Lawrene, Meisenheimer, Morganti, Sou-

ail, Surdej, Zamorani G., da Costa, Arnouts, Hatziminaoglou,

Rite, Sikkema, Slijkuis, Vandame, 30 hrs, Otober 2002
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TNG

44. TNG + DOLORES, Optial identi�ation of hard (2-10 keV) X-

ray HELLAS2XMM soures PI: F. La Frana, CoI: Comastri

A., F. Fiore, F. La Frana, F. Niastro, A. Frusione, S. Molendi,

P. Severgnini, R. Maiolino, 3.5 nights, Marh 2002

45. TNG + DOLORES, Getting aurate distanes to Loal-Group

Galaxies, PI: F.R. Ferraro, CoI: M. Bellazzini, L. Origlia,

L. Monao, E. Panino, E. Oliva, C. Caiari, 3 nights, 2002

46. TNG + LRS, RR Lyrae and BHB stars at the North Gala-

ti Pole, PI: C. Caiari, CoI: A. Bragaglia, A. Buzzoni, T.

Kinman, 4 nights, 2002, servie mode

47. TNG + LRS, Struture of the Galati Halo towards the North

Galati Pole (NGP), PI: C. Caiari, CoI: A. Bragaglia, A.

Buzzoni, T. Kinman, 32 hrs, 2003, servie mode

48. TNG + LRS/MOS, Membership in old open lusters from mul-

tislit intermediate resolution spetrosopy, PI: A. Bragaglia,

CoI:M. Tosi, L. Di Fabrizio, G. Maroni, E. Held, 18hrs, 2003,

servie mode

49. TNG + NICS, Near-Infrared PL and PLC relations of anoma-

lous Cepheids in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Ursa Minor, PI: M.

Maroni, CoI: F. Caputo, G. Clementini, M. Di Cresienzo, G.

Fiorentino, I. Musella, V. Ripepi: 24.5 hrs, servie mode

50. TNG + NICS, Metal enrihment by reursive episodes of star

formation: stellar abundanes in massive starburst galaxies, PI:

L. Origlia, CoI: R. Maiolino, A. Comastri, P. Ranalli, A.

Maroni, 3 nights, 2002

51. TNG + OIG, A photometri searh for interating binaries in

moderate-density GGCs, PI: F.R. Ferraro, CoI: L. Monao, E.

Sabbi, E. Panino, B. Paltrinieri, V. Testa, 1 night, 2002, servie

mode

52. TNG + OIG, A photometri searh for interating binaries in

moderate-density GGCs, PI: F.R. Ferraro, CoI: E. Sabbi, L.

Monao, A. Possenti, R.T. Rood, 9hrs, 2003, servie mode
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53. TNG + SARG, Metal abundanes of old open lusters as traers

of Galati hemial evolution, PI: Bragaglia A., CoI: Tosi

M., R. Gratton, E. Carretta; 3 nights, 2002{2003, servie

Misellaneous ground based telesopes

Kek II + NIRSPEC, Abundanes of Bulge and Galati Center

luster stars, PI: R.M. Rih, CoI: L. Origlia, 1.5 nights, July

2002

Kek II + NIRSPEC, Abundanes of Bulge and Galati Center

luster stars, PI: R.M. Rih, CoI: L. Origlia, 1 night, July 2003

54. CFHT, Cfh12K, Multiolor wide �eld imaging of merging lus-

ters, PI: Benoist C., CoI: Cappi A., Ferrari C., Maurogordato

S. et al., 8hours, 2002

55. JKT + JAG, RR Lyrae distanes to the Sagittarius stream, PI:

F. Prada, CoI: D. Martinez-Delgado, Z. Ivezi, L. Di Fabrizio,

K. Vivas, R. Zinn, Clementini G., 7 nights, 2003

56. NOT + AFOSC, RR Lyrae distanes to the Sagittarius stream,

PI: D. Martinez-Delgado, CoI: F. Prada, Z. Ivezi, L. Di Fab-

rizio, K. Vivas, R. Zinn, G. Clementini, 5 nights, 2003

HST

57. HST-ACS, Searhing for primeval galaxies: the promising ase

of SBS 1414+437, PI: A.Aloisi, CoI: Tosi M., 18 orbits in 2003

XMM{Newton

58. Spatially resolved spetrosopy of merging lusters in the Shapley

Conentration, PI: S. Ettori, CoI: Bardelli S., Zua E. et al.,

45 kse, 2001, 2002

59. Traing the hidden AGN ativity in the EROs population, PI:

Comastri A., CoI: M. Brusa, A. Cimatti, E. Daddi, Mignoli

M., Pozzetti L., C. Vignali, Zamorani G., A. Antonelli, 53.3

kse, AO2
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60. The reddest quasars, PI: Comastri A., CoI: Mignoli M., M.

Brusa, C. Vignali, 23.3 kse, AO2

61. SSC emission from extragalati ompat radio hot spots with

XMM, PI: G. Brunetti, CoI: M. Bondi, Comastri A., G. Setti,

S. Varano, 50 kse, AO2

62. A deep wide area XMM survey in ELAIS-S1 to map the history

of baryon transformations in quasars and galaxies, PI: F. Fiore,

CoI: Comastri A., Ciliegi P., C. Gruppioni,Mignoli M., M.

Brusa, F. La Frana, A. Franeshini et al., 400 kse, AO2

63. The nature of hard X-ray emission in starburst galaxies, PI: P.

Ranalli, CoI: Comastri A., G. Setti, 43.3 kse, AO2

Chandra

64. Spatially resolved observation of a major merging event in the

Shapley Superluster, PI: S.Ettori, CoI: Bardelli S., Zua

E. et al., 80 kse, Marh{April 2003

65. Chandra and XMM-Newton to study the ionization ones of the

Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 5252, PI: M. Dadina, CoI: M. Cappi,

G. Malaguti, Comastri A., G. Di Coo, L. Bassani, G.G.C.

Palumbo, 70 kse, AO4

66. Chasing quasar 2, PI: F. Fiore, CoI: Comastri A., M. Brusa,

Ciliegi P., Mignoli M., R. Maiolino, P. Severgnini, F. La

Frana, G. Matt, G.C. Perola, A. Baldi, S. Molendi, C. Vignali,

45 kse, AO4

67. Elusive Ative Galati Nulei in starburst galaxies, PI: R. Maiolino,

CoI: Comastri A., G. Matt, F. Fiore, T. B�oker, A. Krabbe, R.

Gilli, A. Maroni, F. La Frana, M. Salvati, 60 kse, AO4
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11 Position held in working groups and

siene poliy ommittees

� Bardelli S.:

- Board of Diretors (sine January 17, 2002): member

� Bellazzini M.:

- Board of Diretors (sine January 17, 2002): member

� Caiari C.:

- TNG Time Alloation Committee: member (until May 2002)

- SOC for the IAU Commission 27 (Variable Stars): member

- PI of the ITAL{FLAMES Consortium (Bologna, Trieste, Cagliari

and Palermo Observatories) for the FLAMES instrument

� Ciotti L.:

- Visiting Astronomer of Suola Normale Superiore di Pisa and

Leturer on \Dynamial models in astrophysis" (sine 1997)

� Comastri A.:

- ESA: XEUS (X-ray Evolving Universe Spetrosopy) Astro-

physis Working Group: member

- ESA: XMM{Newton User Group: member

- 5

th

National AGN onferene (Como, June 2002) Sienti� Or-

ganizing Committee: member

- 34

th

COSPAR Symposium: NEW X-RAY RESULTS FROM

CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES AND BLACK HOLES (Houston,

Otober 2002) Sienti� Organizing Committe : member

- Bologna University: teaher of the topi Emissione di alta

energia da oggetti ollassati, part of the Spae Physis ourse,

for the aademi year 2001{2002
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� de Ruiter H.:

- Expert evaluator of the European Union Training and Researh

Networks

- Loal sienti� oordinator of the European Union \Informa-

tion Soiety Tehnologies (IST)", programme "Cosmolab" (3D

visualisation tehniques in Astronomy)

� Ferraro F.R.:

- ST-ECF User Committee: member

- ESO Observing Programmes Committee (OPC): panel D1:

member

- OAB team ITAL-FLAMES Consortium: member

- Bologna University - teaher of Stellar Evolution lass - Aa-

demi year 2001-2002

� Fusi Pei F.:

- INAF Dip.1: Member of the Board

- INAF Dip.3: Member of the TS Committee

- Cagliari Astronomial Observatory: Member of the Board

- ESO-OPC: panel P68: member at large

� Mignoli M.:

- Organizer of the Observatory \Thursday Seminars"

� Origlia L.:

- TNG TAC member

� Pozzetti L.:

- ESO : Observing Programmes Committee (OPC): panel A (os-

mology): member
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� Sanisi R.:

- Sienti� Tehnial Committee, ESO, Garhing: member

- Time Alloation Committee, TNG: member

- Board of Diretors: member

� Tinti F.:

- Board of Diretors: member

� Tosi M.:

- Deputy Diretor of the Bologna Observatory

- Loal Late Galati Evolution Group, International Spae Si-

ene Institute (ESA), Berna (sine 1998): member

- Proposal for the NASA spae mission Interstellar Path�nder

(sine July 1998): assoiate sientist (sine July 1998)

- INAF Working Group for the Maro{Area Stars and Interstel-

lar Medium : oordinator

- INAF Working Group for the Equal Opportunities: member

- PhD in Astronomy at the University of Bologna, Collegio dei

Doenti: external member

� Zamorani G.

- ESO : VIRMOS Siene Team : member

- ESO: Survey Working Group : member

- XMM: Time Alloation Committee: Survey panel : hairman

- SAX: Siene Steering Committee (1999 - 2002) : member

- INAF: Comitato di Consulenza Sienti�a: hairman
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� Zitelli V.

- Board of Diretors: member

- Responsabile stazione osservativa di Loiano

- Member of the TNG working group site test

- Teaher of \Teoria e Tenihe di Elaborazione delle immagini

astronomihe", AA 2001/2002

- INAF working group \Pioli Telesopi Nazionali\
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12 Organization of Workshops

Bologna Workshop on Galati Winds, organized by D'Erole

A., Tosi M., Brighenti F.

In January 17-18 2002 a workshop on Galati Winds was held in

Bologna at the Astronomial Observatory. This workshop was or-

ganized by F. Brighenti (Dep. of Astronomy, Bologna University),

and A. D'Erole and M. Tosi (Astronomial Observatory of Bologna).

Only a restrited number of persons (see the list below) were invited,

the most ative on the spei� �eld of starbursts and galati winds.

They ame from di�erent ountries suh as USA, Germany, England,

UK, Japan, Italy. The workshop was intended to onfrontate the opin-

ion of di�erent leading experts on several questions still open suh as

the ability of a starburst to really sustain a galati wind, the eÆieny

of SNs in thermalizing the ISM and the irulation and ultimate fate

of the metal ejeta of SNs.

After two days of interesting presentations and lively disussions on

both observational data and numerial models, the partiipants di-

vided into two groups and suggested the three highest-priority issues

to be addressed both for new observations and for new models, to

better understand starburst gas outows and their �nal fate.

The groups were divided into self{de�ned \observers" or \theorists".

Observations:

1) observations of the atual environment of starbursts, to on�rm

evidene and parameterization of outows; and to determine

the ambient onditions. What is the hot, warm, and old gas

distribution in the immediate environment of starbursts? What

is the metalliity?

2) get better kinemati observations and parameterization of the

gas outows.

3) get better statistis on the star formation properties of galaxies:

what is the role of starbursts as a population among galaxies?

what are the range and properties of star formation in galaxies?
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Theory:

1) make simulations that inlude ontinuous star formation both

in spae and time, rather than only with instantaneous entral

burst.

2) study mirophysis: mixing, thermal ondution, instabilities,

element abundanes

3) improve initial onditions: resolution, multiple explosions, real-

isti density distributions, et.

List of parteipants: Dominik Bomans, Fabrizio Brighenti, Anni-

bale D'Erole, Andrea Ferrara, Tim Hekman, Mordeai-Mark Ma

Low, Crystal Martin, Franesa Matteui, Gerhardt Meurer, Masao

Mori, Casiana Munoz Tunon, Sally Oey, Sergey Silih, Evan Skill-

man, Ian Stevens, Dave Strikland, Guillermo Tenorio-Tagle, Roberto

Terlevih, Monia Tosi.
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13 Seminars and visiting astronomers

1. January 17{18 2002, Bologna Workshop on Galati Winds, (or-

ganized by D'Erole A., Tosi M., Brighenti F.)

2. January 22, 2002, Elena Terlevih (Institute of Astronomy,

University of Cambridge, UK), Star Formation Rate estimators,

a statistial approah

3. January 31, 2002, Konrad Kuijken (Department of Astron-

omy, Kapteyn Institute, NL) Kinematis of Bulges, Large and

Small

4. February 14, 2002, Silvano Desidera (Osservatorio Astronomio

di Padova), Riera di Pianeti Extrasolari on il SARG

5. February 21, 2002, Elisa Costantini (Max-Plank-Institut f�ur

extraterrestrishe Physik, Garghing, DE), X-ray haloes as diag-

nostis of interstellar grains

6. February 28, 2002, Paolo Tozzi (Osservatorio Astronomio di

Trieste), The 1Mse Exposure of the Chandra Deep Field South

7. Marh 14, 2002, Franesa Panessa (Istituto TeSRE-C.N.R.

& Dipartimento di Astronomia, Bologna), Study of a omplete

sample of Seyfert galaxies;Marello Giroletti (Istituto I.R.A.-

C.N.R. & Dipartimento di Astronomia, Bologna), Nearby blazars:

what did they tell us, what will they tell us?

8. Marh 21, 2002, Enrio V. Held (Osservatorio Astronomio

di Padova), Gas, stars, and the evolution of dwarf galaxies: the

ase of Phoenix

9. April 18, 2002, Lua Amendola (Osservatorio Astronomio di

Monteporzio, Roma), Sienza e mito dell'energia osura
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10. May 2, 2002, R.H. Sanders (Kapteyn Astronomial Institute,

Groningen, NL), Evidene for modi�ed newtonian dynamis at

low aelerations

11. May 14, 2002, Renzo Sanisi (INAF { Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Bologna),

12. May 21, 2002, Eri Emsellem (Observatoire de Lyon, Frane),

I - Density waves in the inner regions of galaxies II- The Sauron

survey

13. May 30, 2002, Piero Galeotti (Istituto Nazionale di Fisia Nu-

leare, Torino), Neutrini da supernovae

14. June 6, 2002,Giovanni Fiorentini (Istituto Nazionale di Fisia

Nuleare, Ferrara), Alpha: A onstant that is not a onstant?

15. June 11, 2002, Piero Madau (University of California - Lik

Observatory, USA), The Assembly and Merging History of Su-

permassive Blak Holes in Hierarhial Models of Galaxy For-

mation

16. June 13, 2002, Ulrih Hopp (Institut f�ur Astronomie und As-

trophysik der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at, M�unhen, DE),

No loal young galaxies?

17. June 20, 2002, Julien Devriendt (Observatoire de Lyon, Frane),

The GALICS projet: a self-onsistent multi-wavelength mod-

elling of hierarhial galaxy formation

18. September 19, 2002,Marta Volonteri (Universit�a dell'Insubria,

Como), The assembly of massive blak holes in a hierarhial

universe
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19. September 26, 2002, Marella Maroni (INAF - Osservatorio

Astronomio di Capodimonte - Napoli), Modelli pulsazionali di

RR Lyrae e Cefeidi anomale

20. Otober 10, 2002, Valerio Vittorini (Dipartimento di Fisia,

Universit�a di Roma Tor Vergata), Connessione tra AGN e am-

biente ospite

21. Otober 17, 2002, Lua Ciotti (INAF { Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Bologna), Fundamental Planes

22. Otober 24, 2002, Flavio Fusi Pei (INAF { Osservatorio

Astronomio di Bologna), Deep HST observations of 19 �elds in

M31 and M32: metalliity distributions, streams, interations

23. Otober 31, 2002, Maria Luisa Marhesini (Department of

Physis & Astronomy - University of Leeds, UK), Ultra High

Energy Cosmi Rays (UHERC)

24. November 12, 2002, Maria Vitoria Alonso (Observatoire

Midi-Pyrenees, Toulouse, Frane, & Observatorio Astronomio

de Cordoba, Argentina), Peuliar motions in the nearby Uni-

verse

25. November 21, 2002, Guido Risaliti (INAF - Osservatorio As-

tronomio di Aretri), The omplex struture of the irumnu-

lear medium in AGN

26. November 27, 2002, Carlo Cavazzoni (CINECA - Bologna),

Problemi per la installazione e manutenzione di un sistema par-

allelo di PC per il alolo, Linux Cluster

27. Deember 5, 2002, Radoslav Zamanov (INAF { Osservato-

rio Astronomio di Padova), Quasar spetra in the ontext of

Eigenvetor-1 orrelations
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28. Deember 12, 2002, Reinaldo De Carvalho (INAF { Osserva-

torio Astronomio di Brera & Observatorio Naional - CNPq /

DAF - Rio de janeiro, Brazil), The Northern Sky Optial Cluster

Survey: Towards the Mass Funtion

29. Deember 19, 2002, Andreas Ekart (Physikalishes Institut,

Universit�at zu K�oln, Germany), Stellar Orbits and a Cusp at the

Center of the Milky Way
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14 \Laurea" thesis

Marh 15, 2002

1. Avolio Serena, Propriet�a statistihe di ammassi di galassie se-

lezionati in banda X (Marano B., Zua E., Bardelli S.)

2. Canelliere Franeso, Spettrosopia e variabilita' in banda X

di galassie di Seyfert (Marano B., Comastri A.)

3. Valenti Elena, Riera delle variabili RR Lyrae negli ammassi

globulari NGC6304 e Arp2 (Battistini P., Bellazzini M., Ca-

iari C.)

July 19, 2002

4. Battista Claudia, Modelli di Universo on equazioni di stato

non standard (Bonoli F., Ciotti L., Cappi A.)

5. Lagani Paolo, L'ammasso globulare post-ore ollapse NGC

6752 (Battistini P., Ferraro F.R.)

6. Montarolo Vittorio,Osservazioni Chandra di Cygnus A (Marano

B., Comastri A.)

7. Sollima Antonio, Fotometria infrarossa dell'ammasso globu-

lare omega Centauri (Battistini P., Ferraro F.R.)

Otober 11, 2002

Gennari Niol�o, Fotometria in banda V e I delle galassie sfer-

oidali nane Leo I e Leo II (Battistini P., Bellazzini M.)

Deember 20, 2002

8. Marini Franesa Interazione tra ammassi di galassie nel su-

perammasso di Corona Borealis (Dallaasa D., Bardelli S., Zua

E.)
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15 PhD theses

1. Lua Angeretti, Star formation histories of nearby galaxies, I

year (advisors: Tosi M., Marano B.)

2. Lara Baldai, Variable stars and stellar populations in Lo-

al Group dwarf galaxies, II year (advisors: Clementini G.,

Gregorini L.)

3. Marella Brusa, Physis and evolution of the soures of the

X{ray and infrared bakgrounds, III year (advisors: Marano B.,

Comastri A.)

4. Elena Panino,Multiple stellar populations in omega Centauri,

III year (advisors: Ferraro F.R., Bartolini C.)

5. Lorenzo Monao, Stellar populations in the Galati Halo, II

year (advisors: Ferraro F.R., Battistini P.)

6. Elena Sabbi, HST observations of globular lusters, I year (ad-

visors: Ferraro F.R., Bartolini C.)

7. Carlo Nipoti, The saling relations of elliptial galaxies: on-

straints from stellar dynamis, (advisors: Setti G., Ciotti L.,

Londrillo P.)

8. Piero Ranalli, High energy emission properties of starburst

galaxies, III year (advisors: Setti G., Comastri A.)
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16 Post-Dotoral, Post-Laurea fellowships

and Contrats

1. Lua Angeretti, Post Laurea ontrat

2. Emanuela Calabrese, Post Laurea ontrat

3. Filippo Fraternali, Post Dotoral fellow

4. Simona Giaintui, Post Laurea ontrat

5. Silvia Galleti, Post Laurea ontrat

6. Barbara Lanzoni, Post Dotoral fellow

7. Marella Maio, Post Laurea ontrat

8. Andrea Marolini, Post Laurea ontrat

9. Andrea Possenti, Post Dotoral fellow

10. Franesa Pozzi, Post Dotoral fellow

11. Emanuel Rossetti, Post Laurea ontrat

12. Elena Valenti, Post Laurea ontrat
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17 Budget information

Il bilanio preventivo per l'anno 2002 �e stato approvato dal Consiglio

di Osservatorio (CdO) il 18 Diembre 2001, seondo riteri di ompe-

tenza. Quello onsuntivo il 13 Marzo 2003, adottando il nuovo riterio

di assa ome previsto dal Regolamento INAF. Ci�o genera alune ap-

parenti disuniformit�a dovute alla diversa proedura.

Nel orso dell'anno sono state apportate variazioni di bilanio in

oasione di quattro sedute del CdO, essenzialmente per prendere in

ario nuove entrate (ASI, MIUR, et.) o per apportare adeguamenti

tenii in aluni apitoli di spesa.

Le Tabelle 1 e 2 riportano in modo estremamente shematio il

quadro delle entrate e delle spese (in migliaia di euro).

Table 1: ENTRATE (in K-euro)

desrizione Previsioni de�ntive Risosse

Avanzo di assa 5.482 ||

Trasferimenti INAF 3.846 3.832

Trasferimenti INAF vinolati 470 470

Partite di giro 1.562 792

Totale 11.330 5.094

Il onto onsuntivo si ompone del rendionto �nanziario, della situ-

azione amministrativa e dell'eleno dei rediti e dei debiti al 31 diem-

bre 2002. Dalla situazione amministrativa si evine l'avanzo di assa

de�nitivo al 31 diembre 2002, pari a euro 5.806.058,51 (uguale a quello

presunto riportato nel bilanio di previsione 2003), oltre all'avanzo di

amministrazione pari a euro 5.682.348,20.

L'eleno dei rediti e dei debiti (qui non riportato per brevit�a, ma

disponibilie) rappresenta l'ammontare delle operazioni in sospeso alla

hiusura dell'eserizio, la ui manifestazione �nanziaria avverr�a nel

orso del 2003.
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Table 2: SPESE (in K-euro)

desrizione Previsioni de�ntive Pagate

Spese per organi 33 27

Oneri per Personale 3231 2917

Aquisto di beni e servizi 277 185

Correnti per la riera 456 243

Correnti per la riera vinolate 680 301

Oneri �nanziari e tributari 3 2

Spese diverse 99 0

Aquisti e manutenzioni straord. 128 31

Investimento per la riera 138 106

Investimento per la riera vinolate 212 102

Edilizia (impegno vinolato) 4491 19

Partite di giro 1562 805

Totale 11.330 4.738

L'avanzo �e stato de�nito ome vinolato in quanto ripartito tra

apitoli la ui opertura deve essere garantita sia per rispetto dei on-

tratti e degli impegni vigenti, sia in osservanza a norme di legge.

Come si evine rapidamente anhe dalle Tabelle sopra riportate,

gran parte dell'avanzo �e dovuto a 4.472 K-euro l�� onuiti a ausa

dell'impegno assunto per la omparteipazione alla ostruzione della

nuova sede ongiunta OAB -Dipartimento di Astronomia, al Navile.

Il resto dell'avanzo �e dovuto sostanzialmente a tre voi prinipali:

� riduzione del personale di riera e tenio-amministrativo a

ausa di trasferimento ad altro ente (promozioni a professore

universitario, trasferimenti diretti verso altra sede, et.), pen-

sionamenti o dimissioni;

� fondi di riera aventi durata pluriennale e destinazione vino-

lata, e aantonamenti per aquisti, interventi, manutenzioni et.

su base pluriennale (io�e non attuabili on le risorse disponibli

in un unio eserizio �nanziario);
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� fondo di riserva o fondi vinolati per norme di legge.

Da un punto di vista meramente eonomio, l'eserizio �nanziario 2002

si �e hiuso pertanto in modo sostanzialmente positivo. Tuttavia va

posta l'attenzione sul fatto he, a parte l'avanzo relativo al progetto

edilizio della nuova sede (i ui tempi sono fortemente ondizionati dal

ontesto universitario), �e stata la ontrazione del personale ad orig-

inare una parte signi�ativa dell'avanzo. Ci�o ha un impatto negativo

sulla quantit�a e qualit�a della riera ui si sta gi�a erando di ovviare,

nonostante il perdurante bloo delle assunzioni.

Tenendo anhe onto dei tagli gi�a apportati ai �nanziamenti (e di

quelli ulteriori he potrebbero prospettarsi), �e evidente he a fronte del

rapido inremento delle spese �sse (dovuto agli inrementi stipendiali e

di tutti i osti legati all'inazione) e di quelle di fatto obbligate dal nor-

male funzionamento e gestione, il progressivo assottigliarsi dell'avanzo

render�a rapidamente molto diÆile non solo il miglioramento, ma ad-

dirittura il mantenimento della attivit�a di riera agli attuali livelli.
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